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PREFACE

Twelve years ago the United Nations Conference on the Htrman Environment (Stockholm,
5-16 June 1972) adopted the Action Plan for the Hurnan Environment, includinq the
Generel Principles for Assessment and Control of Marine Pollution. In the liqht of
the results of the Stockholm Conference, the United !,lations General Assembly decirled
to esteblish the United Nations Environment Proqramme (|JNEP) to rrserve as a focal
point for envirorunental action and co-ordination within the United Nations systemtl
(General Assembly resolution 2997(XXVII) of 15 December Lg72). The orqanizations of
the United Nations system were invited ]tto adopt the measures that may be requirerl
to r.rndertake concerted and co-ordinated proqrammes with reqard to international
envirormental problemstr, and the rrinterqoverrmental and non-qovernmental
organizations that have an interest in the field of the environment'r were also
invited "to lend their full support and collaboration to the Uni.terl llations with a
view to achieving the largest possible deqree of co-operation and co-ordination,r.
Subsequently' the Governing Council of UNEP chose rr0ceansr' aa one of the priority
areas in whieh it would focus efforts to fulfil its eatalytic and eo-orrlinatinq
Pole.

The Regional Seas Proqranme was initiated by UNEP in 1974. Since then the Governinrt
Council of UNEP has repeatedly endorsed a reqional approach to the control of marine
pollution and the management of marine and coastal resources and has requesterl the
dwelopment of regional action plans.

The Reqional Seas Programme at present includes eleven reqions !/ anrt has over IZo
coastal Statea participatinq in it. It is conceived aE] an action-oriente.l programme
having concern not only for the eonaequences but also for the causea of
envimrmental degradation and eneompassinq a cornprehensive approach to eonbatinq
envirormental problerns through the managenent of marine and coastsl areas. Each
regional action plan is formulated accordinq to the needs of the reqion as perceivecl
by the Goverrments concetned. It is designed to link assessnent of the quality of
the marine envitorment and the causes of its deterioration with activities for the
managanent and develognent of the marine and coastal environment. The action plans
pronote the parallelr$evelonrnent of reqional legel aqreements ancl of action-orienterl
proglmme ectivitiess .

The idee for a regional Soutlr Pacific environment manaqement proqramme came frrm gre
South Pacific Commission (SpC) in tSZ+. Consultatione between SpC anrl UNEp lert, in
197r, to the suggestion of organizinq a South Pacific Conference on the Huunan
Envirorment. fhe South Pacific Bureau for Econornic Co-operation (SPEC) and the
Econqnic and sociaL co{nmiesion for Asia and the pacific (EscAp) soon JoinerJ spc's
initiative and UNEP supported the developnent of what becarne known ae the South
Pacific Regional Environment proqramme (SpREp) es part of its Regional Sees
Progranme.

A Co-ordinating Group, consisting of representatives from SPC, SPEC, ESCAp and UNEp,
was established in l98fl to co-ordinate the preparations for the Confenence.

l'lediterranean, Kuwait Action Plan Reqion, West and Central Africa, llirJer
Caribbeanr East Asian Seas, South-East Pacific, South Pacific, Red Sea and Gulf
of Adenr East Africa, South-lfegt Atlantic and south Asian sees.

UNEP: Achievements and plenned developnent of UNEP's 'Reqional Seas progranme
ard eomparable progrannes sponsored by other bodles. IINEP Regional Seas Reports
and Studiea No. l. UNEP, l9g2.
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Lhe Confererrce on the Human Environment in the S6-uth Pac.lfic utas egnvefivett ln
Rarotonga (S-lI March 19S2). It adopted: the South Pacifie Declaration on Natural
Resorlrc6g and Envinorment of the South Facific Region; and agr.aed on the
administrative and financial arrangemente needed to support t[9 implementation of
the Action Flen and on the wqrkplan for the next phese of SPREP 

g 
'

At the tequest oF the Ststes and fenritories of the South Paelfio Reqiont
negotlatior,rs rrere initiated to de,vetr op, in tha frametork qf the Aotion Plan, o

Convention for, the Protection qnd Development of the llatirral Resourceg and

E,nvirorment of the South Paaific R-egion with speelfie protoe.ols ue,La.ted ts (i)
prwention of polluti-on by dumping end (ti) co-opapation in oflnbetinq oil pollution
emelqenciee. In order to faeilitate the negotielion of these lwal inetnments' the
pr.esent doeumentp tevler*-ing the pnoblims of nadloectivity in the Squth Pgciflc
Region, was drawn up.

The doctnrent w s, prepar,erl by I qloup bf consultants actlnq in their personal
clpq'city, The Group e.gnsisted of Dr. Hike Bacon (USA), FroFeasor Gdrard Lambert
(Franee), Dr. Athol Rafter (New Zenl-and), Dr. Jaftqs Samisohi (Fi.ii) sniJ Mr. Eon,

S,tevens (Atrstralla), and wonked under the Ehainmanship qf Dr. Hike Bacon. Ihe
spqncors of the study would like to expreas thelr gretitude to the sha,irnsn and the
msnbere of the gtorrlp, as well as to Lhe saientist wiro reviewed the tlreft of the
docuhont.

21 SPC/SPEC/ESCAFIUNEPT Actlon Plan for
envirorment of the South Pacifie Region.
l,ls. 29. UNEP, 198t,

manegiRg the natural Desourcds snd
UNEP Reqional Seaq Reports and Studieg
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In November 1982 the Technical Group on Radioactivity in the South pacific
Region was created and assigned the bask of reviewing radioactivity andits regional impact. The project was motivated largely by the concern
expressed in the Region over existing and proposed aclivilies that might
release radioactive materials to bhe environment. 0f particular concernare the nuelear_explosions presenLly being conducted in Polynesia andproposals to inelude the PaciFic 0cean in itrategies for radioective waste
management.

Thrs Report is the outcome of the Technical Group's efforts. The subjectis vast, and the Report is neceesarily lengthy and, in places, somewhattechnical. The Report can be said to hive three overall object,ives:(i) to provide the general reader with some basic information needed to
understand the scientific issues (Chapters I and 4), (ii) to provide an
overview of the radiation environment in which Paeific people live(Chapters 5 - 7), and (iii) to give an evaluation, from the scientificpoint of view, of sorne of the issues that are presently of greatest
concern in the Region (Chaptera I and 9).

-l-

CHAPTER 1

SIINIARY (r TTIE REPOflT

1. I INTRODUCTION

1.2 IONIZING RADIATIONS AND THEIR POSSIBLE HARMFI-JL EFFECIS

radionuclide releases to the environment. t[ is extiemel

Chapters I and 4 of the Report were writben with the aim of providing the
general reader with an introduction Lo some of the basic concepts- and
terms used in nuclear science and the properlies and eFfects of ionizingradietions. The moat important berms introduced in Chapter ] are thi
absorbed doser measursd in units called the gray, and the dose equivarent.measuredinunitsca1Iedthesievert.Theabsorbeddoseffi
energy that is absorbed in a substance (for example, a living tieeue) asradiation Passes through it. The dose equivalenL is equal to lfre absorbed
dose multiplied by e factor that takes into account the differentproperties of the.different Eypes of ionizing radiation (alphe, bata,
garma, or X-radiations).

It is especially important to understand the coneept of thE doeeeguivalent, becauee it is used very extensively throughout the remainderof the Report. Use of the dose equivalent provides a Sasis for comparing
exposurea of people to different sources of ronizing radietion, foi
comparing exposures received by differenE groups of peofite in difierentgeographieal areas, and for assessing objectively- the impact of

ize that it is the dose valent I€I
important to
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consideration in the effects of radiation not the
he poten a 1V

siee of the dose ivalents rece
om

D

ractrat ron her it is a

its eneroy. t makes erBnce
lon:'zlnq rlvEg rrom a na ural or an ctal 9ource.

Chapter 4, provides a D€viw of rhct ie bfom cbout the harmful effects of
ionizing radiation on living things and explains the role of various
international bodies in the field of rsdietion protection, most notably
the International Cornmission on Radiological Protection ( ICRP). The
lechnical Grot4r takee note in that Ctrrpter of lhe expanding uee of X-rays
For medical diagnosie in the Region, and it sees a need for countries in
theReqionLoconsidertheenaetmentofradiatio@
developing countries so as to establish proper standards of radiation
protection for workers and members of the public and acceptable levels of
radiation dose for persons and the environment. In the preparation of
such legislation, consideration might be given to setting an upper limit
for the contribution which any one source of ionizing radiation might be
permitted to make to persons as msnbers of the public. Dose limits
adopted in such legislation would provide a basis against which radiation
doses to persons in the Region could be monitored and possible harmful
effects of the doses assessed. The detailed requlrenrents of such
legislation could appropriately be based on the recenmendations of the
InternaElonal Comnission on Radiologieal Protection, on codes of practice
of other competent international authorities, sucn as the World Health
0rganization and the International Atomic Energy Agency' and on the
experience gained in this field by other countries.

In discussing the knoum harmfuL effects produced in living things by
exposure to ionizing radiationr oD important distinction is made between
what are called stochastic and non-stochastic effects. For some effects,
ithasbeenshoFGt-tneir@endsonthesizeofradiation
dose received and thaL for these effects a threslrold or minimum dose is
required for their occurence. These are called non-stochastic effects.
The size of the threshold dose is different for diFF:Effis and for
different species of living things. For obher effects, particularly many
late effects, the chances of the effects occurring rather than their
severiLy depends onffize of bhe radiaLion dose to living cells. As a
group these are called stochastic eFfects. For them it has not been
possible to show by scientiffiFch whether or not a threshold dose
exists for their oceurrence. 5o as not to underestimate the chances of
stochastic effects occurrinq in livinq thinqs, it is the eurrent radiation

tection actlce to assume exlsEs ror

in its cons ionizing radia

r

no
art
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I.J EXPOSURES TO IONIZING RADIATTON IN IHI SOUTH PACIFIC RTGION

Ionizing radiations originate both in sources that occur naturally and in
sourees created by human technology. Natural sources of ionrzing
radiation have been present in the environment since the beginning of the
earbh's history. They include cosmic rays lhal come from outer space and
natural radionuelides that, occur on earth. Barring a nuclear war or major
nuclear reactor accidents, natural sources are Iikely always Lo be the
main environmental contribuLor to human radialion exposure. Artificial
sources oF ionizing radiation in the envirorvnent are due almost
exclusivel y
production,

to
the

atmospheric nuclear explosions arrd nucl.ear electrir-- power
former being by far the most important.

The leehnical Group spent. a considerable amount of its efforL revrewing
the information available on human exposure to sources of ionizing
radiation in the environment. That work is reported in Chapters 5 and 5.
l'luch of the information given in those chapters is based on the most
recent report of the United Nations Seientifrc CommitLee on the Effecls of
Atomic Radiation which derived global averages for exposure to natural and
artificial ionizing radiation. In addition the Group revrewed data
relating specifieally to the exposures of populaLions living in the South
Pacific Region with the dim of determining how tlre average exposures to
ionizing radiation in the Region compare wiih t.he glob;I averages.

In the case of naturaL radiaLion, the world populat:.on as a whole reee.t.ves
an average annual effective oose equivalent of 2000 mir:rosievert. Thrs is
an average figure, and there is a large variation from place to place on
earth, depending on a number of environmental factors, and from person to
person depending on living habits. The exposure ls received in a variety
of h,ayss by external exposure to cosmic rays and radioactive elements
(poLassium, thorium and uranium) in soils, by the consumption of food
containing natural radionuclides, and by the breathing in of radon-222 and
other radionuclides that are naturally present in the air. For the South
Pa_c-ific_Reqion the. Teghnicar Group. congluded that, gn ayelao6l-EF-eTiiln-f
eff-ective dose equivalent from natural sources of ionizinq radiation is

lowei:than-average exp evaral
factors: (l) tne low concentrations of radioactive elements in the
coralline soils that occur in much of the region, (?) tne lorrer
concentrations of tadon-222 in air over Lhe ocean compared with
concentrations over the continents, and (5) the fact Lhat most people in
the region live in well-ventilated houses and spend much of their llme
outdoors, thus avoiding exposure to the eLevated levels of radon thet
often occur in indoor air. The leehnical Gr also concluded that

to artificial sourceE o n
onue ormed our
aver ol€r ree times Jower. in

lon J.E lS ror t{or s most o

on
c

a on or the Keg lveg
as a whole.

rn Hemisphere, whereas the
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greater part of the fallout from abrnospherr,c testing was delrvered in che
Northern Hemisphere. In general lhe contribution to total radiaLion
exposure due to artificial redionuclides is srnaJ.I and ts much less than
the variability thet exists in expoauDe to natural sources of radiation.

Although averege doses from both natural and artificial ionizing
radiation, in the Region are subscantially lower than in most other parbs
of the world, there are cerLain islands in the Region where populations
receive unusually high radiation exposures. Niue Island in the South
Pacific is a docmented example of an area of unusually high natura.l.
radioactiviLy, and in Chapter 5 Lhe Technical Group calls abtention to
some data suggesting that part of Guam might also be such an area.
Unusually high levels of arbificial radioactivity are found at some atolls
in the Marshall Ielands that were contaminated by local fallout from the
US weapons tests.

Chapter 7 discusses in detail the exposures that arise from the use of
sources of ionizing radiation in medicine and other act,ivities. In most
developed countries the radiation doses to populations from lhe medicel
diagnostic uses of ionizing radiation are the largest of all the doses
from artificial sourees. The Technical Group is not aware oF any
assessments of the radiation doses to the populaLions of any of the
countries in the Region from the medical uses of sources of ionizing
radiation. However, it is reasonable to assume that there will be an
increase, and more diversity, in the use of sources of ionizing radiation
for medical purposes in the South Pacific Region as health services
develop further. In many counlries in the Region the special facilities
necessary for these purposes are becoming more readily available in the
major population centers, and it is to be expected that' with timer the
facilities will be provided in less densely populated areas. As these
developments occur, it will be important for the counLries of the region
to ensure that the resulting radiation doses to bheir populations are
minimised. The Technical sees value in the devel t oF a
reqional ram th services to oversee

rds w o the uses o radiat

I.4 PRESENT AND PROPOSED ACIIVITIES INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE

After a brief review in Chapter B of radioactivity in the Pacific 0cean,
bhe Report proceeds in Chapter 9 to a discussron of activities presently
conducted in the Region, or proposed for the future, that might result in
the release of radionuclides to the environment. The activities that are
presently of greatest concern and most likely to influence the setting of
envirorynental policy in the near future are the underground nuclear
explosions presently being conducted in Polynesia by France as part of its
weapons development program and the proposed use of the Pacific Ocean for
the disposal of radioactive wastes.
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The fi.rst section of Chapter 9 deals with Lhe subject of radioar:trve
waste. l{:ch of' the emphasis in that sectron is crn [he ocean dumping of
packaged low-level waste, because there iras alrearJy been a consideriUle
development on a scientific basis for settinq limits on such disposal and
because there exist well developed rnternational mechanisms for control
and surveillance. Furthermore, a specific proposal has been issueo by
Japan to initiate in Lhe near future a proqram of low-level waste disposai
at a site in the western North Pacrfic, and this prcposal rlas been the
focus of considerable debate in the Region over the general issue of ocean
dumping.

Significant amounts of radionuclides are continually delivered to t.he
ocean by natural processes (Chapter 8). These constitute a small hazard
to human health. The scientific task is to determine how much additional
radioactivity will be added to the ocean by various hurnan activities (such
as ocean dumping) and to estimate the associated hazard. These additional
radioactivity levels and their associated hazard may then be conpared onthe one hand with the corresponding quantities arising from natural
radioactivity in the ocean and on the other hand with the hazards
estimated to arise from the maximum permissible level of radiation dose
recommended for members of the public by the ICRP. Because of this, a
conservative but flexible approach should be taken.

The IAEA in 1978 provided a general assessment of the problem of ocean
dumping. Its task was to set ]imits on the ralease rates of radionucli,des
on the seaFloor so that a definition of high-level waste (not suiLable for
dunping) could be formulated as required by the London Dumping Convention.
ln its assessment the IAEA used quantitabive predrctrons of the dose
equivalent to people as a measure oF the impact of dumping. The IAEA
scientists recognized that present scientific knowledge does not allow
exact predictions of eeawater concentrations resulting From radionuclide
releases to be made. They al.so recognized the possibility that aome
radioactivity could be trensferred from the seafloor to human populations
by completely unfoDesaen pathways. Because of these uncertainties, they
adoptad e conservative approach baeed on pessimistic aasumptions about,
what might happen in extreme circumstances, not on realietic assumptions
about what would moEt Iikaly happen under ordinary circumstances. Thus
the dosee predieted by their cElculations are, by inbention, moet probably
overeetimated. For this reaaon the resulting release-rate limits containbuilt-in safety factors. ![e Tecfinical Group-is satisfied that a verIevel of conservetism r{as a

releaee-r are restrictive
[rEE,re rrSK to nqE.an health or envi-rormental safetf .

The Japanese proposal for dunping of low-Ievel. waste in the North Pacificis a18o discueeed exteneively in Chapter 9. Ihe proposed full-scale
operation would involve dtnrping at a rate no greater than one percent of
the release-rete limit set by the IAEA, and, on the basis of the IAEA workand the confirmatory ealculations made by Japanese scientists, the

tse
me

imits
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of the proposal. lhe Technical Group unoersLands that, a final
report on the proposal is in preparation. Tfrat report will require
careful public review to ensure that the proposal ;omplies with all the
principles of the London Dumping Corrvention and with its associated
requirements.

It does not necessaril follow from the atrove cr:nclusion r rdi

radioactive was int ocean a esa
err over land- 10ns. clearl

regenE sclen a10ne.
evaluatlon ernaIlves I requrrec,. problem of the
management

or
of wasLes, both radioactive and non-radioactive, will always

exist, and scientific understanding of the enVironment liff always
continue to be revised. The Technical Group feels it is important that
policies and practices remain flexible enough Lo respond to changed
circunstances and improved scientific knowledge. At any moment in time,
policy decisions should be based on the best screntific informaLion then
available, but there will always be need in the end for the exercise of
good judgement and common sense.

RegarJing the program of underground nuclear weapons tesls oy France, the
Technical Group makes fibte of Lhe difficulty of giving an informed
evaluation because of the high level of secrecy that surrounds the
act.ivity. This is in sharp contrast Lo civilran activrties, such as
radioactive waste disposal, which are sub.lecf to international
surveillance, scientifi.c review, and publrc scrutiny.

Itre present procedure of lesting underground avoids the previous pollution
of the aLmosphere by raoioactive debrrs and is considered saferr with
regard to human healt,h, than is tesbing above ground. Crude
approximations of che amounts of radionuclides that might be accunulating
underground at the Lest site indicate that they are unlikely to be large
enough to be cause for alarm, but neither are they altogether negligible.
One should be oarticularly concerned of bhe ible lonq-term effects
such as lea if the testin

accunulations o faotonuc I are to UE

into the future. echnica oup at past envirorunenta
safety assessnents and publication of results have been inadequate, and it
urges prompt publication oF results and distfibution to concerned
governments in Lhe Region. For example, the Technical Group notes with
interest that, after some 50 underground nuclear tests since 1974 in the
Tuamotu Islands, France has decided to conduct fut.ure underground tests in
shafts bored in the lagoon raLher than in the rim of the atolls as used
previously. The Technical Group believes that bhis decision could only
have been taken after a thorough seientific evaluation of the need for Lhe
change. The Technical Group urges that t,he scientiFic evaluation which
led to this decision be promptly published and distributed.
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0verall the Technical Group concludes that the present nuclear y{eapons
teeting and Lhe proposed low-Ievel waste disposal involve only a small,
quite possibly a non-exiEtent, risk to human health and the onvirorment in
the South Pacific Region. The Group believes bhab there is little
scientific basig for judging these activities Lo be unacceptable,
ffiiffithis conclueion ooes-not in any way deny that important legal,
political, and moral principles might very well be involved in and
dominate the evaluetion of them. Through its Report the Technical Group
attenpte to provide factual scientific information and interpretation
thatr it is hopedr will contribute to informed debaue on these important
isgues.

t

I

u
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CHAPTER 2

EACKGROTSD TO THE 
'IEPORT

The Technical Group on Radioactivit,y in the South Pacifie Regron was
formed in November 1982 and charged with the tast< oF preparing a review ofnatural and artiFicial radi.oactivity in the Region. Forma[ion of lhe
Group took place following the Conference on t,he l-fuman Environrnent in the
South Pacific (Rarotonga, Cook Islands, 8-11 March I9BZ), where concern
was expressed about the problems related to radionuclides, such as the
testing of nuclear devices and the storage and release of nuclear h,asces,occurring in tl" Paci.fic regional envi.ronment. This sub.lect was given
!igf, prioriLy in the Action PIan for the South pacific Regional
Environment Progranrne (SPREP).

According to its terms of reference, the Technical Group, under the
supervision and guidance of the South Pacific Commission, was to prepare areview on nabural and artificial radioactivity in the South Pacifie
Region, supported with bibliographic references and covering:

- !h" origin and source of natural and artificial radroactivity in the
Region;

- the inpute of artificial radioactivity into the pacific (including ahistorical review);

- the past and presenl levels
in Pacific waters, soils,
and foreseeebl.e trends);

- the effecte of netural and artiFicial radioactivity on the Pacific
ecosystems, including human populations.

'lhe lechnical Group held its first meeting at,SPC headquarters in l,bunea,
New caledonia, _r7-2L _January 1gg], At that time an interim reporl wasprepared in the form of a working outline, which wag distributed to
governmente in February For comment. A second and Final meeting of the
Technicar Group was held at Nounea, 4-9 Jury l9g), with bhe suppor[ of the
SPREP Secretariat. A draft of the present Report was completed at that
meeting.

It !9" originally desired bhat the review by the Technical Group would bein the form of a, short report written in layman's language. As the Group
proceeded with its work, however, it became apparent. [na[ the subject wastoo vast and the issues too complex to be treated adequately in thal form.
Consequently, the present lengthy Report resulted. In writing the Report,
however, the Group made a sincere atternpt to keep in mind the needs of thegeneral reader and to avoid as much as possible the use of technicaljargon. Chapters f and 4 in particular are aimed at the general readerwho may have litble prior knowledge of radioactivity or of ionizingradiations. For convenience a Gross-ry of rerme is ippended to the
Report.

of
and

natural and artificial radioactivity
ecosyst.ems (including pasb, present,
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ln considering the scope of its ileport the lechnical. Group decided Lhat
for conpleteness and for achievrng a proper perspective it should expand
its coverage slightly to include alI sourees of ionizing rediation to
ntrich people are commonly exposed. Thus, in addition to discuseing
natural and artificial radronuclides, the Report also discusses expoaureg
to cosmic rays and machines that give off X-rays.

For the purposes of this Reporb, the South Pacifie Region is taken to be
the entire area of the South Pacific Commission, which includes the
islands north of bhe equator in Micronesia (see figure 2-l).

Ihis Report appears at a time nfien a neb,er unit of radioacbivity, the
becquerel, is replacing an older unit,,fhe curie (see Chapter l, Seetion
,,4), One curie is equal to 1.7 x I0r' becquerel. lhroughout the early
chaptera of the Report, activity is expressed in the units of becquerel.
However, in the preparation of Chapters B and I I which discuss
radioactivity in the oceen, radioactive waste disposalr and the London
Dr.rmping Convention, it was decided to retain the use of the curier because
the documents related to the Convention all. make uee of bhe older unit.
In some cases where published figures have been reproduced in the Reportt
other rnits of radioactivity will be found. These are explained in the
Figure captions or the accompanying bext.

The Membership of the Technical Group on Radioactivity in the South
Pacific Region consisted of M.P. Bacon (Co-ordinator), G. Lambert, T.A.
Rafter, J.L Samisoni, and D.J. Stevens.

During its work the Technical Group received information and helpful
comments from individuals too numerous to list here. Special thanks are
given to the South Pacific Commissir:n for its hospitality and to SPREP

Co-ordinator, Dr Jeremy Carew-Reid, and [he sLaff of the SPREP Secretariat
for encouragement and support and for overcoming the many problems
involved in the production of this first edition of the report.
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CHAPIER ]

BASIC COT{CEPTs AI{D TERHS

].1 ELEMENTS AND AIOI'I5

AII subslances are made of one or more elements. Al present there arejust over I00 lnown elements, oF wtrich 92 occur in nature. The remainder
can be made by technical procedures developed in recent years. Most of
the known elements exist in more than one form u-al.led isotopes of a givenelement. The isotopes of all the elements are referred to by the more
general term nuclide. There are, in total, about 2000 nuclides of thedifferent elements. Radioactive nuclides are called radionuclides(section t.t). Some radionuclides occur naturally and others can be made
by artificial means. Different elements can be mixed, and in the mixture
each el.ement retains its own properties (for example, a mixture of gold
and silver). Two or more elements can also combine to Form a chemical
compound. Elements lose their individual prop,:rties wtren they combine to
form compounds. for example, the erements hydrogen and oxygen (both
gaees) in chemical combination form water; labf6 salt is 'i chemical
compound of the elemerrt soclium ( a metal ) and chJ.orine (.a gas ) ; and,
although Iiving things contain oLher elements in chemical cornbtnabion,
they are mainry compounds of the elements hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and
nitrogen.

Elements themselves are made up of atoms, the aLom being the smallest unit
into which an element can be divrded and still keep iLs properties. Atoms
have their own particular internal structures. They can be divided into
eomponent partieles (sub-atomic particles), but lhese parbicles do not
have the properties of the element to which the atoms belong.

'.? 
STRUCIURE OF THE AIOM

An atom is an extremely small unit of.qn element both in weight and size.
For example, there are about 6_EIo" atoms in one gram of the tighteat
element hydrogen and about 2.5xI0tL atoms in one grafi of the heiviest
naturally occurring element uranium. Each atom has a central core, its
nucleusr which is surrounded by a number of mueh smaller sub-atomicparticles, electrons, which move in paths around the nucleus. Mosl of the
weight of an atom is in its nucleus, which is made up of two different
sub-atomic particles called protons and neutrons, except in lhe caae of
the simplest hydrogen atom, which has only one proton and no neutrong in
its nucleus. Protons have e positive electric charge, whareas neutrons
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have no electric charge. The weight of a proton and of a neutron is very
small and about the same for eaq[. The drameter of lhe nucleus of an atom
is also very sma.l.I, about lO-tt centimetre. For the dif ferent elements,
the number of protons in the nucleus drffers. This number is called the
atomic number of the element. It is one way by which an element can be
identified, because the number of protons in the nucleus of an atom
determines the chemieal propertieg oF the element.

Each electron orbiting around a nucleus of an atom weighs about one
two-thousandth of the weight of a proton or neutron. An electron has a
negative elecLric charge equal in size bo the positive charge of a proton.
Eecause the number of protons rn the nucleus of an atom and the number of
eJ.ectrons in its orbits is the same, and becauge a proton and an electron
have equal and opposite electric charge, atoms have no net electric
charge; bhat is, they are elect.rically neutral units. The overall
diaqeter of an atom, as fixed by the orbits of its electrons, is about
l0-8 centimetre, about i0r000 times greater than the drameter of its
nucleus. The total number of protons and neutrons rn the nucleus rs
another of the Features by which the form of an element can be identified.
This totel number is called the mass number of the particular form of the
element, the form being known as a nuclide or as an isotope of the
element.

For a particular element, the number of neutrons in the nucleus is
clifferent from the number of neutrons in a drFferent isotope oF the same
element. Different isotopes of an element have the same atomic number
because the number of protons in the nucleus of each of thei.r atoms is the
same. The mass numbers of different isotr:pes of a particular element are
different, however, because of bhe difference in lhe number of neutrons in
lheir nuclei. Different isotopes of an element have the same chemical
properties. Further, rf an element is part of, or is used by, living
things, its different isotopes behave in the same way in those living
things.

For easy reference, a nuclide or isotope of:n element can be identiFied
in several ways. In sLricLly scientific terms it would be sufficient to
refer to its aLomic number and ibs mass number. It is the usual practice,
however, to identify a nuclide or isotope by naming the element and
attaching to the name the mass number of lhe particular nuclide or
isotope. The names of aII elements have, for convenience, been
abbreviated to symbols (one or two letters of the alphabet). Accordingly,
nuelides or isotopes can be idenbified by their symbols and mass nunbers.
Ihe terminology used in this Report is illustrated by the following
examples. Ihe element uranium (symbol U) has atomic number 92; that is,
the nuel.eus of each atom of uranium contains'JZ protons, and each atom has
92 elect,rons. There are several isotopes of uranium. The most common,
that wftich is most abundanb naturally in soi-l and seawaLet, for example,
has mass number 218i that is, each of its atoms has 92 protons and
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I4oneutrons rn rEs rrucleus. Ihrg-,trucjrde or rsolope "s :aIled
uranium-Z]8, .:nd tlris r:an be r'rritten 4)dd or U-Z.'B*. Anolher rsolope of
uranium, that which rs us:d as fuej in nucl:ar reacL.ors, is ulanrum-Z]5
(U-?lr), rhe nuclei of rts :rtoms eech i:ontar.ning 92 protons, as given by
bhe atomic number of utanium, and I4J neutrons. Thele at'e oLher isocopes
of uranium which --an be identified -rn a similar way. Furtlrer examples are
the three isotopes of the element hydrogen (H), atomic number one. The
nucleus of each of tne aloms of the simplest and nrost aburtdarrt rsuLupe of
this element contains only a proLon and no neutrons. lb has a mass number
of I and is identified as H-l (hydrogen-l). A second isr:tope of hydrcgen
is H-2, usually called deuterium, and sometimes given the symbol D, the
nucleus of each of its atoms containing one proton :lnd one neutron. A
third isotope of hydrogen is H-J (usually called tritium, I). The nucleus
oF each atom of this isotope contains one proton and two neutrons,

'.] 
RADIONUCLIDES

The atoms of most isotopes of the elements wfrich occur natucally i.rre
stable; that is, they do not change with time, alt.hough they may combine
to form chemical compounds. 0n r-he other hand, Lhe atoms of some isotopes
of elements wfrich occur naturally, and of mosb of the nuclides produced
artificiallyr are unstable. Each nucleus of an unsLable nuclide will
sooner or later change, followrng a set pattern and giving off enerlfy in
Lhe form of radiation. Ihrs proeess is called radioactive decay,
radioactive drsintegration, or cadioactive transrtion. Nuclides wl.rich are
unstable in thls way are sard to ce radioactive and the nuclides are
called radronuclides or radioisotopes. They have the property of
radioactivity. The set pattern oF radioactive decay of a radionuclide is
identifred by the rate at which ibs nucrei drsintegrale and by the type
and energy of the radiation given ofF.

Radioactive decay results in nuclei whrch, most often, are those of a
different element. An important feature of all radioactive decay
processes is that they cannot be changed, stopped or slowed down by any
krown physical or chemical means (for example, by heat, pressure or
chemical cornbination).

For some radionuclides, stable (non-radioactive) nuclei of an element
different from the original nuclide will be produced in a single sbep ofl
radioactive decay. It is the practice to call the original radionuclide
the parent in the radioactive deeay process and the resulting nuclide its
daughter product. Some radionuclides, however, are nembers of a chairr or
family of radionuclides wfrich are produced by a series of radioactive
decaye progressing from one radionuclide fo the next and resulting finally

* In this Report
naming the element
uraniurn-ZfB).

a nuclide or isotope will
and giving the masa

identified by
( for example,

usually be
number
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in a stable end-product. Such radioactive decay cnains may invoJve only
two steps in the series or, as in the case wibh some parent radionuclides
which occur naturally, they may involve many steps. In either case, if
the parent radionuclide continues to be present, there will be a gradual
build-up of all members of tne decay chain including the stable
end-product. If the various nuclides in a radioactive decay chain remain
with the parent of the chain, in time a state of balance (or equiliurium)
is reached when all the radionuclides in the chain decay at the same rate
and are present in proportions which oepend on Lhe half-Iives of tne
successive daughter radionuclides. Figure 1-I gives three examples of the
proceases of radioactive decay outlined above. In this Report, the
radiation given out in the radioactive decay of certain naturally
occurring and artificially produced radionuclides is of particular
imporbance.

,.4 ACTIVITY

Because the differenL radionuclides drsintegrate 1n different ways, both
with respect to bheir rates of decay and to Lhe type and energy of the
radiation given off in the process, it is noL very useful Lo measure
amounts of them simply by their weights (for example, in grams). In
practice, the amount of a radionuclide is measured rn terms of the rate at
which its nuclei are undergoing decay or disintegration. The quantity
measured is called the activity of the radionuclide. The unit of activity
used mosl often in this Report is thc becquerel (Bq), named after the
French scientist who, in 1696, first identified in natural uranium the
property whieh is now known as radioactivity. An amount of a radionuclide
has an activity of one becquerel if one of its nuclei is disintegrating
each second. The becquerel is a very small unit of sctivity. The need to
use a quantity other than Lhe weight of a radionuclrde to give its amount
is illustrated by the following. Ten megabeequerels (I0 MBq) of pure
cobalt-60, an artificially produced radionuclide, weighs less t,han ?.5
bhousandths of a gram, whereas the same actj.vity of naturally occurring
uranium-258 weigha more than 500 kilograrns.

The becquerel and its multiples have only recently replaced an older unit
of activify, the curie (Ci) and its sub-multiples. An activity of I curre
is l.7xlOru becquerel. In Ehe preparalion of this Report, it has been
necessary to use information from a number of published reports, some of
which expressed the aetivity of radionuclides in tne older unJ.t, Lhe
curie. For uniformity, activities expreased in curie have, in most cases,
been changed to the new units, the becquerel, using the above equivalence
between the two units. However, in the preparation of Chapters 8 and 9,
which discuss radioactivity in the ocean, radj.oactive waste disposal, and
the international agreement known as bhe London hrmping Convention, the
uee of the curie is retained, because the documents related to the
Convention all make use of the older unit.
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].5 CONCENTRATIIJN AND DEPOSII DENSIIY OF RADIONUCLIDES

In considering the possible harmful efFeets on lrving things oF
radionuclides in bhe environment, it is often necessary, and appropiiate,to measure or to compare quantities other than simply 

'tne total activrtyof a radionuclide in a substance. For this reason, eoncentrations ofradionuclides in a variety of substances and the deposil density of
radionucrides on the earth's surface are used. In the following
paragraphs examples are given of units of measurement which are used inlater chapters to report coneentrations and deposit densities ofradionuclides in the environment.

The concentration of a radionuclide in a subsLance can be given in several.ways. Firstly, it can be measured as Lhe activity per unit volune of asubstance. For example, the concentration of tritium (hydrogen-j), anaturally occurring as well as an artificially produced radionuclide inthe environqent, can be measured in becquerel per cubic metre of air orwater (Bq m--). With respect to iodine-I].l. and stroncium-9Q, two of the
radionuclides present in fallout from nuclear explosions on or above
groundr it is appropriate for the purpose of assessing any harmful effectsof them on persons to measure fheir concentrationi in- fresh milk in
becquerel per lirre of milk (Bq l-'). Secondly, the concentration of aradionuclide may be measured as its acti.vity per unit weight of asubstance. For example, the concentration of potassium-40, a naturally
occurring radionuclider can_fe measured in becquerel per kilogram of soiior human Lissue (Bq kg-'). A third approach is to measure the
concentration of a radionuclide as its activity per unit weight of tne
aame element, for example, with respect bo polasgium- 0, in oecquerel per
gram of total potassium in a substance (Bq (gK)-r). A varration of this
method is to measure Lhe concentration of a radronucl.rde as its activiLy
per unit weight of a stable nuclide of another element which is used oyliving things in a way similar to the way the radionuclrde is used. For
example, for slrontium-9O and caesium-l)7, bot,h radionuclides present infallout from nuclear explosions, concentrations can be measured,respeetively, in., 

. 
mirlibecquerel of sLrontium-9O per gram of calcium i;

bone (mBq (qCa)-') an{ becquerel of caesium-l}l per lram of potassium in
meat or fish (Bq (9 K)-^). With reepecl to tne deposit of radionuclides
on the earthrs surface, including the oceansr the depoeit density, thatisr the amount of the radionuclide which falls on a given arear'ean be
measured as the activity per unit area. For example, the deposit
densitiee of iodine5lll and strontium-9O can be measured in becquerel per
square metre (Bq m-t)

}. 5 RADIOACIIVE HALF{IFE

Ihe number of radioactive nucrei, and the activLby of a particular
radionuclide, decrease with time at a raLe which is identified with theradionuclide. In scientific terms, bhis unigue feature of the decay of aradi.onuclide is given by a quantity called its decay constant. Forpractieal purposes, and for this Report, a more convenient way of giving
the rate of ehange is by using the half-life of the radionuclidi.
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The half-life of a radionuclrde rs the length of time required for nalf of
ite unstable nuclei, present at a slated sLarting time' to undergo
radioactive decay. Subsequently, in the same length of time, half of the
unstable nuclei remaining will in turn decay, and so on. For example, if,
for a radionuclide of half-life eighb days (the case for iodine-Ill)r
there are one million atoms oF the radionuclide present nov{r eight days
from now 5001000 nuclei of atoms of the rad:.onuclide will have decayed
(hatf the original nurnber), Ieaving 50UrUUU unstable nuclei. In the next
eight days, half of those rema:-ning unstable nuelei wrll decay' that is
250r000, leaving 250r000 unstable nuclei. (one-quarter the original
number). After t,he next eight days, half of that number will in turn
decayr leaving l25r000 (one-eighth of the original number), and so on.

The half-IiFe of a radionuclide cannot be changed by any known physical. or
chemical means. The half-]ives of tne different radionuclides range From

small fracbions of a second to many thousands of mrllione of years. Usinq
appropriate equipment and procedures in scientific Iaboratories' the
half-Iives of most radionuclides have been measured accurately and.
publiahed in the scientific literature. |./ith this information' the
accurate measurement of the half-life of an unknown radionucl'ide is one
way by which it can be identified.

By fairly simple aribhmetic, the half-Iife of a radionucl:.de may be used
not only to calculate the number of nuclei remaining after one or more
half-lives but also the number of those nuclei presenL at intermediabe
times or at earlier times. If the activrty, actrvrty concenlration or
deposit deneity of a radionuclide is known at a particular time' the
values of those quantities at any past or future time can be calculated
precisely if the radionuclide and its half-life are also known. Figure
]-2 shows how the numbers of unstable nuclei and tireir activity change
with time.

,.7 IONIZING RADIAIIONS

Radionuclides in their radioactive decay emit energy as various types of
radiaLion: alpha and beta radiations (both sub-atomrc particles) and ganuna

radiation (bundlesr or quanLa, of electrotnagnetic radiation).
Radionuclides in the environment can result in exposure of living things
to the radiations emitted. When a substance is exposed to alpha, beta or
gamma radiations, some or aII of the energy of tne radiations is absorbed
(deposited) in the substance as the result of rnteraction between the
radiations and atoms of the substance. The harm which radionuclides may

cause to living things results from Lhe absorption, rn its cells, of the
energy of alpha, beta or garnma radiation. Ionization is Lhe main process
by which the energy of the radiations emitted by radionuclides is
absorbed. Thus the radiations as a group are referred to as ionizing
radiations. In the ionization process, the radiation knocks electrons out
of the orbits of atoms of substances which it, penetrates, Ieaving each
atom so afFected temporarily short of an electron and therefore
electrically positive. An atom affecLed in this way is called a positive
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ion. The elecbron krocked out erther exis[s in the substance for a short
time by itself or temporarily adds itself to the electrons in fhe orbits
of another atom. In either case, a negative ion is formed. Thus
ionization produces an equal number of positrve and negative ions, that
is, a number oF ion pairs. Alpha, beta and gamma radiations are different
in form and in how they lose their energy in passing through substances.

Alpha radiation is a stream of small particles, the nuclei of helium
atoms, and therefore made up of two positively charged protons and two
zero-charged neutrons in combination. Alpha radration travels reJ.atrvely
slowly and loses its energy in a shorb dislance in a substance. It j.s

said to have a short range or path in a subsLance. It can only Pass
through a few eentimetres of air, rt is completely stopped by even a thrn
sheet of papeD, and it can pass Ehrough only a few hundredths of a

millimetre of human tissue. tb cannot penetraLe the dead outer layer of
cells which forms the surface skin of a person. It does, however, produce
a large amount of ionization over bhe short distance it travels rn a

substance. Beceuse of the low penetrating power of alpha radiations, a
radionuclide which emits alpha radiation alone eannot harm a Iiving thing
unless the radionucJide is within it and is rncorporated rn living cells
so that the alpha radiation irradiates them.

Beta radiation is a stream of charged electrons, each of which has a very
small weight. The electrons have energy because of the hrgh speed with
which they are emitted by a radionuclide in its radioactive decay. Beta
radiation produces in a substance less ionization per unit length of
travel than alpha radiation, buL its penetrating povrer and rts range in a

subsLance are greater than For alpha radiation. The range oF beta
radiation in a substanee depends on its energy, I property identified wrth
the radionuclide which emiLs it, and on Lhe nature of the substance. Beta
radiation can penetrate up to a faw metree of air and up to about a

centimetre of htman tissue. A radionuclide which emits beta radiation
alone can ceuae irradiation expoaure to a gmall depth in living thrngs if
the redionuclide is on or close to lhem. However, becauae of the low
penetrating power of beta radiabions, Ehin protective barriera can absorb
aII the beta radiation before i.t reacheg bhe outer surface of living
thinge. If I radionuclide which only emits beta radiation enters living
thinge, the energy of ita redietion wiII be abaorbed in celle and trssue
near the location of bhe radionuclide.

Gamme radiation ie a clifferent lype of ionizing radiationl. It earrles
ite energy in bundlesr o! quanta. It belongs to the large family of
electro- magnstic rsdiatione, which includes rediowavee, radar radiations'
nictowayea, infra-red rediationE emitbed by objecta beeause of their
temperatures, viaible lightr ultra-violet light as in sunlight, X-rays and
ganma rays. Gemma tadiation has encrgy but does not have weight or
ElEctric charge. Unlike alpha end beta radiations, it does not have a

emit alpha or beta
Table J-I).

* Some radionuclidea which, in
radiatione, also emit gamma

their decay,
radiation (aee
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fixed range in a subscance Dut insLead loses rts enerqy continuously as it
passes through the substance, causrng ronization as it goes. By the use
of thick protective barriers, partrcularly of heavy m:'Lerial such as lead
and concrete, energy of gamma radiation can be readily absorbed. A

radionuclide which emits gamma radiationr can irradiate eelIs and tiseues
of living things both when it is external to or within them.

X-rays, which, as discussed later in this Chapter, are grven off by some
types of electrically operat.ed equipment, behave in a srmilar way !o ganma
radiation in their passage through a substance.

].8 AESORBED DOSE AND DOSE EQUIVALENT

(a) Absorbed radiation dose - Unit Gray

The energy absorbed when alpha, beta or gamma radiations or X-rays pass
through a substance is referred to as lhe absorbcd radiation dose ( tne
absorbed dose) of radiation in che substance. The unit of absorbed dose
used in this Report j.s the gray (Gy) and ils sub-multrpj.es. The gray has
recently replaced an older unrt, the rad, as the unit of absorbed dose.
It is primarily through absorbed doses to lrriirg t.hings, or through
another type of radiation dose ( dose equivalent) discussed ln the
following paragraph, that an attempb can be made to assaas or compare the
possible harmful effecbs on livj.ng things of radronuclides and ionizing
radiations in the environment,

(b) Dose equivalent - Unit Sievert (absorbed dose x quality factor)

Scientific research has shown that absorbed doses in living things from
diflerent radionuelides and different types of j.onizing radiations are not
sufficient by themselves to assess the severity or chances of harmful
efFects of ionrzing radiations in lrvrng th:.ngs. The quantiby used for
such assessments is the dose equivalent, of which the unit used in thrs
Report is the sievert (5v) and rts sub-multiples. The sievert recently
replaced an older unit, the rem, as the unit of dose equivalent. Dose
equivalent,s are calculated by multiplyrng absorbed doses by a number
called the quality factor. The qual.ity factor relates to the amount of
ionization tire different radiations cause per unrt length of their paths
in a substance. For alpha radiation, which causes a large amount of
ionization per unrt length of i.ts paLh rn a substance, the quality feetor
is 20. For beta and gamma radiations and for X-rays the quality factoc is
l' It follows that, for beta and gamma radiations and for X-rays, dose
equivalents are numerically Lhe same as corresponding absorbed doses,
whereas for alpha radiations dose equiralents are TIt times greater than
the corresponding absorbed doses. ln this Report, unless otherwise
indicated, the term dose is used subsequently Lo mean dose equivalent,
values of it being measured rn sievert and its sub-multiples.

* Some radionuclides
radiations, also emit

whieh, in their decay, emr t
gamma radiation (see lable l-I).

alpha or beta
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It is extremely important to recognize that it is the dose equivalent bhatis the important consideration in assessing the effects of ionizing
radiation, not the origin of the radiation, The potential harm to livin!
things from ionizing radiation depends on the type of radiation ( that isi
whether it is alpha, beta, gemrna or X-radiation) and its energy. It makes
no diffarence whether the ionizing radiation comes from a natural or anart,ificial source.

There are two types of radiation exposure by which living things can
receive a dose of radiation: external exposure and internal -xposure.

External exposure of cells and tissues oF living things arises from a
source of ionizing radiation which is external to them. In some external
exPosures the whole body receives uniform doses of radiation to all organs
and tissues. This is essentially the case when the external exposure lsdue to high-energy gafiuna radiation emitted by radionuclides in the
envirorment. In aome external exposures, the dose of radiation involves
only part of the body or is highly non-uniform. This would be the casefor some exposure to radionuclides whieh might only emit beta radiation.As indicated above, because alpha radiations are so reactily absorbed,
radionuclides in the environment which emit alpha radiations only are nola source of external exposure. Internal exposure, on the other hand,results from a radionuclide within a living thing. The amount and
distribution of the rediation doses to organs and tissues of living
thingsr as the result of internal exposure to radionuclrdes, will depend
on how the radionuclides are used by living things, on their radioactive
half-Iives and on the radiations they emit.

In addition to absorbed dose and dose equivalenL al.ready discussed, it is
necessary in this Report to use three other ways to expresa radiation
dose: effective dose equivalent, collective doae eguivalent and collective
effective dose equival.ent commitment. These quantitiee are explained in
the following paragraphs.

(c) Effective dose equivalent - Unit Sievert (dose equivalent x a factor)

The radiation dose received by persons from a given Bource of ionizing
radiation (natural or artificial) wiII, in mosL caies, not be the same foi
each organ or tissue of their bodies. Simply adding togebher the separat,e
doseg to individual organs and tissues does not give a true pictule of the
possible harmful effects of the non-uniform radiation exposure. In these
circunstances' each dose equivalent muet be multiplied by an appropriate
fector before adding the doses together. The effect,ive doee equivalent
then obtained expresees the non-uniform doses as a uniform whole body dose
-hich would produce the same overall harmful effacte. hlhen effective doee
equivalents from different sourees of ionizing radiation are calculated inthis wayr they can be compared directly one with t,he other. The unit of
effective dose equivalent is the sievirt, the seme unit as for dose
equivalent itself. The fectors used in celculating the effective dose
eguivalent were assigned by the International Commisiion on Radiological
Protection (lcRp, 1977) and were used by the United Netions Scienlific
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Committee on the efiecls of Atomic Radiation rn iLs most recent report
(UNSCEAR, L98?). The faclors relate specifically to- such organs and
tissues as gonads, breasL, bone marrowr lungs, Lhyroid, and bone itself
and to obher organs and tissues Iess likely to be affected oy radiation
doses.

(d) Collective dose equivalent - Unil Man Sieverb

To assess the possible harmful effects of ionizing ractiation' it is
sometimee helpful to calculate anobher quantity of radration dose called
the collective dose equivalent. This dose is sirnply the total of tne
radiation dose equivalents to a given organ or lissue received by all the
persons in a population group exposed to a source of ionizing radiation.
The number in a group may be small (for example, those living near a

nuclear reactor) or large (for example, the total population of a countryt
a region, or the whole world). Collective dose equivalents are frequently
calculated by multiplying together the number of persons in a population
group and the average dose equivalent to the organ or tissue for which it
is desired to calculate the collective dose. Collective dose equivalents
are often calculated for grouPs of people whom it is bhought may be at
greatest risk from a particular release oF radioactivity to the
environment. The uniL rn which collective dose equivalents are expressed
is the man-sievert.

(e) Effective dose equivalent commrL-tnmenL - Unrt Sievert

gver a period of time, Ehe concentrations or deposrt densities of
artificial radronuclides rn the envlronment, in food and water consumed'
and rn persons change wrth time or location due, for exampler to the
non-uniform distribution of the radionuclides or Lhe decrease in their
activities because of radir:active decay, The asaeesment of annual
erfective dose equivelents or collective dose equivalenLs may not be the
best way to repreeent the possible harmful effects for a population grouP
(world, regional, or national) of a radiation tsxposule over a long timet
parLicularly if the radionucl.ides are long-1ived. For these circunsLances
another type of rediation doae aaaessment has been eeteblished by the
United Nations Scientific Commiltee on the Effects of Abomic Radiation
(UNSCEAR, L982). The radiation dose calculaled is Lhe effective dose
equivalent commitment. Ihe calculation is complex, but this dose has the
merit of taking account of tne various environmenlal and time-related
factors which affect the radiation doee to be received over an infinite
period of time because of the refeaee of radioactivity j'nto the
environment. The calculaLion gives t.he radiation dose to be received by a

population group (including children yel to be born) from a given practice
which involves the members of that group in a radiation expoeure. It
differs from a collective dose equivalent in that it represents the
radiation dose input to individuals in a population group. The effective
dose equivalent commitment obtained (say the effective dose equivalent
commrtment from nucl.ear bomb tesbs in the atmosphere) can be compared with
the annual effective dose equivalerrt for the same population from natural
sources of ionizing radiation, which essentialJ.y does not change with
Lime. The unit of effecLive dose equival.ent commitment, is the sieverb.
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Ihe absorbed dose commitment can also be calculated. In this ease, the
unit ueed is the gray.

,.9 PATHWAYS OF EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL EXPOSURE

In assessing the possible harmful effects of environmental exposure of
living things to sources of ionizing radiation, it is necessary to
identiFy a number of pathways by which exposures may occur and lhus give
rise to radiation doses to organs and bissues. lt is important to
appreciate thatr to assess possibl.e harmful effects of sources of ionizing
radiation, it is necessary to determine the radiation ooses in partieular
organs and tissues. Figure 5-t shows five pathways' by which either
external or internal exposure to sources of ionizing radiaLion result in
radiation doges to organe and tissues. In the following paragraphs
exanples of these pathways are given.

Pathways Ir 2 and ] in Figure l-l aII lead to external exposursa. An
exanple of exposurs by Pathway I is the rediation dose the organs and
tissues of Iiving things receive from naturally occurring eosmie rays
which reach the earth from outer space (section ,.10.1.f). A second
example is lhe radiation dose to organs and Liseues of persons undergoing
an X-ray examinatj.on for medical diagnoetic purposes. An example of
expoaure by Palhway 2 is that of persons who are in or near a cloud (or
plune) of a radioactive gas or vepor reJ.eased to the atmosphere. The size
of the radiation dose bo living lhings expoeed in this way depende on the
radionuclides in the cloud, on the activitieg and concenLretions, and on
the length of time of the exposure. If the radionuelides releeeed to the
atrnosphere are deposited on the earfh'g surface as fallout (secLion
J.10.2), those radionuclides mey become a source of external exposure lo
living things in the erea of the depoait (Pathway l). A build-up of
overlying soil or the emplacement of Eolid building materials, such as
brick and concrete, between the deposit and the Iiving thinge reducea the
radiation doees, beceuse some of the energy of Ehe ionizing radiationg
emitLed by the radionuclides is absorbed by those meterials. The size of
the radiation dosee also depenos on the redionuclides deposited, on their
activities and depoeit densitiesr on the diatance of thE living things
from the radioactive contamination, and on the length of time of bhe
oxposure, From whet hae already been sai.d, radionuclides wfrich emit al.pha
radiation alone will not cause external expoaure by any of the Pathways I,
2, or J.

Pathways 4 and 5 (Figure f-l) result in internal exposure. Pathway 4
represents sn internal exposure frqn radionuclides in the air. If living
things breathe the radionuclides into thair lungs, radiation doees will be
received by lung tissue, some of t.he radionuclides in the Iungs may reach
the blood stream and be dietributed internally, and some of them may reach
the stomach from the nose and subsequently be dist.ributad internally. The
size of the radiation doses depends on the radionuclides breathed in, on
their aetivities, on their concentrations, on the size of the particles
they are associated with, and on the length of time bhe living things
breathe in the radioactively contaminated air. Pathway 5 Ehows how
internal exposure arises from radionuclides in food and drinking water and
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reaults in radiation Joses to osgane and tiseues of living thinge. The
eating of radioactively contaminated food and the drinking of
redioactively contaminated water make radionuclides aveilable for internel
distribution. The sizes of the radiation doses to orgens and tisEueE
depend on the radionuclidee involvedr on their activities and
concentrations and on the amount of food or water drunk.

It is important to appreciate, in the caee of exposure by Pathways 4 and
5, that different radionuclides which get into living things will be uEed
in different ways. Some radionuclides, because they ara iaotopee of
el.ementE which are noDmally ueed by the living thinga, concentrate, along
wibh the stable ieotopes of bhe elements, in particular orgens or tigsueg.
For example, the fiesion-product radioisotopes of iodine (section t.10.2)
taken in by persons will concentrate in their thyroids, along with the
stable iodine in their diet, where the major part of the radiation doses
from them will be received. Some radionuclides in food and waLer may not
be nuclides of elements which are normally used by living things. These
may go to a particular organ or tissue because they are similar chemically
to an element which is normally used by living things. For example, the
fission product radionuclides oF strontium taken in by pereons will
concentrate in bone along with stable (non-radioactive) calcium in the
diet, because strontium and calcium are chemically similar. Then again,
some radionuclides are distributed more or less uniformly throughout
living things when taken in through food or water. For examplertritium,
the fission-product radioisotopes of caesiun, and the naturally occurring
radionuclide potassium-4O, when taken in by persons in food or water, will
be distributed fairly uniformly throughout their soft tiseue.

].10 SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION

Living things are exposed to a number of sources of ionizing radiation.
Some occur naturally and have been present in the environment since the
beginning of the earthrs history. Others are artificial; that is, they
result from human actions. Later Chapters discuss the radiation doses to
living things in the South Pacific Region from the various eources of
exposure to ionizing radiation. The aim in this seetion is to identify
the sources and to indicate their origins.

1.10.1 Natural Sources

As wiII be discugsed in Chapter 5, there are three natural sourcea of
radiation exposure: cosmic raya, cosmogenic radionuclides, and primordial
radionuclides.

1.10.1.1 Cosmic rays

High-energy radiations (mainly protons) enter bhe solar system from outer
space. Some of them reach bhe earthrs surfaee. These radiations are
primary cosmic rays. Their protons also act on the nuclei of atoms in the
earthrs atmosphere, and other sub-atomic particles, ealled secondary
cosmic rays (mainly protons and neutrons), are produced. Some of the
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secondary cosmic rays reach the earth, and oLhers aet on nuclei of atonsin the air and on tne earth to give a number of different radionuclides
known as bhe cosmogeni.c radionuclides. Ihe primary and secondary cosmicrays wftich reach the earth's surfaee give radiation doses to persons by
external irradiation (Pathway I, Figure t-t). Cosmic rays wilt continueto be a major source oF cadiabion dose to persons.

l. 10. l. 2 Cosmoqenic radionur-.lides

Nuclear changes (called nuclear transmutatione) result from the
interactions between stable nuclei of atoms in the air and on the earthand the sub-atomic particles (mainly neutrons and protons) in seeondary
eosmic rays. As a result, many radionuclides are continually produced inthe earthrs environment. These aDe the naturally occurring'cosmogenicradionucrides. Il a generar way, nuclear transmutatiois can berepresented as follows:

Target + Bombarding --) Product + sub-Atomic particles
Nuclei Sub-Atomic Nuclei or Gamma Radiation

Particles

An example of such a nuclear transmutatron which goes on in the air is theproduction of radioactivb carbon-I4 from stable nitrogen-]4.

Nitrogen-I4 + Neutron 
-) 

Carbon_J4 + proton

thlSCEAR (f982) lists only four of the cosmogenic radionuclides as beingsignificant sources of radiation :xposure of living things: tritium]beryllium-7r carbon-I4, and Eodium-Z2'. The radiati5n dose-each year t;living things from these cosmogenic radionuclides is almost all due toinlecnal irradiation.

,. lB. l. ] Primordial radionuclides

Natural radionuclides have been presant on the earth and in ite waters
since ita formation, estimated to be ebout 4500 million yeare ago. These
radi'onuclidee, called the primordial redionuclides, can be Oivided intotwo groups. There are the few which undergo one-step radioactive decay toform etable nuclides, for example, potaseium-4O and rubidium-87. Thenthere is the large number wtrich are membere of the three naturelradioactive decay series of whlch uraniun-2)9,. uranium-z]5, and
thorium-Z}? ate the parenta. Potasaium-40, rubidium-gZ 

"nA 
the parents ofthe three natural radioaetive decay series all have very long iralf-livee(Table t-I).

Argng _pgimordial radionuclidee which decay in a single atep, onlypotaselum-40 (Figure l-I(a)) anO rubidium-87 are iignificanf contributorato the natural radiation doses to living things {UruSCeRn, fg€Z), Thoeetwo radi.onuclides, in addition Lo being in the earth,s envirornsrt, ar€tpresent in tha human body and in many otfrer living things "nd therefors
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causg internal irradiation. Unlike rubidium-87, which only gives off beta
radiation in its decay, potassium- 0 emits both beta and ganma rays. A" 9
conaequence potassium-4O is also a source of external irradiation of
Iiving things.

Naturally occurring uranium and thorium are widely distributed in the
earth, in its wateis, and in living things. Uranium-2}8, uraniun-Zl5' and

Ehorium-Z]2 are the parent radionriclides of three radioactrve decay
series. They decay through a series of radioactive daughter _ products Lo

give finatty a non-radioaitive end-product. Ihe half-Iives of many of t'he

daughter produets of the series are short. The member radionuclides of
eac[ of the series may be present in an equilibrium state along with the
parent of its deeay series. However, membere of a serieg can become

separated from some of the other members and from the parents of the
series. l{hereas some msnbers of the three series emit only alpha or beta
radiation, others emit gamma radiation as well. The decay series of
uranium-2J$ and thorium-21Z are shown in Figures 5-l and 5-2,
respectively. The uranium-2]5 decay seriee is not a signiliqflt
conlributor' to the annual natural radiation dose to persons (UNSCEAR'

7982).

J.I0. 2 Art,ificial Sources

There are a number of artificial sources which actually, or potentiallyt
expose persons and other living things to radiation doses. 0f primary
importance are the artilicial radionuclides and X-rays.

A large number of radionuclides can be made by one of the following
processes: nucLear transmutation, nuclear Fission r or nuclear
transmutation followed by radioactive decay. Controlled nuclear
transmutations using neutrons as the bombarding sub-atomic particles aDe

carried out in nuclear reacLors to prepare a large number of artificial
radionuclides which have applications in medieine, industry and scientific
research. Neutron-induced transmutations also produce artificial
radionuclides in the constructional components of nuclear reactors. For
example, iron-55, a radionuclide of iron, is produced in reactor
components made of tne stable isotope of iron (iron-54) as the result of
neutron bombardment during the operaLion of the reactor.

Iron-54 + Neutron 
- 

Iron-55 + Gamma Radiatron

Similarly, some nuclei of deuterium (hydrogen-2) are present in snall
emounts in the cooling water used in nuclear reactors, and this stable
nuclide is converted by neutron transmutation to radioactive tritium
(hydrogen-1).

Hydrogen-Z + Neutron -)
Hydrogen-J + Gamma Radiation

Neutron-induced radionuclides are also formed as a result of nuclear
explosions. In these explosions neutrons are produced, and sone of the
neutrons cause nuclear transmutations in the constructional eomponenbs of
the bombs and in the stable nuclides of elements present in the immediate
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neighbourhood of the explosionl for example, in the nuclides in the air
and in the earth within the range of the neutrons released at the time of
the explosion.

Nuclear transmuLations caused by neutrons are of particular imporLance in
this Report. Artificial radionuclides can also be produced by nuclear
transmutations involving other bombarding sub-atomic particl.es, such as
alpha part,icles, protons, deuterons (the nuclei of hydrogen-2), and gamma
radiation. For such Lransmutations to occur, the bombarding particles and
the gamma radiabion must have very high energies. These energies are
normally achieved only in a scientific laboratory using machines developed
for scientific research. Because it is possible for alpha and gamma

radiations to cause nuclear transmutations, it is important to point out
thst those radialions when given off in the decay of radionuclides (either
natural or artificial) have insufficient energy to produee nuclear
Lransmutations.

A second proceas by which artificial radionuclides are produced is nuclear
fission. When neutrong enter the nuclei of some nuclides, the nuclei
split or fission. Nuelides wfrich have this property are called fissile
nuclides. In the fission process, the nuclei split into two fission
fragments of approximately equal weight, give oFf a few ndutrons (called
prompt neutrons), and release energy.

Fissile + Neutron -*Nucleus
2 Fission + Neutrons + Energy
Fragments

There are about 16 different ways in which the nuclei of a particular
fissile nuclide split when fission oceurs, givrng about 72 different
fission fragments. These fragments, which are radioactive, within a very
short time give off more neutrons (called delayed neutrons) and bela
radietion to form a mixture of nuclides which are mostly radioactive. The
radionuclides in this mixture are called fission products.

Fission Fragments -J Fission Products + Neutrons + Beta Radiation

The different fission products have a wide range of half-Iives. More than
200 difFerent radionuclides have been identified among fission produets.
The fission products that will be discussed in later chapLers are listed
in Table l-1.

Only a few nuclides, some of the isotopes of uranium, thoriwr, and
plutonium, are fissile. For the purpose of ihis Report, it is only
neceasary to consider uranium-2}5, uranium-ZJ8 and plutonium-ZJ9. The
first two occut in nature, whereas plutonium-Zl9 is artiFicially produced.
The Date of fission depends on the energy of the neutrons rfiich bombard
the fissile nuclei. Fission oceura in uraniun-Z35 and plutonium-Z19 at
aII neutron energies, the rate being greater for neutrons of low rather
than high energy. 0n the other hand, fission occurs in uraniun-Z}B nuclei
only if the bqnbarding neutrons have high energy. tJranium-Z15 is present
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as only 0.7 percent of naturally occurring uranium, the remaining uranium
being almost Lotally uranium-ZJ8. if uraniun ?35 is to be used as the
fissile material, it is necessary to increase the pereentage of il rn iLs
mixture with uranium-2j8.

Although there are many different ways in which the fissile nuclei can be
split, the amount of energy released per nucleus undergoing fiseion does
not vary much. Neutrons which are released in the fission of each nucleus
can cause fission in the neighbouring fissile nuclei. This continuing
fission procesa is known as a chain reaction, which will continue as J.ong
as there are sufficient fissile nucl.ei and neutrons available. Such chain
reactions are the basis oF t.he operation of a nuclear reactor and of the
explosion of a nuclear (atomie) bomb. There are, however, important
differences between these two chain reactions,

ln a nuclear reactor, bhe rate at which lhe ehain-reaction goes on is
controlled by the concentration of the fissile nuclide present in the fuel
and by the number of neutrons which are available to continue the chain
reaction. In one type of nuclear reactor, at present the one most
commonly used to generate electricity, uranium-Z)5 is the fissile nuclide
at a concentration of no more than about four percent with respect to the
aseociated uranium-2J8. In such reaetors the Fissile uranium-215, along
with the uranium-Z}8, is put in the core of the reactor in a number of
fuel lods, whieh are sealed metal tubes. The fission chain reaction in
the Fuel is controlled by increasing or ducreasing the number of neutrons,
produced by fission, that are available to eause further fissions. This
is done by moving out of, or into, the space between the fuel rods
non-fissile, neutton-absorbing material in the form of control rods. If
Lhe control rods are fully inserted between Lhe fuel rods, the nuclear
chain reaction stops, because insufficient neutrons are available to keep
it going. The fission process in the fuel of a nuclear reacLor goes on so
slowly that only about one-third of Lhe fuel has to be removed as spent
fuel and replaced each year.

A nuclear bomb, on the other hand, rs designed and constructed so that the
chain reaction irr the fissile nuclides contained wrthin the bsnb casing
goes on very rapidly. The whole fission process is completed in a very
small fraction of a second, and there is a sudden rel,ease of the large
amount of energy resulting from the splitting of a large number of fissile
nuclei. To achieve this rapid completion of the toLal fission process in
a nuclear bomb in which uranium-Z)5 is used, it is necessary for the
uranium-Z15 to be very highly enriched (usually greater than about 90
percent in relation to the accompanying uranium-2f8) and for as few as
possible of the neutrons produced in the splitting of bhe fissile nuclei
to eseape without causing further fission.

There are some Features in common in the use of bhe fission process in a
nuclear reactor and in a nuclear bomb. Firstly, a very large amount of
energy is produced (over a long period in a reactor, but extremely rapidly
in a bomb). In a reactor for the production of electricity, the heat
produced by controlled fission in the fuel rods is used to convert water
into steam to drive an electricity-generaling turbine. In an explosion of
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a nuclear bomb, the energy rppears as ,, short duration flash of very
b1ight light, as very high temperatures in surrounding materials, and asblaat and shock vraves, Secondly, in the operation of a reactor and rn the
explosion of a nuclear bomb, the same wide variety of radioaetive frssionproducts is formed. A reactor is constructed so as to keep the fissron
products wrthin the metal tubes of the fuel rods and within the thicksteel container (the pressure vessel) in which the reactor core is sealed.l{ith the explosion of a nuclear bomb, the fission products are released tothe immediate surroundings oF the explosion. lf the explosion occurs onor above the ground, the radioactive fission products are transported and
distributed in the envirorunent. If the explosion is underground, the aimis usuarly to contain the fission products within the hole (shaft) in
which the bomb is exploded. The third feature common to the operation of
a nuclear reactor and the explosion of a nuclear bomb is the production of
a number of radionuclides by nuclear transmutations, mostly by neutron
bombardment of stable nuclei of elements used i.n the construction of the
reactor or bomb and in nearby material. In a reactor, by design and
constructionr most of those radionuclides are retained within the reactor.In the explosion of a nuclear bomb, however, the radronuclides produced by
nuclear transmutation will, along with the lission products, become thetotal radioactive debris of the explosion.

It is important to appreciate that the design and consbruction of nuclearreactors exclude the possibility of a nuclear-bomb-type explosion
occurring in the fissile fuel. During routine operation, however, theredo occur small, controrled rereases of radioactive gases to the
atmosphere. There have only been a few accidents rn the operation ofnuclear reactors in whieh radionuclides, particularly some frssion
products, have been released in small amounts to lhe envrronment. Those
accidents have, rn generar, been due to component farlure, human
operational error, or both, resulting in some escape to lhe environment of
the radionuelides which the reactor is design..:d and constructed to retain,

l{ith respect to nuclear bombs, rt rs necessary to refer to those in wnich
the explosion results not only from fission, but also From the even Iarger
amount of energy released when the nuclei of light nuclides such as
hydtogenr deuterium, and trititrn are made to combine (lo Fuee). Thisnuclear process is called fusion, and the explosion is called a
thermonuclear exploeion, because fusion is achieved by raising the nuclaiof the light atoms to extremely high temperatures to give theri sufficrent
energy to fuse together. In a thermonuclear bomb (sometimes called a
hydrogen bomb) the high temperature necessary for fusion is obt.ained bythe explosion of an associated nuclear fission bomb as an initiator, oi
briggerr for the thermonuclear explosion. Consequently, the explosion ofa thermonuclear bomb resul.t,s in radioactive fission- products' ( from thefission trigger), in radionuclidee produced by nuclear transmutations in
eurrounding material, and in radioactive tritium either as an unfused
reEidue or es a product of the fuaion procese. All those radionucl.ideswill be tranaported and distributed rn a manner similar Eo those produced
by nuclear fission bornbs except that, for a thermonucJ.ear cxplosion on or
above ground, their transport and distribution in the environment will
depend on the height to which they are carried above the surface of the
earth by the explosion.
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The third group of man-made radionuclrdes tc b: considered is that
produced by the combinatron of the process of nuclear bransmutation
followed by radioactive decay. A number oF man-made radionuclides fal-i
into this group, the most relevant for this Report being isotopes ofl
plutonium and neptunium. A1l isotopes of plutonium are ladioactiver and
they are all man-made. A radioisoLope of this element whieh is important
when considering environmenLal radioactrvity is pJ.utonium-2t9. Apart from
being an artificial radionuelide, plutoniun-2J9 is fissile at all energies
of neutrons and has great potential as a fuel for nuelear reactors and for
use in the construction oF nuclear and thermonuclear bombs. Plutoni.um-219
has a long radioactive half-life, 2.44xltq y"ars. Another radioisotope of
plutonium, plutonium-Z4l, is also fissile at all neutron energies' but it
has a comparatively short half-life of 14.4 years. In radioactive decay'
plutonium-Z39 gives off only alpha radiation, and it is therefore not a

source of exLernal irradration to living things. Its potential for
harmful effects arises from its inlake by lrving things and its
incorporation in living cells. For persons, the most important hazard of
plutonium-2J9 is the breathing into the lungs of particles containing the
radionuclide. Plutonium-?39 is produced primarily by the transmutation by
neutrons of uraniun-Z3l, which is present with uranium-Z15 in nuclear fuel
of a reactor or in a nuclear or thermonuelear bomb, and by a series oF
subsequent steps of radioactive decay of the radionuclide produced by that
transmutation. Uranium-2]8 is transmuted to another radionuclide of
uranium, uranium-219, which has a half-life of 2J.5 minutes and decays,
giving off beta radiation, to form neptunium-?'lg. Neptunium-Z}9 Ls also
radioactive and decays with a half-l.ife of 2.35 days, giving off beta
radiation, to form plutonium-z3g. It will be seen later in the Chapter
that prOcesses have been developed, and are in ussr to recover Lhe
plutonium-2}9 produced in the fuel rods removed from a nucfear reactor
(the spent fuel). The plutonium-Zi9 recovered can be used as fuel in
nuclear reactors or as the fissile material in nuclear and thermonuclear
bombs.

X-rays are a man-made source of ionizing radiation which do not originate
in the nuclei of radionuclides bul which are produced as the result of
interactions between atoms and high speed electrons which are accelerated
to the necessary speeds in some types of electrically operated equipment.
X-rays are used extensively for medical and dental- diagnostic PurPoses'
and in these uses they give rise to radiation doses Lo patients' to the
medical specialists and dentists who use the equipment, and to the
technical staff who assist in their use. It will be seen in Chapter 7

that, at leasr in technologically developed countries, X-rays used for
medical and dental purposes are the major man-made source of radiation
doses bo persons. X-rays are also used in industry and scientific
research and are a source of radiation dose bo lhose working with bhem in
these applications.

Additionally, X-rays are produced as an unwanted by-product in some

electrieally operated equipment in which electrons are accelerated to high
speeds. An example is some types of co.Iour lelevision receivers, which
can give a very small dose of ionizing radialion to viewers (see ChapLer
7, Section 7 .4.?).
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}.11 RADIOACTIVE I{ASTES

The problem of managing wastes nas existed since people firsb lived on
earth. ltlaste management problems have, with time, become more complex as
populations have increased in numbers and become more concentrated and as
technological developments have produced larger quantrtres and different
types of wastes, some creating new potential hazards to the health and
well-being of Iiving things and to the envj.ronment. AlLhough considerabl.e
progress has been made in the management of the variety of wastes now
produced on earth, much remains to be done to achieve unrformly high
standards of waste management in all countries. l{ith respect to
radioactive waste, the Nuclear Energy Agency of the 0rganizatron for
Economic Cooperation and Development recently pointed out (OECD/NEA,
1982): "Although relative newcomers to the seene, the wastes that probably
receive most attention from the scientific community, lrom goverrynents and
from the general public are radioactive wastes. Extensive guidelines for
their management have been established at the local, regional and
international level, and countries with commitments to nuclear power have
programs to demonstrale and impJ.ement technology for the safe management
of the wastes that are produced." Radioactive wastes are produced in many
operations. The more important sources of tnem are the preparation of
fuel for nuclear reactors, the operation of Lhose reactors, the spent fuel
removed from them, the manufacture and explosion of nuclear and
thermonuclear bombs, and the preparation and use of radionuclides For
medieal, industrial, and scientific purposes. Although different
radioactive wastes have disLinct characteristics, experience already
gained rn the management of other potentially hazardous wastes rs of some
assistance in developing effective management practices For radioactive
wastes. The activity of radioactive wastes and, therefore, their
potential for harm, decreases according to the half-Iives of the
radionuclides they contain.

Radioactive wastes may be in the form of soJ.ids, liquids or gases. The
wastes, in practice, falI into two classes: Iow-level radioactive wastes
and high-Ievel radioactive wastes*. There is, however r flo precise
scientific definition which distinguishes these two classes of wastes.
Much of the waste from the technological procedures listed above is
low-level radioactive waste b':cause the total activity in becquerel of the
radionuclides in it is low or because the concentration of the
radionuclides in it in becquerel per kilogram or in becquerel per litre is
Iow. For low-level. radioactive wastes, the quantity to be managed in
terms of total weight or volune is usually high. 0n the other hand,
high-level radioactive wastes, which are rnost often small in volune,
contain high activities of radionuclides at high concentrations. In the
classification of radioactive wastes for the purpose of taking e
particular waste management action, iL is usual and appropriate to

* Sometimes radioactrve wastes
intermediate-, and high--leveL

are classified in bhree ways: low-,
radioactive wastes.
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consider the particular radionuclides in the wastes and their rad:oaet-ive
half-lives, as well as the activities and concentrations of radionuclides
present. The approach to the classiFication oF radioactive wastes for
waste management action is illustrated by the definition by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, as required by the Convention on the
Prevention of Marine Pollution by the Dumping of l{astes and other Matter
(tne London Dr.rmping Convention) r of high level radioactive vaste
unsuitable for dunping at sea (see Crrapter 9, Section 9.f.1.f).

In the management of radioactive wastes it is necessary to distinguish
clearly betwe,:n their disposal and their storage. In this Report disposal
means eibher the planned release of wastes to the environment or their
permanent placement in a designated site with the intention of making them
not retrievable. Thus radioact.ive gases at low levels of radioactivity
are disposed of to the air as planned releases; J,ow-level liquid
radioactive wastes are released into rivers, labs, the sea, and oftenr as
in the case of medical and research uses of radionuclides, into the local
sewerage system; and solid low-level radioactive wasLes are buried on land
or dtunped in the sea. Various methods of disposing oF high-level
radioactive wastes in solid forms are being studied. An important feature
of these methods of disposal is the way in which the high-Ievel wastes are
made into a solid form. Sites under investigation For the disposal of
solidified radioacLive wastes are rock formations (for example, granite
and salt deposits) deep underground and on or under the floor of the deep
oceans. The aim of all disposal methods, whether for low- or high-Ievel
radioactive wastes, is to limit, to an aeceptable level, the amount of
radionuclides in the wastes which reach living things and the envirorment.
Storage r on the other hand, means the placing or holding of the
radioactive wastes in a store from wtrich they can be recovered either in
the short or long term. Storage may be on or below the surface of the
earth. The rastes in storage may be in the form of solidsr liquids or
gasea. Solids are most often compacted to reduce their bulk and enclosed
in an outer container. Liquids are usually concentrated and stored in
Iarge tanks or in small drums. Gases are compressed and stored in
presaure-resistant cylinders. Heving regard for the possible
envirorunental impacts of waste management actions, essential requiremente
of all proceduree to be used for the disposal or storage of radioactive
wastes include a full evaluation of the merits of t,he siter of the
possible modes of release and dispersal oF radionuclides in the waterst
and programs to monitor the environment to confirm the effectivenesg of
the disposal or storage procedure.

ln current practice, the term high-Ievel radioactive waste is used almost
exclusivety to describe the high activity and high concentration of the
various radionuclides in spent nuclear fuel. Accordingly, unless
otherwise identified in this Report., the term high-level radioactive waste
is used in that sense. The spenb fuel rods removed from nuclear reactors
contain radioactive products of nuclear fission in the fuel, some unused
fissile nuclides (for example uranium-2f5), and other radionuclides, such
as plutonium-?39, produced in the fuel by nuclear reactions. f{hen the
spent fuel is first removed from a reactor, the activity in becquerel of
the radionuclides in it is very high, and it generates a large amount of
heat as the result of absorption, within the fuel rods, of ionizing
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radiations given off by the radionuclides they contain. 0n renoval, opentfuel .is placed in storage in large water-filled tanks (called .ooiirlg
ponds) at the reaetor site. Such ponds, which are typically six to eighlmetres deep, are usually constructed of concrete (mostly double_ratf6a)
and rined with stainless steer. During storage in the iooting pond, th€
heat prodr.rced in the epent fuel is removed Oy Lhe water, and tfre- activityof the radionuclides in the fuel decreases considerably with rapid decayof bhe short-lived radioactive fission products present.

After the initial period of storage of spent fuel at the reactor eite,three options are available for its subsequent management. The first isto continue sLorage on a long-term basis in cooling ponds, either at thereactor site or in a central national repository ipecialiy designed for
the purpoae, until a decision is made about the Future manag.renl of the
spent fuel. This option is at present being followed in a nrnber ofcountries in which nuclear reactors are used to generate electricity.After extended storage, two alternat,ives are available For the future
Denagement of the spent fuel. 0n the one hand, suitably sealed in outercontainere, the spent fuel could be disposed of as radioactive waate.
This alternative has not yet been put into practice, but the technological
requirenents for the saFe disposal of spent fuel in this ray are Seing
assessed in some countriee. The other approach is to use chemical nethodito reprocess the spent fuel to recover from it the unueed part of thefissile nuclides. The fissile nuclides recovered are uranidn-ZlS, rfiich,for nuclear reactors which use fuel enriched in that fissile nuclide would
bg gt a higher concentration than uranium-Z]5 in nabural uranium, afld
plutonium-Z)9 prodr.rced in the fuel, by the process outlined above, trhilethe fuel was in the reactor. The fissile nuelides would be available for
re-use as fuel for nuclear reaetors and, in t,he case of plutonium-Ztg, for
the making of nuclear and thermonuclear bombs. The reprocessing of spentfuel is undertaken at present in only a few countries, but a nunber ofothers have reproceasing plants under construction or at the plaruring
stage,

In roproceesing, radioactive wastes are produced. These include low-level
radioactive wastes, of wtrich some are released to the air, wtrile theremainderr in solid or liquid forrn, are put in storage or are dispoeed of.
Fftcwever, the greater part of the activity of radionlclides in the rastesreeulting from reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel is in the higplevel
radioactive waste component whieh contains many long-Iived rsdionuclides.
Hhen firet produced thase higtrlevel radioacbive wasbes are in liqgidform. rt is the current practice to store them for a tine indouble-walled stainless eteel tanb. The heat produced in the ragtea asthe result of the radioactive decay of their radionuclides is rmoved bycirculating cooling rater thr-ouQh stainlees-steel coils imersed in th;liguid waste. The storage in [his way of higtrlevel liquid radioaetive
wastes from the repnocessing of spent nucleai fuel is no, . proven safetachnical procedure. No leakages frqn such storage tanls heve beenreported over the years for which the practice has been followed. Thiahigh standard of performance is in contrast to leakages and probleme tt'tichoccurred when, earlien, high-Ievel liquid radioactive yaetes from thereProceaaing of epent fuel hrere stored in a different chenricel forn intanls not made of stainless steel.
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Because many of the radionuclides in high-level liryid wastes have
extranely long half-Iives, their storage in the way outlined is nOt
suitable for their management in the long term. The intention ie
ultimately to dispose of them. Currently, notably in Francer high-Ievel
liquid radioactive wastes are being converted into a solid forn by
incorporating them in glass blocks for disposal. 0ther solid forns in
wtrich these wastee may be incorporated are being investigated to obtain a

solid form with improved characteristics compared with glass for the
retention of the radioactive wastes over a very long time.

Several methods for the disposal of solidified high-level radioactive
wastes are under investigation. These include the disposal of the
solidified wastes in deep underground rock deposits, in deep underground
salt deposits, and on or under the bottom of deep oceans. The intention
of all these disposal proposals is to isolate the radionuclides in the
wastes from living things and their envirorunent, particularly by
preventing the transfer oF the radionuclides from their solid form to food
by cireulating water. To date, no disposals of solidifiedr high-level
radioactive wastes from the reprocessing of spent nuc.Iear fuel have been
carried out. The glass blocks in wtrich sueh wastes have been incorporated
are, at present, being held in special storage facilities in the countries
where they are produced. The heat still being developed in the blocle is
removed by cooling procedures such as forced air circulation or water
cool ing .

].12 CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIONUCLIDES

For the convenience of readers, Table 3-l summarizes the eharacteristics
of many of the radionuclides digcuesed in later Ctraptere. The

radionullides included are primarily thoee which LNSCEAR (1982) considers
the potentially important contributors to envirormental irradiation. AB

already pointed out, a large number of radionuclides are used for medicalt
industiial and scientific purposee. Examples of those radionuclides will
be given in Cfrapter 7, in irtrittr the medical, industrial and scientific
applieations of radionuclides are discugsed.
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IABLE 
'-I

CHARACIERISTICS (r IMPORTANT RADIONUCLIDES II'i IHE ENVIRONHENT

Radionuclida Abbreviation Radioactive lype of lonizing Main Source (0ri9in)
Hslf-lifc Radiation of lhe Radionuclidg
(l) EmiLted in Envirorrnent (2)

Hydrogen-5
(Iritirn)

Beryllium-7
Cerbon-14

Sodium-22
Manganose-54
lron-51
Potesgirrn-4{l
Krypton-85
Rubidium-87
Strontiun-89
5[rontitm-90
Zireoniun-95
Ruthenium-l0J
Rutheniun-I06
Iodine-129
Iodine-lll
Caesium-l)7
Bariun-I4{l
CeriuB-I0l
Ceriun-I44
Uraniun-2]5

(decey series
of 12 prineipel
ruclidee)

Thoriu-2f2
(decay eerige
of 12 prirrcipal
nuclides)

Radon-220

thaniur-2!8
(decay eeriea
of 15 principal
nuclidee)

H-'

Be-7
c-14

Na-22
l,ln-54
Fe-55
K-40
Kr-85
Rb-87
Sr-89
Sr-90
Zr-95
Ru-l0l
Ru-I06
T-TZ9
I.I]I
Cs-157
Ba-I40
Ce-l4l
Ce-144
u-zt,

Th-212

Rn-220

u-2]8

I2.3 y

5r,6 d
57lO y

2.62 y
5L2.7 d
2.7y oI.28xI0- y

ll;liJ' ,
50.5 d
28.6 y
6r.9 d
t9.4 d
]58d,
I.57xl0'y
8.!4 d
)O.2 y
12.8 d
t2.5 d
284d^
7.lxl0d y

l.4IxIOl0 y

55e

4.4?xI09 y

Beta

Bete
Beta

Beta + gamra
Gamma

Gamma

Bata + gama
Eeta
Beta
Eeta
Beta
Beta + ganma
Beta + garna
Beta
Beta + ganrna
Beta + garma
Beta + gacrna
Eete
Bete + gamna
Beta + game
Alpha + gemma

Alpha + Gamma

Alpha + gamra

Alpha + go,ma

NaturEl (C),
Artificial (NI)
Natural (C)
Natural (C),
Artificial (NI)
Natural (C)
Artificial (NI)
Artificial (NI)
Natural (P)
Artificial (FP)
Natural (P)
Artificial (FP)
Artificial (FP)
Artificial (FP)
ArEificial (FP)
Artificial (FP)
Artificial (FP)
Artificial (FP)
Artificiel (FP)
ArtificiEl (FP)
Artificial (FP)
Artificial (FP)
ilatural (P)

Natural (P)

Natural (daughter
prodnct of Th-212
series)

Natural (P)
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Table 3-l (Continued)

Radionuclide Abbrcviation Radioactive
Half-life(r)

Iype of Ionizing
REdiation
Emitted

l.bin Soulcc (0rigin)
of thc ffadionuelids
in Envlrotuent (2)

Thorium-2f0
Redium-226
Radon-222
Lead-210
Polonirm-210

Neptunium-ZI7
Plutonium-2)8
Plutonir.m-Z59
Plutonium-240
Plutoniun-24I
Americium-24l

Th-2r0
Ra-226
Rn-222
Pb-zI0
Po-210

Np-2)7
Pu-218
Pu-?19
Pu-240
Pu-24I
Am-241

gxl0a y
1600 y
t.82 d
?2.3 y
1t8.4 d

2.1x106 y
88y ,.
?.MxLOq y
6557 y
I4.4 y
471 y

Alpha
Alpha
AIpha
Beta +
Arpha

AIpha
AIpha
Alpha
Alpha
Beta
AIpha

* n*"-l
+ ganms 

I

9"r*," I

l
_l

Natural
producte of
U-258 Eariee)

Artificiaf (NT
followed by
decay)

(r)
Q)

Half-Iives expreaaed in y (years), d (days) and s (seconda).
Abbreviations of origins of radionuclides 3

C (cosmogenie), NT (nuclear tranemutstion) r P (prinordial) r
FP (fission product). Thus Natural (C) meane the
radionuclide is naturally occurring and coamogenic.
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CHAPTER 4

PIISSIBTE }URilFtI- EFFECI5 tr EXPOSInE TO IONIZIT{G RADIATIOI{5

4.1 INTRODUCTION

X-rays h,ere discovered in 1995, and the property now known asradioactivity was identified in uranium in LAg6. In the following fewyears' other naturally-occurring radionuclides of the uranium-2]g ="ii"",for example, radium-?26 and polonium-Zr0, were isorated. x-rays are atype of ionizing .. radiation produeed in some electrically operatedequipment, and radionuclides continuously give off ionizing raiiations intheir radioactive decay. The different- iources of ioniiing radiations
were quickly put to use, particularly for medical and scientiFic researchpurposes. Because of ignorance of possible harmful effecls of exposure toionizing rediations, a number of persons who worbd with them in the earlyyears suffered radiation injuries. It is reported (UNSCEART lgg2) that atleast 356 of the early worbrs died, most due to cancers oF their skin anda smaller number due to blood disorders produced by their radiation
exposure.

As a result of these injuries and deaths, the attention of scientiststurned to eetting conditions under which radiation could be used safely.In 1928 the Internattonal Congress of Radiology formed the International
Conrnission on Radiological probJction (ICRp). initially ICRp looked intothe possible harmful effects oF ionizing radiations, and how those effectscould be minimised, when the radiations |rere ueed for medical purposes.
The early guidelines on radiation protection developed by the Cormissionh'erer however, also applied when sources of ionizing ""iiations were usedin scienti'fic research and industry. The occurrence of harmful effects ofionizing radiations on persons decreased as a result of the early work of
ICRP.

In the first 10 years or so after the formation of ICRP, an increasingamount of scient'ific research was undertalcn in a number of countriestorards a better understanding of how ionizing radiations cauae harmfuleffecta in living things and-of the levels oF radiation wtrich could betolerated without the efficts becanring apparent. The so-called atomrcenergy era whieh began in the earry 1940s saw a rapid expansion inscientific Deaearch in many countriee into the poasible hermful effects ofionizing radiations on living things and into the relationship betreen thelevels of radiation received and the harmful effects. Thi; seientificreeearch continues-today. In lng past 40 yeara, in particurar, nopotentially hermful environmental agent has been studied in as muchdetail' or with aa much scientific reaearch effort and expenditure of
money, as has ionizing radiation.
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ICRP has widened rt,s interest in protection against exposure to rontzing
radiations to include most of the circumstances which cause radi.ation
doses to persons. The assessments by ICRP of the possible harmful. effects
of ionizing radiation and ils recommendations and guidelines on the saFe
use of different sourees of ionizing radiations have almost universal
acceptance by the scientiFic community, by ccrnpetent national authorities
in many countries, and by relevant international agencies, such as the
llorld Health Organization, the International Labour Organization; Lho- Food
and Agricultural 0rganization, the International Atomic Energy Agency, and
the l,fuclear Energy Agency of the 0rganization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. ICRP is a non-governmental body of experts of different
scientific disciplines wiLh its members chosen to give an appropriate
balance of expertise on the Commission rather than to satisfy national
interests. In its work, ICRP is assisted by a number of specialist
cornmittees whose members are selected in a manner similar to those of the
Commiseion itself. From time to time the Commission publishes
recommendations and guidelines with respect to the basic principles for
minimising the possible harmful effeets of exposure to ionizing
radiations. National authorities and international agencies use the
recormendations and guidelines of ICRP to Prepafe national and

international regulations and codes of practice on the safe use ol sourcea
of ionizing radiation.

In ICRP Publication 26, the Commj.ssion discusses the basis of its current
recommendations and points out that decisions on most human activities
involve a balancing of their costs and their benefits. The costs to be

talen into account are not only measured in financial terms but are also
expected to include social costs, for example Lhose on the health and
well-being of people and their environment. Furthermore, the benefits may

not be readily seen as resulting for the people who appear libly to bear
most or all of the social costs. It is for this reasonr among others'
that in its recommendations in ICRP Pubtication 26, the Commission sets
limits of radiation dose vrhich can be used where t.he benefits and possible
harmful effects of exposure to ionizing radiations may not be received by

the same persons. ICRP recommended that:

(f) any practice involving radiation shall be followed only if it
produces a positive net benefrt;

(D aII exposures to ionizing radialions shall be lapt as Iow as
reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken rnto
account; and

(,) radiation doses received by persons shall not exceed the limits
recommended as appropriate for them by the Commission.

ln its recommendations ICRP nobes that some uses of sources of ionizing
radiations may result in radiation doses in the years to cqne and stresses
the need for ensuring Lhat none of those uses will result in undue
exposure of members of bhe public'
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The philosophy of the ICRP and of most of the national and rnternaLional
bodies that issue regulations and codes of practice on the safe use of
sources of ionizing radiation is to view the possible harmful effects
against the bac lgground of Lhe possible contributions that ionizing
radiation can make to the health and well-being of people and to the
economic development of countries. Such contributions are numerous and
expected to increase in developed countries. More and rnore countries are
basing some of their eLecbrical power generation on nuelear reacLors.
Although in most developing countries full advantage has yet to be takenof the beneFils wtrich can arise From the wide variety of applications of
sources of iozinzing radiation, their use in medical practice is expanding(see Chapter 7). A number of those countries have started research and
development progranunes which indicate that benefits in the research,
industrial, and commereial fields are anticipated.

As the peaceful uses of nuclear radiation and of X-rays expand in the
countries of the Region, the Technical Group seee a need for each oF themto consider the enactment of radiation control legislation. Similar
legislation has been adopted by developed countries and some developing
countries so as to establish proper standards oF radiation protecbion foi
worbrs and members of the public and acceptable levels of radiation dosefor persons and the environment, The detailed requirements of such
legislation could appropriately be based on the recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection, on codes of practice
of other competent international authorities, such as the ltorld Health
0rganization and the International Atomic Energy Agency, and on the
experience gained in this field by other countries.

In arriving at its recommendations and gurdelines, ICRP has made use of
the large number of publistred reports which exist on the poesible harmful
effects of ionizing radiations and on how those effects can be minimised.
The reports include publications by individual scientists of many
countries and by many nat,ional and international bodies. In about the
last .10 years' important among the international bodies has been the
United Nations ScientiFic Cornmittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
(UNSCEAR). I|'ISCEAR has prepared eight eomprehensive reports to the tl{
Generar Assembly: those of the years 1958, L962, 1964, L9GG, Lg6g, lg7z,
L977 and 1982. .The reports of L[rlSCEAR are highly regarded worldwide.
Tabn together, the publications of the ICRP and the ieports of U.ISCEAR
provide a comprehensive coverage of much of the information required for
this Chapter.

4.2 HARI,IFU- EFFECT5 OF IONIZING RADIATION ON LIVING THINGS

The harmful effects produced in living things by expoeure to ionizing
radietion can be classified into those effects wtrich may occur within the
life-time of living things, called somatic effeets, and those effects
which may appear in the descendantffiFfiving things, called hereditary(or genetic) effects. Somatic effeets may occur soon after iffi?ii3Ti6i
(early effects) or after some time delay (late effects).
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The harmful effects of ionizing rediation occur as a result of the
absorption of energyr by living cells, from bhe ionizing radiation as it
is either stopped or partially stopped on its passage through the cells
(the radiation dose). For eome somatic effects, it has been shown thet
their severity depends on the size of the radiation dose received. For
these effects a threshold or minimum dose is required. Thase are callcd
non-stochastic eFfects. The size of the threshold dose is different for

different living species.

For other effects, particularly late somatic effects, the chances of the
effects occurring, rather than their severity, depends on tEffize of the
radiation dose. These are called stochastic efFects. For theEe effects
it has not been possible to show whmF-r not a threshold dose exiets.
Howeverr so aB not to underestimabe the chances oF such effects occurring,
current radiation practice assumes that no threshold exists. In the
preparation of this report, the Technical Group assumed no threshold dose
in its consideration of poseible harmful effects of ionizing radiation.

Our knowledge of the chances of stochastic effects (leukaemia, breast
cancer, etc.) occurring has been based on the irradiation of tiving things(other than humans) and from long term follow-up studies of exposid
persons involving, in both cases, hiqh rather than low doses.

The chances of effects observed after high irradiation doses, occurring
after low dosesr are calculated by assuming that the chances of the effect
occurrlng are directly related to the size of the irradiation dose, down
to the lowest level of dose.

In the above studies on humans, the radiation dose was received
time, that is, at a high dose rste. It has been shown that,
effects, their eeverity or the chances of their occurrence are
the same total radiation doses are received over a long time.

Ilhen effects of high doae rate studies are extrapolated to what
the effects at low dose rates, the results may be overestimated.

in a short
for most

Iess wfien

should be

In considering possible harmful effects of exposure of living thinge to
ionizing radiation, it is important to remember that:

(I) all living things have evolved and developed while exposed to low
radiation doses, received at low dose ratea, due to natural radiation
in the environment, and some live in environments wfrere the natural
radiation dose is considerably higher than the world sverage;
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(2) not all livtng Lhings of the same specles exposed to thr.: same
radiation doses develop a particular harmful effect;

(l) in assessing the severity and chances of occurrence of partrcular
effects in persons exposed to ionizing radration, tL is oft.err
neceesaDy to rely on information obtained from the radration exposure
of lower forms of life, and this rntroduces uncertainttes in the
asseesments;

(4) rtrl'rile the lhreshoLd doses to produce non-stochasLic effecls are well
established, at least for high dose rates, threshold doses for
stochastic effecLs have not been shown to exist, and the assurnpLion
of them may result in an underestimate of the ehances of the effects
occurring at Iow doses;

(5) the same effects as those which are produced in living things by
exposure to ionizing radiations occur naturally because of Iargely
unknoxn causesr being produced by other physical and chemical agents;
and

(5) except in carefully cont.rolled laboratory research, it is impossible
to say with certainty that a particular effect in a living thing has
occurred because of exposure to ionizing radiation or rhether rt has
occurred naturally or has been caused by some other physieal agent or
some noxious chemical. With respecL to the last point UNSCEAR (1982)
notesr for example, that hereditary effects of various levels of
importance to the health and well-being of live-born children occur,
due to natural causes, in about l0 percent of such children (UNSCEAR,
re82 ) .

It had been suggested that exposure of living things to ionizing radiation
results in their premature ageing or in a shortening of t.heir normal life
span. IhISCEAR (f982) reviewed this suggestion in detail and concluded:rrAlthough sfiortening of life span is a real conaequence of irradiation, a
very large body of evidence in experimental animals indicates that thig
effect ie essentially due, at low to intermediate doses and dose rates, to
the induction of specific neoplastic diseases (cancers)." This means that
there is no overall effect of ionizing radiation on living things at low
doses wttich specifically reduces the length of bheir lives, It had also
been suggested that exposure to ionizing radiation and to other agents
potentially harmful to living things may, in combination, result in an
increase in the harmful effects of ionizing radiation. UNSCEAR (I9BZ)
noted thatt except for the case of tobacco gnob, which works to increase
the effect of ionizing radiation in producing cancera oF the Imgs of
persons under some conditions, it was unable to eslablish for persons any
clear interaction between ionizing radiation and other pobentially harmful
agents which would result in a substantial change in the estimates of bhe
ehanceE of harmful effects of radiation exposure occurring in significant
sections of the population.

For somatic effecte of ionizing radiation, a distinction must be made
between those wtrich, on the one hand, are harmful because of the damage
caused to the way in wfrich an organ or tissue functions and thoee whieh
are only minor changes in the structure of cells and, aa such, may not be
harmful. Possible stochastic effects of ionizing radiations include
mainly the prodrrction, after many years, of cancera of most organs and
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tissues and the induction of herediLary abnormal.itles in the first and
subsequent generations of the living things. f{ith respect to possible
production of these kinds of harmful effectsr the radiatron doses to be
determined for Ehe assessment of t,he chances of them occurring arer for
cancera, the doses to particular organs or tissues and, for hereditary
abnormalities, the doses to the gonads ( testes and ovaries) of
parents-to-be. Because it is assumed that bhere is no threshold dose for
these kinds of harmful effects, it Follows that chances of lhem occurrinq
exist for living things because of the inevitable exposure to natural
radiation in the environment. It also follows thaL the chancee will be
higher for Living things exposed to the levels of natural radiation higher
than the world average wtrich occur in many locations

4.' POSSIBLE OCCURRENCE 0F HARr'lFLJL EFFECTS IN PERS0NS EXPOSED T0 I0NIZING
RADI

The possible harmful effects in persons exposed bo ionizing radiations can
be considered under two headings. There are those effecLs for which the
severity depends on the size of radiation doses to parlicular organs or
IIrsues, each effect having a threshold dose below which it will not
occur. These effects as a group are called non-stochastic efFects. Then
there are those for wfrich the chances of t66i-i:-6ffice depend on the
size of the radiation dose t6-ffiticular organ or Lissue and for wtrich
it is assumed, in radiation protection practice, no threshold dose for
their occurrence exists. These are called stochastic effects.

4.1. L Non-Stochastic Ef fects

Non-stochastic effects of exposure to ionizing radratlons may occur in
many oDgans and tissues if the threshold doses for the effects are
exceeded in those organs and tissues. Examples of harmful non-stochastic
effects wtrich are known to follow expoaure of per€'ons to ionizing
radiations are opacities in the lens of the eye (catarect), non-cancerous
efFects in organs such as the thyroid, the production of temporary or
permanent sterility following radiation doses to the bestes of men or to
the ovaries of women, and changes in the pattern oF development of an
embryo exposed to ionizing radiation in the very early stagea of a

pregnancy. A safe radiation dose for these kinds of harmful effects would
be below the threshold doses for their oceurrence in persons. Such doses
would be given in sievert (see Chapter f and the Glossary of Terms).

In addition to the above non-stochastic effects whichr for personsr have
moderate threshold doses for the different organs and tissuesr there are
the effects rrfrich are known to occur in persons after high radiaLion doaes
received in a short ti.me to the whole of their bodies or to a large part
of them. The symptoms of these eFfects are often described as radiation
sickress becausl,. if the radiation doses are sufficiently hiEffiG
ffiffioOy, or to a large part of rt, and are received in a short timet
nausea , vbmiting, diarihoea and loss of appetite ( gastrointeetinal
symptoms) may oc-ur within a short ti.me after Lhe radiation exPosure (a
few hours or days). The severity of these symptoms, and the speed with
which Lhey appear, depends on the size of the radiation dose. After
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extremely trigh doses Lo Llie whole body, or to a large part of it, recerved
in a short time, persons may die in a few hours or days due mainly to
effects of the radiation exposure on their central nervous system (brain
and spinal cord). When the radiation doses are not so high as to cause
almost immediate death I the gastrointestinal symptoms and associated
complications may cause death within I or 2 weeks. In persons irradiated
to this level of dose, and to somewhat lower doses, and who survive the
effects of gastrointesLinal symptoms lor a week or two, other effects
appear' particularly those involving the blood cells and blood-forming
organs and tissues. These latter effects may cause the death of some of
the peDsons Lhree to six weeks or more after the radiation exposure. At
lower doses still, all the exposed persons will survive the early eFfectg
produced by the radiation doses they received. They will, however, have
increased chances of death occurring, after a number of years, due Lo
cancer of different organs and tissues, and they may develop some of the
non-stochastic effects iF the threshold doses for them are exceeded. The
sizes of the radiation doses in sievert which eause radiation sict<ness at
its various levels of severity in persons are fairly well known from
studies of Persons exposed to radiation from the aLomic bomb explosions
(those on two Japanese cities in 1945 and a test at Bikini Atoll in 1954),
of the few persons aecidentally exposed in their work Lo such doses, and
oF patients treated wiLh ionizing radiations for various i.llnesses. ln
considering the possible occurrence of radiation sickness at ibs various
levels of severity, it is important to remember that the high radiation
doses must be received in a short time. If the same size doses are
received as a total. over a long time, either continuously at low dose
rates or as the result of a number of separate exposures, the radiation
sickness symptoms would be most unlibly to occur.

4.3.2 Stochastic EfFects

For stochastic eFfects, for which it is assumed no threshold doses exist,
the higher the radiation doses the gceaLer the chances of harmful effects
occurring and, conversely, the lower the dosffiIess the chances of
them. For these effeets it is accepted in radiation protection praetice
that t,he chances of the harmful effects occurring change direetly with the
size of the radiation doses to particular organa and tissues down to no
dose. The effects involved here aDe caneers in the peraon exposed to
ionizing radiations and hereditary defects in the irmediate children, and
subsequent generations, born of the exposed persons.

Preeent scientific krowledge enables risk factors to be calculated for
theeestochasticeffects.Thesefactor@TFfrhanceofaparticular
harmful effect per unit of radiation dose, for example as I chance in I00
per sievert of radiation dose to the organ or tissue involved. The chence
oF an effect occurring in a person under particular radiation exposure
circunstancea can be obtained by multiplying the appropriate risk factor
by the actual radiation dose to the organ or tiseue. For example, if a
Person received a radiation dose of one-thousandth of a sievert to an
orgen forwttich the risk factor for radiation-produced cancer Has I in 100
Per sievert, the chance of that person developing cancer of Ehe organ agthe result of the radiation exposure would be I in 100,000. Taking into
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account the way in which the risk factors currenLly used wrth respect co
the radiation exposure oF persons have been arrived at, they are lilely to
over- rather than underestimate the chances of harmful effecLs in persons
when their radiation doses are small and received at low dose rates, This
will be the case in most exposures bo environmental ionizing radiation.
Thus the use of the risk factors gives an upper level of risk of
particular harmful stochastic effects in persons.

The above use of the risk factors does not indieate lhat a particular
person expoaed to ionizing radiation, after a known dose of environmental
radiation, will, because of that dose, develop cancer or be the parent of
a child with a hereditary defect. It wiII simply give the chance of the
effect occurring. Risk Factors of the type described can also be used to
estimate the total number of harmful stochastic effects whicn may occur in
a large groupaF!'ersons who have received, or will receive over a period
of time, a radiat,ion dose of a particular size. The estimate of the total
number of cases of a particular harmful effect in the group of person-irr
be made by use of an appropriate risk factor and the total radiation dose
already received, or to be receivedl by all persons in the group (ttre
collective radiation dose of the group).

In making use of these risk factors there are other considerations.
First, if a threshold dose should exist for one or other of the stochastic
effectsr Fro harmful effects wiII occur unless the threshold dose is
exceeded. Second, there is the delay in time for harmful stochastic
effects to appear, a delay wl'tich, for most of the effects, is measured in
years. The chance of a person exposed to ionizing radiation developing a
harmful effect in a particular organ or tissue will depend not only on the
size of the radiation dose and the relevant risk factor but also on the
subsequent length of the natural life of the person. Thus for a given
radiation dose to an organ or tissue, eaneer, for example, is less likely
to result in persons exposed when approaching the end of their normal life
span than in persons exposed to the same radiation dose at a younger age.
A third consideration in the use of the risk faetors is that those in
current use have, in most cases, been obtained by using information on
persons or living things exposed to high radiation doses received in a
short time, that is, at high dose rates. l{hen low radiation doses at Iow
dose rates are received by persona (as is likely to be the case in most
expoaures of persons to ionizing radiation in their general Iiving
environment), the risk factors may considerably overestimate the chances
of harmFul effects. Further, where risk factors have been calculated on
the basis of effects observed only in living things other than peraona,
there is uncertainty as to the correctness of the use of those risk
factors for persons. As a final consideration it is necessary to recell
that if harmful stochastic elfects are produced by radiation exposure
without a threshold dose, Lhe risk factors will apply to radiation doses
received by all persons from natural radiation. That exposure will have a
chance of producing radiation induced cancers and hereditary
abnormalities. If, in a particular location or for particular reasons,
persons are exposed to higher than the average naturaJ. radiation doses for
the world, they will have an increased chance of harmful stochastic
effects because of the higher natural radialion doses.
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The International Commission on Radiological Protection, the United
Nations Scientific Conunittee on the Effecti of Atomic Radiaiion, a nr11rb€rof nationel authorities, and various individual scientists have calculatedrisk factors flor harmful stoehastic effecte of expoaure to ionizingradiation. It is the usual practice to give the risk factors as the
chanees of death 

. 
occuming 

_ 
in the long term due to cancers caused byradiation OoF to partiiular organs or tissues of persons and as the

chances of subetantial hereditary defects occurring in live-born
descendants of parents exposed to radiation dosee.

4.r.t Dose Limits

ICRP (1977) recqnmends dose limits for the protection of peraons againstpossible harmful.effects of exposure to the various sources of ioiizingradiation. Two different sets of dose limits are recommended. one is foi
persons exposed to ionizing radiation in their work and the other forperaons as menbers of the public. It, is only the latter set of doseIimits thet is considered here.

The dose limits recommend"g by ICRP for persons as members of the publicare based on (l) the Commissionrs review of present knowledge on possible
harmful effects to persons of exposure to ionizing radiationl as discussedearlier in the Chapter, and (Z) the appreciation that persons in their
everyday lives are exPosed to a number of possible harmful effecbs totheir health and well-being from a variety of other causes, and that
expoaure to ionizing radiation is another hazard of Iiving which persons
could be expected to accept, provided the chances of narmfil effects fromthe exposure are not out of proportion to the other hazards of life rrtrich
!!uy accept without apparent concern, The ICRP (1977) has pointed out:
'rRadiation risf€ are a very minor fraction of the totai nunber ofenvironmental hazards to wl'rich members of the public are exposed". Theannual dose limits recommended by ICRP for persons as members of thepublic are (f) those rfiich, rF received throughout a lifetime, are small
enough to ensure that harmful non-stochastic radiation eFfects (those
wttich require a threshold dose to be exceeded for their occurrencej willnot ariee, and (2) those nf,rich, if received throughout a lifetime, are
9!"ff enough to ensure that the chancee of harmful stochastic effects(those for wfrich the chances of occurrence change drrectly with the levelof radiation dose and with the assunption of no threshold oosej 

"t"-no[greater than the chances of similar effects occurring due to other causesand being accepted as part of nonnal living.
For non-stochastic radiation effects for persons as members of the public,IcRPffiffi?iEToose limit of Xl millisievert per year, This limit isone-tenth of the limit for non-stochastic effects recomnended by ICRp forpelsona expoead to ionizing radiation in their work. The lower dose Iimitfor person8 as members of the public tebs account of the longer time theyn?y be exposed to ionizing radiation throughout their lives ihen conparedwith the shorter tine persons will be exposJd to these radiations in theirworking lives. Even if persons as members of the public were exposed r.pto the recunmended dose limit each year for the wfrole of tteir lives, thei
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lrould not be expected to develop any of the harmful non-stochastic effects
rdrich may occur at low or intermediate radiation doses above rhe threshold
doses. Further, the annual dose limit for non-sLochastic effeets is so

Iow that, even with a ]ifetime exposure at_thab level, radiation siclness
and its associated l-realth complications would not occur.

For harmful stochasbic radiation eFfects, the dose Limit recommended by

ICRp for per$-nfr-s menrbers of the public is 5 millrsievert per year for
uniform *role-body exposure. This limit is one-tenth of t'he doee limit
for stochastic efficts.in persons exposed to ionizing radiation in their
work and is about 5 times greater than the effective dose equivalent
received each year by persons in the South Pacific Region from natural
radiation (see OraPter 5).

Important features of the dose limits recommended by the International
cornrnission on Radiological Protection for persons as members of the public
i;;l;J; (i) tne dose iimits being applied Lo the total of the doses from

external and internel exposure during the year; (2) taking aceount of

"ipo"u"" 
to all sources oF ionizing -radiation 

**=g9 normal natural
radiation and-exposure to ionizing radiation received by Persons as

ili;;a;t (r) tnl acceptance of national (and regional) responsibilitv For

ensuring thab all the relevant sources of radiation exposure are taken

into account in assessing radiatron doses to persons as members of the
public for comparison wiln tne recommended annual dose limits; and (4) the

l"lion.f (and' regional) authorlties keeping under revlew the separate
contributions made-by the various sources of eiposure so that none of them

mabs an unjustified contribution to the total dose received by persons as

members oF the public. These features suggest to the Technical Group

that, if the recommendation made above in section 4.I with respect to
radiation control legislation, based on the recommendations of the ICRP'

is adopted, the Ie!islation' should include radiation dose limits for
p"""on'" as member" oi tn" publie. In the preparation of such legisJationt
eonsideration might be given to setting an upper limit For the
contribution which any one source of ionizing radiation might be permitted
to mab to persons as members of the public, Dose limits adopted rn such

legislation would provide a basis against fi"l radiation doses to persons

in the Region could be monitored and possible harmful effects of Ehe dosee

assessed.

4.1.4 Fears and Anxieties

In the above discuesion of the possible harmful effects on per8ons exposed

to ionizing radiations, no mention v{as made of the fears and anxieties
which often """*p"ny 

actual or potential exposure Lo t,hose radiations.
More thsn twenty years ago an Expert Committee on Radiation of the }lorld
Health grganizition (WHO, L962) recognized this problem when. it wrote:
,,fhe specfacular manner in which atomic energy was brought Eo public
notice ithe atomic bombing of two Japanese citiee), as well as subsequent

developments in this fi;fd, have resulted in worldwide reactions of fear
and anxiety greater than have been associabed with any other important
technological advance.'r Mrereas the possible consequences..to the phvsic9l
health oF persons of known doses of ionizinq radiation ean now be
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estimeted with an increasing degree of confidence, Lhe possible
conse$Jences to the mental health oF persons through their fears and
anxietiee of expoeur-E-Tonizing radiation are much more difficult to
eaaeas in terms of identifiable harm.
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';HAPTER 5

EXPOSInES IO t{ATtnAL IONIZIM Ril)IATIO}I

5. I INTRODUCTION

Natural sources of ionizing radialion have been present in Lhe environment
since the beginning of the earth's history. Livi.ng things on earth have
evolved while receiving radiation doses from those sourcee, the doses not
changing greatly i,n that time. Barring a nuclear h,ar or major nuclear
reactor accidents, natural sources are likely always to 'be the main
environmental contributor to radiation doses to persons. ln this Chapter
the doses from natural sources are reviewed for the majority of the world
population which lives in what are described as "normalfr or 'raverage,,natural radiation regions. The review is based, in the main, on the most
recent report of the lJnited Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR, I98?). Changes in natural radiation doses from
one region to another and fluctuations in lhe ctoaes within a region are
dj.scussed. Finally' estimates made by the Technical Group of the naturaJ.
radiation doses to persons in the South Pacific Region are given.

Throughout this Chapter, the emphasis is on radiation doses rather than on
concentrations of naturally occurring radionuclides in the environment.
However, some information on such concentrations is given to show v{hy
differences occuD in Lhe natural radiation doses between the average for
the world population and for the population in the South Pacific Region.

Estimates of natural radiabion doses to which all persons are inevitably
exposed throughout their lives are important because they are a valuable
measure against which radiation doses Eo the same persons from man-made(artificial) sources of ionizing radiation can uaefully be compared. It
is noted here that the differencea in the natural radiation doees from one
grouP of persons to another, even in a small popuJ.ation, are often greater
than the annual doses they reeeive from a number of artiFi.cial sources of
exposure to ionizing radietion. These conparisons help to give a better
appreciation of the possible harmful effects of exposure of peraons to
artificial sources of ionizing radiation. The use of eetimatea of natural
radiation dose in this way is only possible if the risks of many of the
potentially harmful effects (specifieally, the stochastic effects) of eII
ionizing radiation are accepted ae being directly proportional to the
radiation doses persona receive without any threahold (or minimwr) dose
for the effecte bo occur. This is the concept accepted by bhe Technical
Group as a baeis for the asaessmant of radiation protection, It is alEo
necessary to underetand that at row levelE of radiation doee, bhe
different sources of ionizing radiation, whethar natursl or artificial,
have the same potential for ceusing harmful effecte. Although radiation
doses to persons from different sourcea of ionizing radiation can usefully
be compared, the aame cannot be said of the direct conparison sf the
concentrations of radionuclides in different environmental materials and
in persons, particularly if different radionuclides are involveo,
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The estimates of radiation doses are given in annual effective dose

equivalents. As outlined in Chapter ), section J.8, doses estimated in
this way take account of the degree of non-uniformity of absorbed
radiation doses in the body and bhe possible difference in the effects on
cells and tissues of the dj.fferent types of ionizing radiation which give
rise to the absorbed dose.

Radiation doses to people from natural sources of radiation exposure are
received continuously from cosmic rays and from naturally occurring
radionuclides. Ihese sources are described in Chapter 3, section l.I0.l.

5.2 C05MrC RAYS

Cosmic rays will continue to be a major source of radiation dose to
persons. UNSCEAR (1982) estimates that, on the average, the effective
dose equivalent to each person in the world from cosmic rays is about f00
microsievert per year.

The annual effective dose equivalent rs not the same throughout the world.
There are, noh, and then during a year, lncreases in the rate the oose is
received on the earth's surfaee. These increases Jast for only a short
time (hours) and are due to changes in bhe energy release by the sun
(solar flares). The dose rate from cosmic rays also increases with height
above sea level and changes with latitude, being lower at the'equator and

higher at higher latitudes north and south of the equator: Ihe Iatitude
chinges are small and the annual effective dose equivalent of ,00
microsievert for cosmic rays is a reasonabl.e value to take for all Persons
irrespective of where they live, except for very high altitudes.

5.} NATURALLY OCCI"RRING RADIONUCLIDES

Ihere are two kinds of naturally occurring radionuclides: cosmogenie and
primordial radionuclides (Chapter ), section J.f0.I).

5.]. I Cosmogenic Radionuclides

gnly four of the cosmogenic radionuclides are significant sources of
radiation exposure Lo living things: tritium, beryllium-7, carbon-l4, and

sodium-2z (UNSCEAR, L9B?.). Their eharaeteristics are given in Chapter I,
Table l-I. Radiat.ion doses are received by persons from lhese
radionuclides by internal irradiation through either Pathway 4 or Pathway
5 (Chapter ), Figure J-t). The total annual effective dose equivalent to
persons throughout the world from these four cosmogenic radionuclides is
15 microsievert (UnSCfRn, fgBZ), most of the annual dose being from
beryllium-7 and carbon-I4. The contribution made by any one of them to
the annual dose does not vary greatly with location of Persons throughout
the world.
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5.r.l.l Tritium (hydrogen-J)

About 99 per cent of the tritium produced in bhe air by cosmic rays
becomes water and takes part in the normal water cycle on earth. Because
Iarge amounts of LrrLium have oeen i.ntroduced into lhe environment in the
Iast forty years by nuclear explosions in the atmosphere, the activity of
naturally occurring tribium in the environnent muat be measured by the use
of water sampled prior to nuclear testing. The annual effective dose
equivalent for persons from naturally occurring tritium is estimat,ed to ue
0.01 microsievert. Any variations in the concentration of natural tritium
in water wrll not have a significan! effect on the total annual radiation
doses from the cosmogenic radionuclides.

5.t.L.2 Beryllium-7

The main pathway of beryllium-7 Lo persons is by leafy vegetables (Pathway
5, Figure 5-t), resulting in an annual intake of about 50 becquerel. The
annual effective dose equivalenL is J microsievert.

,.t,I. I Carbon-I4

This cosmogenic radionuclj.de quickly combines with oxygen rn lhe air to
form carbon clioxide and enters living things. The concentration of
natural carbon-I4 in the air has decreased slrghtly in lhe present century
due to the dilution of the carbon dioxide in- the air by carbon dioxide
produced by lhe burning of fossil. fuels (for example, coal, oil, and
natural gas) which do not contE[n carbon-I4. Ihe world inventory of
natural caqQon-l4 is about 8.5x10'" becquerel with a production rate of
about lxl0" becquerel per year (uruSCERn, L977). The annual effecLive
dose equivaLent to persons from natural carbon-I4 rs 12 mrcrosievert, the
highest annual contribuLion from any of the cosmogenic radionuclides.
This annual dose does not vary significantly from place to place.

,,3,L.4 Sodium-22

The annual production rate and the air
sodium-2Z are very small. Sodium-22 is
through the tissues of persons. The annual
natural sodium-Z2 is 0.2 microsieverL.

5.t.2 Primordial Radionuclides

As discussed in Orapter ), section J.l0.l.],
and the uranium-ZJ8 and thorium-252 decay
primordial radionuelides from the point of
persons,

,.t,2.1 External irradiation

concentration of cosmogenic
fairly uniformly distributed
effective dose equivalent from

potassium-40, rubidium-87,
serieg are the imporlant
view of radiation doses !o

Potassium-40
emit gamma
persons. ln
account of
indoors.

and members of the uranium-Z]8 and thoriun-?l? decay series
rays and therefore are sourees of externaJ. radiation to
estimating the annual doses from them ib is necessery to tale
the contributions made while persons are out of doorg and
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Table 5-t surmarises rnformation on the concentrations in soil of
potassium-40, uranium-2}8, and thoritn-?)Z and on the annual abeorbed dose
rates in air from them out of doors. UNSCEAR (f982), rn its estimate of
the contribution these radionuclides make to the external dose to peraone
living in normal areas, used a value of J.8xI0-4 gray per year For the
absorbed dose rate in air.

Table 5-l shorw that the measured concentrations of the radionuclides
differ widely. These differences in concentraLion are due to the
different types of soil and rock over which the measurements were made.
In section 5.4, this type of difference will be discussed further, because
it accounts for some reduction in the estimated annual. dose from natural
radiation to persons living in the South Pacific Region.

To estimate the annual efFective dose equivalents to pereons from external
irradiation by primordial radionuclides, aecount has to be takan of t,he
eFfect of the buildings in wtrich they live and work. The absorbed dose
rates in buildings made of bricl.s, eoncrete and stone are, on the one
hand, increased by the gamma radiation emitted by the primordial
radionuclides in the burlding materials themselves. 0n the other, the
materials shield occupants of the buildings from a par! of the gamma
radiation coming from the soil and rocks outside. In wooden buildings and
in other buildings made of Iightweight material this shielding is
negligibler but the materials themselves do not contribute signiFicantly
to the radiation dose of those in them. UNSCEAR (1982) used a factor of
L.2 by which to increase the outside absorbed dose rate from primordial
ganrna emitbing radionuclides to give, on a world-wide basis, bhe absorbed
dose rate in buildings. There is also a need to take account of the time
persons spend each year in and out of doors. For the estimate of the
annual effective dose equivalent from natural rediation, it is assuned
that worldwide, on the average, persona spend about one-fifth of their
time out of doors and four-fifLhe indoors (UNSCEAR, f982).

The above factors are clearry not appropriate For many of the people in
the South Pacific Region because of the different types of buildings they
oceupy and of their different living and working habits. These
differences weDe tabn into account by the Technical Group in its estimate
of the annual effective dose equivalent to peraons in the Region from
natural radiation (section 5.4).

Using all the parametars discuased above, the annual effective dose
equivalentr from external irradiation by primordial radionuclides, to
persons in areas of normal naturaJ. radiation have been estimated (UNSCEAR,
1982). In total the annual effective dose equivalent from this source of
radiation exposure was estimated to be tll microsievert, with the
contributions by potassium-40, the uraniun-?i8 series and the thorium-212
series being respectively I20, 90 and I40 microsievert.
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5.r.2.2 lnternal irradiation

Primordial radionuclides enter lhe body of persons, eome by :.ngestion offood and water, some by inharation, and some by both procesies,- gnce in
the body they will be laken up to different trxtents by different organs
and tigeueg. Ae-a result they cause radiation doses to organs and tissues(Pathways 4 and 5, Figure t-t\,
(a) Potaeeium-40. PoLassium ie an essential element in the functioning6-iCTIE oT' all body tissues. DifFerent body tiasues have different

concentralions of potaseium. As the cells of the body tissues use up
potaeslum, it is replaced from dietary intab, and the concentrationof bhe element in diFferent liseues is-mainlained, The total amountof potaeeium per unit of body weight is conEtant. For exampler 8hadurt mere..hae about 2 grams of potassium per kilogrem br -uooy

weight. All potassium containe a small fixed percEntage of th;primordial redionuclide poteseium- 0. The annual effective doseequivalent for Persong is estimated to be 180 microsievert for
potassium-40 (UNSCEART1982). Because of the way in which the element
potaasium is uged in the body, the totel amount of it rn the tissueeof Peraonar and therefore the arnount_of potassium- 0, is not changed
by increased intab of the element. Therefore, the above estimate-of
annual effective doee equivalent will be the same for persons,
throughout the world, irrespeetive of their location or dietary andliving habits.

(b) [tl!i9lT-9.2. Very ]ittle is known about how rubidium is used by bheLlssues or Persons. However, the concentration of natural
rubidium-87 per uniL of body weight is known. The annual effective
doee equivalent lo persons is estimated to be 5 microsievert for
rubidium-87 (UNSCEAR, 1982). As with potaseium-40, this value will
be the same for all persons throughout the world.

(c) Urafium-2f8 series. In estimating the contributions made by the
verious radionuclides in this series (Figure 5-I) to the internel
radiation doses of persons, it is useful to consider five sub-series:
uranium-ZJ8 to uranium-2)4, thorium-2)u, radiun-226, radon-zzz to
poloniurn-ZL4, and lead-210 to polonium-Zl0.

(i) Uranium-2f8 sub-series. Uranium-Zf8 is tabn into the body
through food and inhalation. In areas of normal naturalradioactivity, the activity. of uranium-Z]8 tabn in annually
through food is about 5 becquerel. The activity intabi
bhrough the drinking water and the breathing oF dust are, in
normal areasr very much lorer. The annual effective dose
equivalont from this eub-serieg to persons living in areas ofnormal natural radioactivity is about l0 microsievert
(uNscEAR, 1982).

(ii) Thorlurn-Zf0. The intab of Thoriun-ZJ} through inhalation is
approxinately 0.01 becqrerer per year, There ie no
inforrnabion on the intab of tfrbrium-2]O through food, but
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even if ingested there would only be a small transfer of it to
body tissues because of the -l.ow absorption of bhorium from the
gut. The estimated annua.I effective dose equivalent to
persons in normal. ateas oF natural radioactivity is 7

microsievert (UNSCEAR' f982).

(iii) Radium 226. Food is the most important route by which
radium-Zz5 enters the body, where it is mainly deposited in
bone. In areas of normal natural radioactivity, the annual
intab oF radium-226 through food is about 15 becq:erel 

'whereas Lhe annual intake of the radionuclide wrth dust and
through drinking water drawn from surface water is very much

smal.ler. The concentration of radium-226 in water frqn some
deep wells and rn some mineral waters may be much h:.gher than
in surface waters. The annual effective dose equivalent from
radium-Z]5 to persons Iiving in areas of normal natural
radioactivity and where drinking water does not have
abnormally high radium-226 concentrations is estimated to be 7

microsievert (UNSCEAR, 1982). In areas where radrum-226 rn
soil and in drinking water is abnormally high, a higher annual
effective dose equivalent for persons living there is to be

expected. Sueh areas are discussed in section 5-4-t.

(iv) Radon-?z? sub-series. Radon-222 is a radioactive gas with a

short hal f-tife. Roc ks, soils, and a number of other
materials (for example, building materials) contain radium-Z!5
and release tadon-222 to the air, where it undergoes
radioactive decay to produce its solid daughter products
(Figure 5-f). Many measurements have been made of the
activity of cadon-Za? released rnto the air from land not
eovered by permanent ice and from the oceans. The refeases
over the oceans are only about one percent of those from the
Iand. ,Ihe total activity of radon-Za? released to [he air is
5.]xl0r> becquerel per year (Lambert et al., f982).

As the gaseous radon-222 in the air decays, its radioactive
daughter products become attached to the small aerosols there.
The half-lives of the suecegsive dauqhter products
(polonium-2l8 through polonium-Zl4) are sufficiently short for
them to reach approximate radioaetive equilibrium with the
tadon-?Z2 in the air. As a result of this equilibrium, and
with an annual release of 5.lxl[Iv becquerel of radon-222 inLo
the air from.fihe land and the oceansr a total activity of
about I.9xlOau becquerel of the three alpha emitters
radon-222, polonium-2l8, and pglonium-2f4 (Figure 5-I) and a
total activity of about l.Jxlo" becquerel of the two beta
emitters lead-Zl4 and bismuth-ZI4 are introduced into the air
each year,

Many measurements have been made of the concentration of
tadon-222 in the low-level air over continents with values
between 2 and 8 becquerel per cubic metre being obtainedr a
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mean value oeing 5 becquerel per cubic metre (Lambert et al.,
L?BZ). However, when the upward movement oF low-Ievel air, as
eontrolled by temperature differences, rs small, there will be
little di]ution of the radon-222 in low-LeveI air and
concentrations of the radionuclide between 200 and 40u
becquerel per cubic metre may be reached over continents for
several hours at a Lime (Servant, 1964). 0ver the oceans, the
lower release of radon-227, the dilution of its concentration
by the mixing oF lower- and upper-Ievel air without the
impediment of temperature-induced effects on the movement of
low-level air, and radioactive decay result rn much lower
concentrations than are found over conLinents. In thc South
Pacific Region, the concentration gf radon-?ZZ in low-IeveL
air is, on average, less than 4xl0-' becquerel per cubic metre
(Lambert et aI., f982).

Radon-222 and its short-Iived daughter products attached to
aerosols in the air (Lhe radon-222 sub-series) are rnhaled and
result in internal exposure of lung tissue (Pathway 4, Figure
]-l). However, in estimating Lhe radiatron dose to persons
from this sub-series, it i.s necessary to Lake rnto account the
higher eoncentrations of the radionuelides inside builoings,
where much of the worldts population spends a considerable
amount of it,s time. The higher concentratrons inside
buildings arise because the air is confineo, and
concentrations of radon-222 ten times higher than rn the
outside air are not unusual. The concentrations of radon-222
and of its short lived daughter products inside buildings will
clearly be inlluenced by the effeetiveness of the ventilation
of the buildings. In this regard i.t is worth noting that
air-conditioning units, particularly bhose operating as
closed-circuit systems, do not eFfectively ventilate
buildings, and therefore, high concentrations of the
radionuclides of the radon-ZZ? sub-series are maintained in
them. The annual effective dose equivalent for persons living
in normal areas of natural radioactivity on continents is
estimated to be about 800 microsievert (UNSCEAR, 1982). The
lower values for persons who live in the South Pacific Region
wiIl be discussed in section 5.4.2.?,

Lead-210 sub-series. The radioactive daughter products in
this sub-series have much longer half-Iives than those oF the
radon-222 series. The removal by deposit of the aerosols to
which the longer lived daughter radionuclides are attached
mabs it impossible for radioactive equilibrium to be reached
in air between radon-?Z2 and the daughter products lead-210,
bismuth-Z10, and polonium-2l0.

Many measurements have been made of the concenLrations of
Iead-210 in low-Ievel air over conLinents, and these are only
about 0.01 to 0.02 per cent of Lhe radon-222 concentrations.
0ver oceans, the relative lead-210 concentrations are higher
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at about 0.1 per cent of the radon-227 concentration, but the
ebsolute concentrations of lead-210 over the oceans are much
lower than over the continents (Lambert et al., f982). fhe
retio of bismuth-Z10 bo lead-Zl0 concentrations in most
low-Ievel air is about one-half. However the ratio of
polonium-Zl0 to lead-210 concentrations is much more variable,
ranging from 0.07 to 0.5, a value of 0.1 being most cannonly
aceepted, The polonium-Zl0 to lead-210 ratio is ccxnplieated
by the natural sources of polonium-Zl0 in the air other than
those due directly to the uraniun-Zl$ series of radionuclides
in the immediate area. Firstly, polonium-Zl0 reaches the air
from the surface of the oceans, where it is concentrated by
planld.on (Turekian et al., L974). Secondly, active volcanoes
could bo responsible for more than half of the polonium-Zl0 in
the atmoephere (Lambert et a1., L979i f982). The ratio of
polonium-Zl0 to lead-Zl0 concentration is, on the average,
about 0.4 in oceanic regions downwind from active volcanoes.
Thus there are many instances where the polonium-Zl0 to
lead-210 ratio is higher than expected in terms of the
environmental concentrations of lead-210 arising directly from
the decay of t,he radionuclides of the uranium-Z]8 series in
the irunediate environment.

The radionuclides lead-2I0, bismuth-2J.0, and polonium-210
enter the body mainly through food, and once there they, to
all intente and purposes, reach radioective equilibrium. The
annuel eFfective dose equivalent to persons due to the
Iead-Zl0 sub-series is eetimated to be Il0 microsievert
(UNSCEAR, L982). This dose would be higher for cigarette
emof€re becauee of an inereaeed intake of lead-210 and
polonium-2l0 by rnhalation of tobacco smoke. The additional
inbalc of thoee radionuclides due to smoking leade to
increaeed concentrations of lead-210 and polonium-2l0 in
verious organs, perticularly in the lung, where the
concentrations exeeedr oh the average, the levels found in
non-smol€rs by about 1.5 timee for lead-210 and three times
for polonium-21O. Insufficient information is available on
emoking habite to enable an estimate to be made now of the
edditional radiation doee to those who smob cigarettes.
l'lowever, recognising the concern expreseed about Lhe levels of
radiation doses to pereons from the various man-made sources
of ionizing radiation, it is hoped that further scientific
investigations will permit such an estimate so that smol€rs
can aasess any additional radiation hazard to their health.

(d) Ihorium-252 series. Thoriun-Zl? is the parent of a series of twelve
nuclides, of which efeven are radioactive (Figure 5-Z). The
thorium-2}Z and the uranium-ZJ8 series are similar rn that they
contain nuclides of the same elements (radium, radon, bismuth, and
polonium) and a large proportion of radionuclides which give out
alpha radiation in their deeay. The main difference is that
thorium-252 is the only long-lived radionuclide in its series. Lib
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the uranium-ZJ8 seriesr wB estimate the contribution of bhe
radionuclides of the thoriun-?l? series to the radiation dose. In
thie caser h,e consider three sub-series: thorium-2)z, radium-z2g [o
radLun-Z?4, and radon-22O to thallium-208/polonium-21?.

(i) Thorium-2]Z. The main source of uptake of thorium-2J2 into
the body is from dust inhalation, the annual intab being
about 0.0I oecquerel. AB in the case of thorium-2)O, Iittle
thorium-21Z taken in through Food enters body lissues because
of the poor absorption oF thorium from the gut. The annual
effective dose equivalent from thorLun-ZJZ to persons living
in normar areas of naturar radioactivity is estimated to be
about J microsievert.

(ii) Radium-228 sub-series. The annual intake of radium-2z8
through food is about 1500 times the annual intab through the
inhalation of dust. The sub-series includes the alpha
radiation emitters thorium-Z28 and radiun-2l4, and these
radionuclides are the main contributors in this sub-series to
the radiation doses to persons. The annual efFective dose
equivalent from this sub-series is estimated to be Il
microsievert in areas of normal natural radioactivity. There
are areas in the world, noLably in Kerala, India, and
Araxa-Tapira, BraziJ., where the annual intab of radium-228
through food is very much higher than in normal areas.
Comespondingly higher annual doses are received by bhe Local
populations.

(iif) Radon-220 suo-seriee. This sub-series is the biggest
contributor of the thoriun-25? series as a whole to radiation
doses to persons living in areas of normal natural
radioactivity. However, the activity eoncentration in air of
radon-220, a radioactive gas with an extremely short
half-Iife, is about, one-tenth to one-hundredth of the act,ivity
concentration of radon-222, a member of the uranium-2J8
series. As with radon-222 it is the concenlration of
radon-220 inside buildings which oetermines the radiation dose
to persons from the inhalation ol the radioactive gas and its
short-Iived daughter products. Here again the ventilation of
buildings is en important factor to be taken into
consideration. It is estimated that the annual effective dose
equivalent flran the radon-2?O sub-series to persona living in
normal areas of natural redioactivity is 170 microsievert
(UNSCEAR, f982). This dose is more likely to be received by
peraons who live on continents. The dose for pereons living
in the South Pacific Region is libly to be lower for reaeong
similar to those outlined for the tadon-222 sub-series of the
uranium-Zf8 seriee (see section 5.4.2.2).
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5.r.t Summary of AnnuaI Eff"ctiue Do"u Equiualents

Table 5-2 summarizes the estimates of annual effective dose equivalents
from natural radiation to the majority of the world population which Lrves
in regions of normal natural radiation levels. Tne total estrmated annual
effective dose equivalenL is 2000 microsievert.

5.4 EXPOSURES TO NATURAL RADIATION IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION

5.4.1 Averaqe lcses in the Reqion

In the course of its review of Lhe annual efFective dose equivalenLs
summarised in TabI e 5-2, the Technical Group examined, as well as it eould
with the informabion available, factors which might result rn the people
living in the South Pacific Region receiving doses from natural radiation
higher or Iower than those for the majori[y of the world population. As a
reeult of this examination, the Technical Group estimated, in a

preliminary way, the annual effective dose equivalent for people living rn
the Region. There are eome uncerLainties in bhe estimate, but the Group
is confident that the annual dose from nalural radiaLion for most of Ehe

people living in the Region is much J.ower, about one-half , than that for
the majority of the world populabion living in normal natural radiation
areas. As more scientific information is gathered, the estimaLes which
the Group has made may require some revision. The estimates made by the
Technical Group are summarised in Taole 5-f. In the following paragraphs'
explanations are given for Lhe differences belween the estimates in Tables
5-2 and 54. Reference is made irr section ,.4.3 to a few areas in the
region where the doses received may be much higher than Lhose given in
Table 5-3. These apparent anomalies warrant FurLher scienti fic
investigation.

In Table 5-), it was necesaary to give maximum and minimum estimates of
the annual effective dose equivalent for some natural sources of
irradiation" This was because of ]imitations in Lhe scientific
information available to bhe Group. However, in none of these cases is
the maximum value higher than that for the corresponding source of
irradiation in Table 5-2. Vlith the few exceptions discussed in gection
,,4.1, bhe Technica] Group believes Lhat the maxrmum values given in lable
5-i do not underestimate the annual eFfecLive dose equivalent for Lhe

relevant source of irradiation. The minimum esLimaLes in Table 5-J are
mueh less than the estimates for the correaponding sources of rrradiation
in Table 5-2. An examination of the f.wo tables shows that, for sorne

sources, the estimates are the same. ln Lhis regard the estimate rn Table
5-3 for the annual effective dose equivalent for external irradiation by
cosmic rays may be slightly overestimated. This oose might have been
given a lower value because of the low latitude oF many of the countries.
However, the Technical Group decided that it would be better Lo grve a

single contribution From that source for the whole Sout.h Pacific Reqion
and thus err in the direction of an overestimate. The rounded totals for
the maximum and mrnimum annual effective dose equivalents for natural
radiation exposure in the region suggest that iL would be reasonable to
use an estimate of 1000 microsievert (that is, haLf [he botal rn Table
5-Z) as being representative for the region.
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5.4.2 Differences Between Doses in the South Pacific Rugion 
"nWorlOw

5.4.2.1 External irradiation from primordial radionuclides

An examination of Tables 5-2 and 5-l shows that, while the maximum
estimate in Table 5-f for external irradiation by the different primordial
radionuclides is the same as the corresponding estimate in Table 5-2, the
minimum estimate is much less. The maximum and minimum estimaLes given rn
Table 5-5 for external irradiation from primordial radionuclides t,ook into
account a number of measurements of either absorbed dose rates in air or
of the concentrations of various primordial radionuclides in soil, from
which absorbed close rates in air can be caLculated. In addition it h,ae
necesaary to tab account of the effects of the materials used to
construct buildings in the region.

Absorbed dose rates in air due to gamma-emitt,ing radionuclides are clearly
inFluenced by the nature of bhe :.slands, whether they are of volcanic or
coralline orgin. Table 5-4 gives values oF the avetage absorbed dose
rates in air, both outdoors and indoors, in two islands in French
Polynesia (Ducousso et al., L982). It will be seen that at Tahit,i, where
the island is of volcanie origin, the absorbed doee rates were very much
higher than at l'lao, a coral. aLoll. Reasons for the differences in
absorbed dose rates given in Table 5-4 can be seen from measurements of
the concentrations of potaesium-40, thorium-Z12 and uranium-218 made at
Tahiti (volcanrc rock) and Hao (coral). For Tahiti, the concentratrons
were 814, 48 and 48 becquerel per kJ"logram, reapectively, while for Hao
the corresponding values were 8I, 5 and 15 becquerel per kilogram
(Ducousso et aI., 1982). It is interesting to note lhat, whereas the
measured concentrgtions of potassium-A0 and thorium-232 in coral al Hao
were only about one-tenth of the concentrations of those radionuclides in
volcanic rock at Tahit.i, indicating thab eoral has low concentrations of
those radionuclides, bhe concentration of uranium-2)B in coral was about
one-third of that for the volcanie rock. The presence of urenium in
coral-derived soil is due to the fect thet living corals accrmulata
netural uranium from seawater.

Table 5-5 lists the average concentrations of potassium-A0, uranium-2]8
and thoriun-zt? in t.he soil in a number of islands and atolls in the South
Pacific Region together with the calculated absorbed dose rates in air.
For a number of locations the concentrat,ions of one or more of the above
radionuclides were not reported. It is assumed that, in those instances,
the concentrations were below the level of detection of the measurement
methods used. For comparison the concentrations of the same radionuclides
in New Zealand soils and corresponding absorbed dose ratea are given in
Table 5-6. Comparable data are given for world average coneentrations in
Iable 5-1. With a few exeeptionsr lhe values in Tables 5-l and 5-6 are
similar. The absence of results for concentrations of potassium-40 for
atolls is because coral does not significantly coneentrate potassium from
sea water. The information provided in Tables 5-4 and 5-5 for islands and
atolls in the region justifies the use of the maximum estimates for the
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annual effective dose equivalent for external irradiation From the varioLrs
primordial rEdionuclides. The minimum estimates for the sources of
external irradiation take account of the differences between the absorbed
dose rates on an ieland oF voleanic origin and for a coral atoll (Table
5-4); of the degree of similarity between absorbed dose rates for sdne
islands in the region and elsewhere, the generally low concentrations of
potassium-A0 and thorium-Z}Z in coralline soils, and the trend in a number
of countriea in the Region to construct more buildings with brick,
concret,e or stone.

5.4.2.2 Internal irradiation from primordial radionuclides

Table 5-) gives a maxlmum estimate of the annual. effective dose equivalent
for internal imadiation from the radon-222 sub-series of bhe uranium-ZJ8
series which is much lower than the corresponding estimate in Table 5-2.
The minimum estimate for this sub-series is only about I per cent of the
estimate in Table 5-2. Both Bhe maximum and minimum estimates in Table
5-5 are based on the knowledge that bhe concenLration of rsdon-222 over
tho ocean is very much lower than over the continents and that many of the
population of the region spend much of their trme out of doors and live in
well ventilated buildinge made of wood or other lightweight materials.
The low maximum and minimum estimates for the radon-220 sub-serieg of the
thorium-212 series result from the consideration of the very low
concentrations of radon-Z?O and rts daughter products over the oceana, the
low activities of thoriun-?t2 in most of the ielands and atolls in the
region, andr 88 with radon-222 and ite daughter products, tha living
habite of many of the population in the region.

,,4.t Areae with thusuaily Hiqh LB
Soutn P

5.4.r.1 Niue Isl,and

Niue is a small isolated island, presumably a large volcanic cone,
completely coverad by an unknovrn thicknese of limestone in the form of
emerged reefs. Surveys oF the radioactivity of flew Zealand and South
Pacific island soils (l'larsden, L964) showed t.hat samples from Niue gave
very high values. 0ther meaaurements showed that the alpha activity wae
due largely to thorium-2}0 and radium-226 out of equrlibrium with the
parent uranium-2}8 (Fieldes et al., f960). Except on the coral reef which
fringes the islgnd, lhe average absorbed dose rate due to garunar.radiation
is about 40x10-* gray per year and in some placee about 260x10-- gray per
year.n Corresponding valuee in some otfier locations in the region are af
4xI0-* gray per year at Samoa, 2xI0-' gray per year at Tonga , 2.5xl0-a
gray per year at Fiji, and 17.5xI0-* gray per year at Black Rock,
Rarotonga.

Food grown in Niue soil, particularly taro, showed a high uptake of
radioactivity. Two varieties gave 2) becquerel per gram of ash of which
more than ninety per cent was due to radium-z?5. It has been estimated
that the people in a few villages who get appreciable amounts of food from
the particular radioactive areas on the island would tale in about 20
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becquerel per day of al.pha activity and the average person on the island
about 4 beequerel per day. These values .rre large cornpared with the daily
intake of.alpha activity in a typical western European dieL, Improvedroads and housing have reduced both the intake of radionuclides by the
inhalation of dust and the indoor radon concentrations. Changes in
dietary habits, including the use oF New Zealand powdered mrlk, have also
reduced the intake of radionuclides.

The-origin of the unusually high amounts of natural radioactiviLy in thesoils of Niue is stiII unclear. Precipitation of radionuclidls from
seawater in the geologic past (Fielaes et al., 1960) or supply of
radionuclides by hydrothermal transport (Schofield, Lg67) have been
suggested as possibilities.

,.4.1.2 Guam

A report by Nelson (1979a), From which resul.ts of measurements have
already been used in compiling Table 5-5, includes data which show a
marked difference in the average activity concentrations of uraniun-Ztj
(hence, uranium-Lt$) and thorivn-Z3? for northern and southern Guam. Noaetivity concentration for potassium-40 is recorded for eilher location.
The activity concentrations of uranium and thorium in soil suqoest that
the absorbed dose rate of gamma radiation may be as high as abouf-ll5xlg-4
9.ray per- yeTr at the sampling locations in northern Guam conpared with
about 4xl0{ gray per year in southern Guam. Ihe value For northern Guamis conparable in magnitude to the value measured at Niue. The Technical
Group does not know of any action talen to verify the high values in
northern Guam, which, except for Niue, is out, of character wilh the known
Iow levels of natural radioactivity in the South Pacific Region. The
Technical Group recqnmends that if follow-up investigationa have not been
undertabn they should be put into effect at an early date.
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TABLE 5-T

P0TASSIUiI-40,
RATE IN AIR I

URANIUI'I-2'8 AND THORIUI'I-z]z
M ABOYE THE GROUND SURFACE

Radionuclide
or

Decay Series

Average Concentration
in Soil {a)
(Bq lq-^)

Absorbed Dose
Rate in tur (a)

1o-4 Gy y-r

4ox

2r8u (b)

2l2rn (u)

r70 (100-700)

z, (10-50)

25 (7-50)

1.4 (0. 4-2.6)

0.9 (0.4-1.9)

r.5 (0.4-2,.9)

(s)
(b)

lhe typical range is given
ln radioaetive equilibrium
Source: II{SCEAR (I9S2)

within brackets.
with all the decay products.

.t
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TABLE 5-2

ESIIMATED ANNUAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EqUIVALENTS TO A PERSON
FRO},I NATURAL SOURCES IN AREAS OF NORMAL BACKGROUND

Source of irredlation
Annual effective doee equivalent (uSv)

External Internal Iotalirradiation imadiation

c0silrc RAYS

COSM(EENIC RADIONUCLIDES

PRIMffiDIAL RADIONUCLIDES

4ox

87Ru

2J8, 
"u"i""

238u+ 254u

250i6

226Ra

222Rn_ 2L4Po

2l0Pb_+ 210Po

252Th series
zt2rh

228Ral 224Ra

22oRn+ 208Tr

]00 J00

l5l5

r20 180

6

IO

7

7

800

rr0

]00

5

1044

t26

90

,l
;l] 

,40

IOTAL (rounded) 650

Source: tt'lSCEAR (f982), Annex Br p. Lgz

tl40 2000
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TAELE 5-5

ESTIMATED ANNUAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENTS
TO A PERSON FROM NATURAL SOURCES IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION

Annual Effective Dose Equivalent (pSv)

Source of
Irradiation

External
Irradiation

Msx. Min.

Internal
lrradiation

Max. Min.

TotaI

Max. Min.

Coemic Rays

Coemogenic
Radionuclides

]00

l5

100

I5

Primordial

3gl:*"""*" tr: t: r80
6

)00 190

xll[";:,]
ev 60

IO
7
7

100 l0
1r0 I '44

2?4

iiiit$il|
22oRn-+ zoBTrJ 140 15

3

T3
50

2L6 
'l

Total (Rounded) 650 t9g 5'0 180 Ir80 770
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TABLE 
'.4

AVERAE AB.sMB€O DO5E RATE JN AIR AT I 'I,I AEOTf

CROISD $NFACE I}IE TO PBII{ffiDIAL f;ADIONTELIDE5

tstand/AtoU,
Locatlori ol'
lhasureuent

Avctogo Abaolba-d lbee
Rate. i.n Air.(lo4 Gy y-r)

5o1l
Type

Td|trt

tlEo CorstrIinc

Outdoors

Indoots u

0utdoora

Indoocc

2..4

z"J

0.t

ll.7

Ssurepr ,fireouqso Et al. (fgBZ)
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IAELE 5.'

AVERAGE CONCENIRAIIOII OF PRII'IORDIAL RADIONUCLIOES IN
5OIL IN SOIJTH PACIFIC REGION AND CALCTI-AIEO AESORBEO

DOSE RAIE IN AIR ] H AEOVE GROTJND SURFACI

Location Radionucllda Averagc
or Concentrelion

Dceay Serice in Soil.,
(Bq t<g-^ ) (a)

Abrorbed 0ogr Raarls
Ratc rn Air

to{ cy y-l

HaJuro

'i3[
0.t
I. t)

t.l

26
27

<8
zz
t7

Corellrne fuil
Ref. Greenhor.se
and lli.lLenbergcr

( resr )

ic SoiI
Ref. ae above

Iotal;

Iotal:

< tr.0,
0.8
2.t
2.9

Truk

*ir^
<8
z7
23

< 6.0, Volcenic Soil
1.0 Ref. ea abova
1.3
2.'Iotal :

Palau l3l5t""r 7

l5
u.,
0.9
r.2

Volcanic Soil
Ref. l{eleon
( I979a) .Iotal:

l{ornej ls.
lotje Atoll

2]8u 25(r0) Corallino Soil
Rcf . tlelson
(r979b)

l{ot je Is. ,
rfotje Atoll

27 (4) Corelline SoiI
Rcf. es above

Ailuk Ie.,
Ailuk Atoll

2l8u 27 (15) Coralline Soil
Ref. ag above

Rigen Ie.
Ailuk Atoll

2t8u ,0(, ) l.l Coralline Soil
Rgf. ae ebovs

Utirik
AtolI

1.4?t8u ,7G) Coralline Soil
Ref. ae above

Otristnss Is. ?'B
U

28(4) Coralline Soil
Ref. llelson
( le77 )

(e) ltfirnbar of samples rs given rn parentheees.
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TAfiLE 5-6

E0lEEt{IBA[I0il tr P'0IASSMI-4[!' IRAIUIXN;Z]8 Afg
Tt-{0n[rfi-a}2 IN NEt{ ZEAIAIS] ,Si]115"-Atg AE60n8ED
DME RATE II.I AIR I I.I ABOYE TIf GRfl$D SUNFACE

Redlonucllde
oI

lleeey Scriee

Concantratiog in Soil
(8q kg-")

Averggg trbsorbed tloEe.
Rate in Alr

l0-4 GY Y-rltlaximm Average

40(

2t6u (8)

2526 1.;

1000

63

J.00

f50

23

30

1.6

1,2

2.2

(e) I,n radioacttvc aqrlltbtlr.rr wtth atl thc deeay prsduate.
Sorltcer ilatlonat Rgdiafion Laboratory (1974),
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producsd in less
of the parent
(1982), p. 86.

Uranium-Z)B decay eerles. Radionuclidea
than one per cent of the transfonnationa
nuclide are not Ehown. Source: UNSCEAR

lElN,T
ry

1HT
@

.l

m

e;/
ry
ffi

Figure 5-I.

2uli
lo.iirr|l

Source: I|{SCEAR (f9BZ)p p. 86.Figure 5-2. Thorirnr-2}Z decay s€riea.
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CHAPTER o

EI{YIRTITi}€NTAI RADIATION FROi NrcLEAR EXPI-OsIONs

6. I PROI)UI]IION OF ARIIFICIAL RADIONUCLIDES

Uf manfs activities, the two almost exclusively responsible for theintroduction into the envrronment oF artificial radionuclioes are
atmospheric rrr-rclear explosions and nuclear electric power productron.
Very little direct information is available about nuclear explosions
because of their military nature. Neverthelessl they can be detecled at agreat distance by the earth tremors, atmospheric pressure waves, ancr
radioactive clouds that they cause. Ihe data published on this subjectare uncertain, however. Compilations of data are given in US Heainer
Bureau (1964), Zander and Arasbg (1973), uNscEAR (l9BZ; see a]so Table
6-1, this Chapter), and Perkins and lhomas (f980).

l{ith respect to atmospheric explosions only, three main periods are Eo be
considered. Between L945 and 1950, the USA, USSR, UK and France among
them carried out 217 explosions, most oF them low- or medium- power, bu[
also including some high-yieJ.d thermonuclear (fusion) tests, such as theMib and Bravo tests conducted by the USA on Enewetak and Bikini. Between
August l95l and Decamber L962, following a short moratorium obserbed by
the USA and USSR, those two countries conducted a total of L27 explosions,
including many high yield Lests, b,he frequency of which exceeded all
preceding onea. AIsor one low-power explosion was made by France during
this period. Between L964 and 1980, sixty-three low- or medium-power
explosions were. carried out by the Peopree' Republic of chrna and DyFrance. In edditionr numef,ous underground exploaions were efFected at thi
bottom of shaftsr which introduced into the atmosphere little or no
radioactive material.

AII USAr USSRr and Peoplesr Republic of China tests were carried out rn
the Northern Hemiephera. As regards more parbicularly tne atmosphere ofthe Southern Hemisphere, twelve low-power explosions were carried out by
the uK between L95z and 1957 in Australia; forty-one low-power or
medium-power exploaions were ettributed to France between 1956 and 1974 inthe Tuamotusr principally on the ato.il of Mururoa. Mention should be madefinally of nine British exploeions mede between 1957 and 1958 and 15 USA
exploeions made in 1962r most,ly of medium power, all al the American [estsite on the Chrietmas Islande, which are situated at 20 N in the middle ofthe Pacific. The cloudE from these teste often drrfted lo the Southern
Hemisphere.

Table 6-1 liets the eetimated yields of atmospheric nuclear tests from
1945 to 1980. The-lisbing does not inelude underground nuclear tests,
which do not normally releese radioactive material-bo the environment or
cauge exposure to the publie (buf see Chapter 9 for further discuesion).
The production of fisaion nuclides is proportional to the fission yield oftha tests, whereae Ehe produetion of nuclides formed by neutron
activation r such as tritir.un and carbon-I4l can be assuned to beproportional to the fusion yield.
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Unlike an explr:sion,,r nuclear reacLr.rr is ctesigned to pfrv:fll pol-ir-rticn uf
the environment as mucn as possible, "hich explairrs '-he f rct tnat trtlcltal
explosions are responsible for alrnost atl tne artif:'cial radioactive
nuclides that have been introduced into the environment. Chapter t
eiptains fission and fusion processes rn nuclear reacLors arrd in nuclear
and thermonuclear devices. It should also be remembered that' with one oc

two exceptions, aII nuclear reactors are situated in the Northern
Hemisphere (see Figure g-5); it will be seen, however, that Lneir effects
cannot be entirely ignored rn Lhe Southern Hemisphere '

6.2 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT

Table l-I (Chapter )) gives a non-exhaustive Iist of the more importanL
nuclides produced by nuclear explosions in bhe atmosphere. Their
subsequent behaviour depends on their physieal state at the normal
temperature of the atmosphere and on the total power oF the nuclear
explosion. To understand this, it must be remembered that Ehe atmosphere
consists of several successive layers with very different properties
(Figure 5-f). Between the surface of bhe earth and a herght of il to 20

kil,6metres (according Lo latitude and season), there is the tropo9Phg{e'
in which all the phenomena of evaporaLion, condensation, and precipitation
of water or snou, occur and where the temperature falls as the alt:'tude
rises, making it in general unstable so that vertical mixing occurs very
rapidi.y. Above that lhere is the sLra[osphefe which goes up to a height
of' abolt 40 kilometres; it has a more or less constant ternperature and

contains almost no water vapour, making it vertically stable. Between the
stratosphere and the troposphere, there is a boundary that is usually quite
clearly oefined, known as the tropopausg, the. height of which varies from
one day to another and from one season to another.

A nuclear explosion produces first of all an extremely hot fireball r rn
which aII matter is vapourized and which cools down slowly as it mixes

with the air. Nuclear explosions with a force greater than I megaton
(tnat is in fact, those caused by fusion reactions) have enough energy to
earry this mixture to the stra6GpEre. ln the cooling Processr the
natuially gaseous substances mix with the air and may stay for a long time
in ttre itilosphere. Those materials which condense at the temperature of
the atmosphere settle, atom by atom or mo.l.ecule by molecule, on the small
aerosols in suspension in the atmosphere.

Nuclear explosions in the kiloton range, when deLonated near ground Level '
release most of their debris into the troposphere, and short-Iived
radionuclides wiII predominate in the ' first fission debris. During the
period of French testing in Lhe atmosphere at its testing ground in
Folynesia, prevailing winds usually carried debris in an easterly
diricgion so that South Ameriea was the first large land mass Lo receive
such fallout. The radioactive cloud would take about three weeks to
circle the world, and it would sometimes go around more t'han once.
Because of dispersion, precipitation, and radioactive decay, the danger of
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any particular area receiving a high level of tropospheric fallout fessens
with the progress of the radioactive cloud. Occasionally part oF the
radioactive cloud would be caught in an anticyclonic eddy and diverbed
back toward the west. When this happened, slowly difFusing radioactive
particles would be carried over islands in the central South Pacilic area
in a matter of days.

In the troposphere, these aerosols are condensed in the ice crystals of
clouds and are quickly precipit.ated to the ground in the form of rain or
snow (humid fallout). Those that reach the ground or vegetation may
settle there even without precipitation (dry fallout).

Tropospheric fallout consists of aerosols which deposit with a mean
residence time of up to l0 days. During this period, the debris becomes
dispersed non-uniformly i.n the latitude band of injection, following
trajectories governed by wind patterns. From the viewpoint of human
exposuf,e, tropospheric fallout is important for nuclides of a few days' to
two-months' half-life, such ae iodine-Ill, barium-l4O and strontium-89.
Stratospheric fallout, which comprises the bulk of the production, is due
to those particles which are carried into tha strabosphere and later give
rise bo worl.d-wide fallout, the major part of which remains in the
hemisphere of injection. The estimated straboapheric partitioning of
nuclear debris is given by UNSCEAR (1982, Annex E, Table 2).

Ihe main features of the mixing procesaes and air movements rn the
atmoephere (Figure 5-l) have been detarmined largely from bhe measurements
of radionuclide concentrations. Aerosols descend gravitationally fcom the
highest altitudes end move with the general air movements at lower levels.
Eddy diffuaion in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere eauses the
irregular migretion of air mssses in the general direcbions indicated in
Figure 6-1. The circular air flow pattern in the troposphere at lower
altitudes is termed Hadley cell circulation. These cells lncrease or
decrease in size and ehift latitudinally with aeason. fhe mean residence
lime of aerosols in the lower stratosphere ranges from three to twelve
months in the polar regions and from eight to twenty-four months in the
equat,orial regione. Their re-entry into the troposphere is the result of
eomplex procesaes of atmospheric dynemics, the effect of rhich is to
transFer air masaes intermittently from the stratosphere bo the
troposphere. Such transfers occur more reedily i.n the local springtime'
and in the vicinity of 40o N or J5o S.

Because meridional movements in equatorial regions are very slight' the
tropoepheric aerosols produced at middle or high latitudes in one
hemisphere, or injected into it from t,he stratoaphere at these latitudes,
only very exceptionally pass into the other hemiepherer as if there u,ere a
kind of rrequatorial barrierl stopping them. This ie shown in Frgure 6-2,
where it can be seen that afLer the reeumption of nucJeer tests in the
Northern llemisphere in September 1961, gross beta-redioactivity remained
unchanged in bhe Southern Hemisphere, while it increaeed by trenty times
in the l,lorthern l-lemisphere.
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sufflciently long may reach I more or leas
the tropoaphere.

6.' MEASUREI'IENTs AND DATA

It is important !o have some underatanding of the pathways by which
radionuclideg contribute to the internal or external radiation dosc. Let
ua considerr 8e exampler the expoeure of living things lo fallout
caeeium-l}7r and consider the exposure pathways shown in Orapter ), Figure
t-t.
There ie first the input of caesiun-Ll7 into tha atmosphere by a fisaion
or fueion nuclesr explosion. The radionuclide becomes more or less
unevenly digtrlbuted throughout bobh hemispheres. l{e can measure the
caesium-I]7 concentrabion in the atmosphere or in rain or the deposition
per unit area of the land surface. The ceesium-l]7 can be inhaled and
taken up by man as one pathway (Figure i-1, Pathway 4). Ihen again the
caesium-lJ7 can be talan in by Crinking water or diet and enter body
Eissues, where it gives an internal radiation dose (Figure J-1, Pathway
,). Finally, as N,e will discuEs Iater, the radionuclide, whilE on the
earthfs surface or in the atmosphere, can give an external doee of
radiation to the body (Figure |-J, Pathway 2). Transfers between
compartments canr in most cases, be easily measured and a relationship
eelablished between the amount of a radionuclide released to the
environment and the dose received from that nuclide by persons. Many
calculat,iona of such transfers are given by IINSCEAR (1982) or in many
other scientific publications.

Every nuclear explosion produces more than 200 kinds of fission products
and dozens of activation products, which are far from being all of equal
importance. UNSCEAR has compiled data on the distribution of fallout in
various compartments.

The great variability of the atmospheric processes of dispereion, of
injections of stratospheric air into the tropoephere, of precipitation to
the groundr and of ingestion of food results in I comparable variability
of the doses received by different people. Therefore, there is a need to
study what numerical data can describe, in more detail, the exposure of
South Pacific populations to fallout radiation. Generally speaking, very
little information was available about this situation anywtrere in the
world before 1958. Since that date several networks or individual
stations for taking measurements have been set up. It is the data from
those stations that are examined below.

6.5.I Strontium-90

Strontium-90 is a fission product and
gaflna emission). Its metabolism in
calcium, which explains its importance

a pure beta-emitter (that is, no
the body is similar to that of
in internal irradiation processes.
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The essential parameters for the ingestion of stronlium-91, cepend on its
rate of deposition on the surface of the earth. Tables 6-2 and 5-J give
the deposit of strontium-90 up Lo 1990. Table 6-4 shows, station bystation' the data available in the South Pacific Region as well as in New
Yorkr for purposes of comparison. The injection of stratospheric aeroso.Lsin middle latitudee explains why the maximum amounts of deposition ofradioactivity per unit of surface are in these lat,itudes (Table 5-2,
Figure 6-5). Tab1e 5-l shows that the greatest increases rn annual
deposition occurred in the Southern Hemisphere in the years Igbt, 1964,and L965. They are therefore atbributed to the trinsfer into this
hemiephere of that strontium-90 which had been introduced into the
stratosphere in 196l to 1962 as a result of explosions in the NorbhernHemisphere. Secondary increases in the years 'L969 

Lo I97I and in 1974
were probably due to French exploeions conducted in the Soulhern
Hemisphere. The higher figures observed at lahiti (TaUle 5-4) are mostlikely explained by this.

There are no fallout data available before 1958, but the strontium-9g
accumulated in the strata of firn of the Antarctic continent has been
measured. It can be seen from Table 5-5 that the deposition per square
kilometre was practically the same in the period 1955 to 19dl as it was inthe period 1964 to 1968. Before 1955 there were neglr.gible quantities of
strontium-9O deposited in AnLarctica. The annuai deposition of
strontium-90 in the Northern and Southern ilemispheres for the period
1958-1980 is shomr in Table 5-], together with the curnulative deposit in
each hemisphere and the estimated total injection to January I98f. SinceI97I' the annual rate of injection of strontium-90 has been less than the
annual rate of decay, and the eumulative deposit has sleadily decreased.
Total strontium-9O production from nuclear tests was assessed to be GxI017
becquerel to 1980. The global inventory of depggited strontium-9o, which
is__decreasing by radioactive decay, was +xlblTUecquerel at the end of
1980.

6.1.2 Caesium-lf7

Caesium-lf7 is a_.fission product, a beta and gamma emitter. 0f thefallout radionuclides it is the most important coitributor to externalirradiation dose. The concentration of caesium-IJ7 in air is most
lmporta_nt. Few data from the South Pacific Region exist. Table 6-G shows
some of the available data. UnIike ground d6position, the concentrationof caesirm-r]7 in air depends hardly at arl upon precipitation.
Therefore, stations situated at the same latitude ih a given hemisphereare fairly comparable. In the original tables of values, From which thevaluee given in Table 5-6 were extracted, an important increase in the
Northern Hemisphere between February 1970 and July l97l is noted. It isattributed to the Chinese tests. In the Southern l-bmisphere in June I97I,there wea a distinct incrgqse at Tahiti (Figure 6-4), where the
coneentration beceme 6.88xI0-15 curie per cubic metre, and rather lessdistinct at the other statione further away from the French test eite.
fhe average level neverthelees remained slightiy hiqher than usual untilthe end of 1971. It strourd, however, be -noted that the activity of
caesium-IJ7 was still much less (between l0 and 2000 times less) tnan tfreactivity of a naturar cosmogenic nucride rike beryrlrum-7 (Table 6-7).
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6.t.t Strort-Iived Radionuclides

The observatione made in the preceding paragraph clearly show the
advantage of detecting the paseage of a radioactive cloud, particularly in
stationi that aEe ielatively near a nuclear test site. This effect is
particularly noticeable in the caae of short- or very short-lived
prodr-nts. ilegular measurements have thus been carried out at Tahiti by

th" F"ench Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) from 1970 to the present by

genma spectrometry of filters that are changed daily and represent sqne

|ZTOOO cubic metris of air. Table 5'7 showsr year by yearr mean values
for months in which activities were sufficient to enable them to be

measured. From time to time, considerable Levels for nuclides as

short-lived as barium-I40 (half-life 75 days) were measured. A

characteristic example is given in Figure 6-4. The sharp increase
observed in the coneentration of the short-lived radionuclides in June of
l97l corresponds to the start of the French test program for that year 

'
which lasted until Arttgust.

6.5.4 Plutonium-2f9' 240

These two isotopes of plutonium are produced by the action of neutrons on

uranium-2)8, or bhey constitute residues of unfissioned fissile matter in
the nuclear explosive devices. The reason for measuring them is their
extreme harmfuinese, both radiological and chemical. Generally these two

isotopes are not measured separately.

Some data concerning the concenLration of plutonium in the air are given
in Table 6-8. gwin! to the gqeat variability of these results, it was

coneidered preferable to give the extreme values observed each year rather
than an average value which would be meaningless. It will be seen thatt
as is the case for other artificial radionuclides, the highest values are
found in the I960s in the Northern l-lemisphere. Data for concentrations in
air are not available for Tahiti before 1975. 0n the other hand,

measurements of the plutonium deposition have been made at this station
since 1970, and they show generally only very srnall values (Table 6-9).

6.4 DOSE CALCII-ATION5

6.4.L External lrradiation

5.4. l. I Fallout radionuclides

l,lany radionuclides produeed in nuclear testing emit gatnma rays and

conlribute to the dose from external irradiation. The most important from

this point of view are a number of short-lived radionuclides, particularly
zirconium-95 and its daughter niobium-95 and the long-lived caesium-IJ7.
In principle, it is [ossible to caJ.culate externaf doses from the
integrated deposition density oF each radionuclide. In estimating doses

received from fallout redionuclides by external irradiation, UNSCEAR
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(1982) took into account the back-scatter and shielding afforded tissues
by other tissues of the body. It also Look rnto account the shrelding
effect of buildings and the relative proportions of Lrme that people spend
indoors and outdoors. The overal..L factor us"d to convert aosorbed dose rn
air to absorbed dose r.n organs was taken to be about 0.1. The effective
dose equivalent commitments obtained are presented rn Table 6-lU. The
effeetive dose equiva.Lent commilment to the world population is estimated
to be about 580 microsievert, the combined short-Lived radionuclides and
caesium-lJ7 each contributing about half of this va-l,ue.

6.4.I.2 Krypto_n-85

Krypton-85 is a gaseous fission product. lt rs almost a pure beta emitter
(a gamma emission occurs rn only U.49,6 of emissions.) Practically the only
way to remove krypton-85 frorn the atmosphere rs by radioactive decay
(half-Life 10.) years). Substantial staek releases of krypton-85 occur at
nuclear fuel reprocessinq plants but are not a source of significant
exposure in the vicinity of the plant. ln ]fBO the atmospheric inventory
of krypton-85 was estimated at about J x l0rd becquereJ.. The fraction duq
Lo atmospheric nuclear explosions is relaLively smal-l, about I.6 x l0l7
becquerel (UNSCEAR, f982).

Almost all of the sources of krypton-85 are located in the Northern
Hemisphere, but there is little uptake of krypton-85 by the biosphere or
by the ocean. Thus there is a rather uniform distrrbution of !cypton-85
between the two hemispheres.

In the South PaciFic Region, where Lhe concentration of radon-222 Ln the
atmosphere is especially low, the acli.vrty due to krypton-85 rs about two
to three times higher than the natural radioactivity in the atmosphere.
This is not of great consequence, however, because krypton is not
metabolized by living organisms and thus only makes a slight contributlon
to radiation dose.

6.4.2 Internal lrradiation

Exposure of humans to
invol.ves inhalation of
contaminated foodstuFfs .

5.4.?.1 Strontiun 90

fallout radioactivity by inLernal irradiation
activity in surface air and ingestion of

Strontium-90 is a beta emitter that decays to yttrium-90. a beta emitter
with a half-Iife of 54 hours. The most important exposure pathway is by
ingestion (Chapter 5, Figure 1-5, Pathway 5), and most of the dose is
received by bone tissue. The effective dose equivalent eonrnitments
calculated by tfr.lSCEAR (1982) for north and south temperate zones and for
the world population are given i.n Table 5-10.
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6.4.2.2 Strontium-89

Strontium-89 decays with the emission of beta rays. It is one of the mein
conponents oF fallout activity in the first few months after a nuclear
test. The ratio of activities of strontir-m-89 to strontium-9O at the time
of fissron is approximately 150, and the total atmospheric input of
strontium-89 rs estimated to have been about 90xl0ro becquerel.
Strontium-89 was measured in milk at some sixty-three cities in the US

between 196I and L965, during which period about 55 pereent of the total
deposition in the Northern Hemisphere occurred.

Estimates of the effective dose equivalent cqnmitment were made by
UNSCEAR(f982), and both inhalation and ingestion pathways were found lo be
important. The dose commitments weighted for the world population are I.0
microsievert from ingestion and .1..8 microsievert from inhalation. From
measurements of strontium-90, it is estimated that the dose cqnmitments
wtrich apply to the population of the south temperate latitudes are a
factor of four less than the north temperate zone values and that
hemispheric values are about I.5 times less than the temperate zone values
( from data in Table 6-2).

Most of the dose from strontium-89 was delivered in the early 1960s during
maximum deposition.

6.4.2.f Ruthenium-I06

Ruthenium-I06 is a pure beta emitter. It decays to rhodium-106, a beta
emitter that also emits gamma rays. The total stratospheric injection of
ruthenium-106, assessed from that oF strontium-9O using the activity ratio
of ?O at the time of fission, has been estimated at about l2xL0ro
becquerel. lnhalation is the most important pathway, and Lhe effective
dose equivalent commitments (Table 6-f0) are 49 microsievert (north
temperate zone), Il microsievert (south temperate zone) r and 5O
microsievert (world).

6.4.2.4 Iodine-llI

Iodine-lfl is a beta/gamma ernitter. The total injec.tion of globally
dispersed iodine-lll is estimated to be about 7x10zu becq.rerel. Fresh
milk dominates as a source of iodine-lfl intab in areas where it is a
major dietary component. The short half-life of iodine-lll means that it
is not well. mixed in the atmosphere before deposition or decay. A rough
estimate of total activity deposition density, weighted over the
population of the world, has been made by UNSCEAR (1982) from the average
ratio of iodine-Ill/barium-I40 measured in deposition. Estimates of the
effective dose equivalent comnitments (Table 5-10) are 48 microsievert
(north temperate zone), 6.9 microsievert (south temperate zone), and 31
microsievert (world).
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6.4.2.5 Plutonir.m and transplutonium elements

The most important plutonium isotopes released during nucJ.ear explosions
in the atmosphere are plutonium-2t9, plutonium-Z40 and plutonium-24L.
Since plutonium-Z59 and plutonium-240 are not usually measured
individual.Iyr activities reported as plutonium-279 appLy generally to a
mixture of plutoniun-?J9 and plutonium-Z40 containrng approximately 60
percent of plutonLun-2)9 in terms of activity. The isotope plutoniunr-24l
is a beta emitter with a half-life of I4.4 years, which decays bo the
alpha emitter americium-?4l, with a half-life of 45J years. Although it
is not produced directly in nuclear explosions, americium-24l activity in
the envirorment is increasing as plutoqrium-24l decays, and the total
ultimate production will anount to 5.5xl0r) becqrerel. Plutonirm transfer
to human tissue can follow either the pathway of inhalation of airbone
plutonium or the ingestion of contaminated food. The most inportant
pathway to man is the inhalation of contaminated air. Estimates of the
dose cqnmitments from inhalation of plutonium and americium (Table 6-f0)
were obtained by l.tlSCEAR (f 982) from the rntegrated concentrations in air,
the committed doses per unit inhaled activity, and an intab rate of air
of 20 cubie metres per day. The effective dose equivalent cqrmi.tments are
1.0 microsrevert from plutonium-?ti, 4l microsievert from
plutonium-z}gr24O, 8.8 microsievert for plutonium-24L, and I.7
microsievert from americium-24I.

Food samples from the New York area were measured for plutonium-?lg1240 in
1965, L964, L972 and 1974 and for americi.um-24l in 1974. Ihe dietary
intab of plutoniun-239r240 was found to be about I0 times hlgher in 196)
than in L974, due to the influence of direct deposition. Italian data for
the 1975-1978 period were in good agreement with the New York data.

8y an approach similar to that used for strontium-9O and caesium-I)7, a
reLationship between ingeetion in any one year and the deposition rate can
be found for the plutonium isotopes. From this relationship an expression
For the fallout-to-diet transfer factor can be obtained TJNSCEAR (fggZ).
The dose commitments resulting from ingestion of plutonium and
americium-Z4l are given in Table 6-10. l{ith Lhe exception of
americium-?AL, the dose commitments from ingestion are much lower than
those from inhalation. The effective dose equivalent emnitments weighted
for world population from ingestion are 0.0047 .microsievert from
plutonium-?tB, 2.7 microsievert from plutoniun-?tg1240, 0.M mierosievert
from plutonium-24I, and 1.8 microsievert from americiurn-Z4I.

In addition to the plutonium isotopes released during atmospheric weapons
testing' mention should also be made of the significant quantities of
plutonium-Z18 that were released to the environment during the accidental
re-entry of a U5 satellite in L964 (Hardy et al.1 I97t). A Transit
navigational satellite, launched from Vandenburg Air Force in California,
contained as part of its payload a,.Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power
generator (SNAP-9A) containing 6.5x10r4 becquerel (about I kilograime) of
pJ.utonium-zl8. Sampling in the stratosphere indicated that the generator
burned up completely during re-entry and turned into gnall particles at an
altitude of about 50 kilometres. Studies of soils collected in I970-7I
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shovred thet oveD 7, percent of the SNAP-9A deposition occurred in Ehe

Southern Hemisphere. 0n a global basis this event increased the total
plutonium-2)8 deposit by about three times. ln the Southern Hemispherat
which received only about ?O'^ of the plutonium-Zi8 fallout from weapona
tests, the plutonium-2)8 deposit was increased by about eight times.

6.4.2.6 Tritiun

Tritium, a radioactive ieotope of hydrogen, is a pure beta emitter. It
occura naturally, being produced in cosmic Day induced rescttons.
Man-made trilirm has been injected into the stratosphere in substentisl
amounts by thermonuclear explosions. Mosb of lhe tritiuq^ exists as
tritiated water. Total tritium production is about 2.4xLO20 becquerel.
Twenty percent of this amount has been transFerred into or produced in the
Southern Hemiaphere. The effective dose equivalent commitment is 14
microeievert for a person in the Southern llemiephere and 5l microeievert
for a person in the l,lorthern Hemisphere (Iable 6-f0).

6.4.2.7 Carbon-l4

Carbon-l4 is a pure beta emitter with a long half-life of 57)0 years. As

discussed in Lhapter 5 it occurs naturally. lt rs also formed in large
quantities in nuclear explosions, especially in thormonuclear ones,

It may be seen in Figure 5-5 thab the carbon-I4 activity in atmospherie
carbon dioxide increased in the Northern Hemisphere in several successive
steps until L96t-L964, when it was doubla its natural level. Later, the
carbon-I4 dioxide mixed throughout the atmosphere' the concentrations in
both hem'ispheres beconing vEry eimiler by the end of 1967. Since that
time, the concentration has decreasad quasi-exponentially and waa about ]0
percent above the naLural level in 1980. A simple extrepolationr probably
unrealigtic, would lead to netural levele by the year 20I). The rnput 9[
man-made carborr-I4 into the atmosphere is estimated at 2.2 x I0r'
bacquerel. By conparison to natural carbon-l4 production and expoaure (12
microeievert), a dose eommitment of 2500 microsievert has been celculated
for bcrnb carbon-I4 (Table 6.10). Csrbon-I4 is therafore by fer
responsible for the most important part of the global doae comnitment frsn
nuclear exploeions, amounting, in fact, to 59 percent.

Ihe doee commitment From carbon-I4 is dalivered over a very long tine
period. By the end of the year 2000' only 7 percent of the total
commitment will have been delivered (UNSCEAR, L982). This is in contrast
with the case of almoet all other artificial radionuclides, whoae
half-Iives are of the order of deye, mcrnths or years and which will have
practically disappeared by that time.

Although there is no doubt of the reality of the value of 2600
microsievert for the total carbon-I4 dose commitment r this fi.gure does not
allow a correct evaluation of possible harmfuJness due to this nuclide.
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In effect the proportion of carbon-l4 in the carbon atoms of living things
in continental areas is practically Lhe same as in the atmospherer and the
carbon-I4 atmospheric concentration decreases very rapidly (Figure 6-r).
Since this concentration is the same in both henispheres, such a decrease
is mainly due to the carbon dioxide absorption by surface seawater' in
which the concentration is steady about 5 to 10 percent above the natural
Ievel. It could therefore be expected that the carbon-I4 concenLration in
air wou.l.d reach a level about 5 to l0 percent above the natural baclqround
level. This Ievel might be further modified by subsequent mixing between
surface and deep waters. Furthermole, it is known that, as a result of
manrs activities, some 5 x I09 tons of carbon (tnat is about I percent of
the atmospheric content) derived from the combustion of fossil fuels'
which are free oF carbon-I4, are introduced into the atmosphere annualIy.

It is therefore impossible to predict what rill actually be lhe carbon-I4
atmospheric aetivity beyond the year 2000. It may only be postulated that
this activity will differ only a little lrom it.s natural level. The

Technical Group thus considered that it would be reasonable to limit its
assessment to the year 2000. Consequently the effective dose equivalent
commitment from carbon-I4 to be talen into account in this Report is only
7 percent of that given in Table 6-lU, that j.s' about 200 microsievert
instead of 2600 microsievert.

This being sor the aetual effective dose equivalent cqnmitments to be
borne in mind are those given in Table 6-Il, from which it can be seen
that, in terms of the dose commit,,rents, the Southern l'lemisphere is three
times less contaminated by artifieial radionuclides than the Northern
Hemisphere. This is primarily because most of Lhe atmospheric nuclear
explosions were detonabed in the Northern Hemispherer and only a small
part of the debris penetrated into the Soulhern Hemisphere. This is.clearly illustrated by Figure 5-6, where the preponderanL effect of the
explosions carried out in L96I and L962 (in the Northern Hemisphere) can
be seen.

6.5 sU{T.IARY OF MsE COI"IMITMENTS DIJE TO NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

Estimates of bhe dose conmitments from nuclear exploeions carried out to
the end of 1980 are sunrnarized in Table 6-10 (UNSCEAR, f982). The use of
the effective dose equivalent conmitmenbs permits a direct conparison of
the importance oF the various pathways to man and of the importance of the
various radionuclides considered. The weighting factors of the ICRP were
applied. For the world population, the conLribution of ingestion (1000
microsievort) is found to be about four times higher than that of externel
irradiation (680 microsievert), which in turn is about five timea greater
than that of inhelabion (l)0 microsievert). Ihe relative importance of
ingestion yrould be very much reduced if an inconplete effective dose
equivalent Here calculated up bo the end of the year 2000. ln that case
external irradiation wouLd be the dominant pathway, aB carbon-l4, which is
the major contributor to the ingestion dose, delivers in that time span
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only a small fraction of its total contribution. Ihe effects of this
correction are discussed in section 6,4.2.7. 0f the ZI radionuclides
considered by tf,lSCEAR (1982), only seven contribute more than one percent
of the effective dose equivalent commitment For the world population.
These nuclides are, in decreasing order of importance, carbon-I4,
caesium-117, zirconium-95 strontium-90, ruthenium-106, cerium-144 and
tritium. If the contribution from carbon-l4 is only considered through
the year 2000, then caesium-l17 becomes the most significant redionuclide,
and carbon-I4 becomes approximately equal in importance to zirconium-95.
For zirconium-95, ruthenium-106 and cerium-I44, the irradiation to which
the world population was committed by nuclear tests to the end of 1980 is
already largely conpleted. For caesium-l)7, strontium-9O and tritium, a
Iarge part of their contribution to the effective dose equivalent
commitment will have been delivered by the yesr 2000. If there is no
further nuclear testing in the atmosphere, only carbon-I4 will contribute
significanbly to the dose rate in the third millenium. In the far future,
however, the long-lived plutoniun isotopes and their decay products may
have to be given further consideration.

As regards the artificial sources of radiationr at present consisting
almost entirely of nuclear explosions in the atmosphere, the data for the
Southern Hemisphere indicate that the radiation doses to which populations
are exposed is on average two to three times less than in the case of
populations living in the middle lat,itudes of the Northern Hemisphere.
However, the numerical data at present available are not suFficient in the
Region, in that numeroua nuclides have not been measured and, in respect
of many others, bhe atmospheric measurements have often begun too late.
It is therefore poseible that certain localised populations may have been
exposed, during transient events not docunented, to more radiabion dose
than the average inhabitant of the Region (see also the following section
dealing with the Marshall Islands).

However, it does appear that the fraction of the effective dose equivalent
received by populations that ean be ascribed to artificial sources is
still, for the Region as a whole, very small in cmparison with the amor.nt
from natural sourcea (Figure 6-6). In particular, it is much lass than
the extremes of the geographieal variations of natural irradiation shown
in Chapter 5. In other words, the possible eonaequences of irradiation
from artificial sources might weII always be completely masl,red by the
variability of the natural radiation to which populations are exposed.

6.6 AREAS I{ITH IJNUSUALLY HIGH LEVELS ffi ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY
---IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION

ln Chapter 5 it was concluded that the South Pacific
whole, an area in which exposure to natural sources
is lotr by comparison with the world average; and in
been seen that exposures to artificial sources of
also lolr for the region as a whole, becauee most of

Region is, on the
of ionizing radiation
this Chapter it has

ionizing radiation are
the population of the
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Region lives in the Southern Hemisphere, whereas the greater part of thefallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons tests *as delivered in theNorthern Hemisphere. It was also pointed out in Chapter 5, however, thatcertain islands in the Region (Niue and possrbly Guam) 
""n b" rdentifiedaa areas having unusually high levels of natural radioactivity. Similarlythere are islands in the Region where unusually high levels of artrficialradioactivity oecur, notably in the Marshall rstanis, where large amountsof local fallout from the US atmospheric test series were received.

The United States conducted more than sixty aLmospheric nuclear explosionsat its Paeific Proving Grounds during the period l945-l9tg. In contrastto the more lecr!. French progrim, in which most of the exprosionsoccurred at high altitudes and led mainly to widely dispersed troposphericand stratospheric fallout r many of the US detonations occurred at or nearground level. This caused relatively large particles of coralline debris
!9 Ut sucl€d upward by the convectivl forcis associated with the risingfireball. The radionuclides associated with the Fireball condensed onthese 1""99 particules and within a few hours led to radioactive falloutclose to the point of detonation. Bikini and Enewetat-niofis]'wrrere mostof the US tests in the Pacific were conducted, became heavily contaminatedwith debris of this kind.

In addition to the two test sites, other islands and atolls in theNorthern Marshalls received significant quantities of local fallout. Thismore widespread contamination of islands in the aree occurred most notaOlyas a result oF the 1954 Bravo test, a very high-yield (fifteen-megatoni
surface explosion. Ih" trajectory of the failout cLoud from that test wasincorrectly forecast, and large quantitiee of fallout *""" carriedeastward and fell on the inhabited atoll oF Rongelap and, in lesseramounts, on Ailinginae, Rongerik, and utirik before thJ people living onthose atolls v,ere evacuated. In addition, the Japanes! ii-ning vesselFrbl)r, Iglg.r. operating east of Bikini, was exposed to the fallout. As aresult 2f9 Marshallese, 28 American servicemen and ZJ Japanese fishermenreceived variably severe exposurea to ionizing radrations. Theirexposures produced short-term effecte and also fto to Long-term effectethat continue to be studied. The most recent review of the effects thatoecurred in the exposed Marshallese population is given by Conard et al(re80).

A 
. 
very Iarge amount of seientific regearch on the radioactivecontamination at t'he Pacific Proving Grounds hae been carried out sincethe 1950s. Recent rvork has been dont for the purpose of establisfringwhether. the people wtro were displaced from Bitini airo Enewetat- prior tothe testing programs could safely return. The most recent asgessmentshave been carried otlt by.Robison and co-rorkers at the Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory (LLNL) (Robison et aI., l9B0; ISBZ). ih;- survey abEnewetak forloued a crean-up operation, in wtrich large quantities ofcontaminated soil and other debris.were disposed of in "- """t", Ieft by

91e of the explosions and covered by a concrete cap. In addition to theBikini and Enewetak assessments, there has also been a recent survey onother islands in the Northern Marshalls, including Rongelap and otherlocations 
. 
thought to have received lesser amounts of local fallout(Kobrson et aI., I98l arb; l9g2; Noshkin et al., l9g1).
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The LLNL radiological surveys included measuremants of external absorbed
dose and also laige numbers of radionuclide concentration measurements rn
soil and in plant6 and animals (including marine organisms) used as food.
Doses that would be received by various ingestion pathways were calculated
on the baeis oF different sets of assumptions concerning diet and whether
or not imported foods would be eaten extensively. The types of dosea

calculated were ctose equivalents to the wtrole body and bone-marrow and

doses to the lung from inhalation. l"laxrmum annuaf dose rates were

reported, and also calculated were )O-year and 50-year inbegrated doses
(that is, [he summed dose equivalenLs that would be received over Lhose

time periods). AII the calculated doses are those due to artificial
radioactivity only.

The important general observations made from the LLNL radioloqical
assessments, applicable to all the areas studiedr are the followj.ng:
(f) the terrestrial food chain is the most important exposure pathway'
contributing more than 50 percent of the total dose, wrth external gamma

expoaure belng the second most significant pathway and doses received by

the marine food chain, drinking water, and inhalabron being of much lesger
importance; (2) caesium-I17 accounts For more than 55_percent of the total
dobe, with strontium-90 being the second most significant radionuclide;
(l) Lhe traneuranic radionuclides contribute a small portion of the
predicted lung and bone doses but do present a long-term source of
exposure; and-(4) the predicted doses depend very heavily on bhe diet that
is assumed. The authors of the reports believe that the predicted doses

may be somewhat overestimated-

A summary oF the maximum dose rates calculated for the NorLhern l-larshall
lslands rs given in Table 6-L2. Following the year of maximum exPosure
the dose rites would decline because of radioactive decay. The highesl
doses are for Bikini Island ano are about ten to twenty trmes (depending
on the dlet assumed) the average effective dose equivalent estimated for
the natural baclqround exposur- in the South Pacific Rcgion as a whole
(Chapter 5). Thiy are comparable in magnitude to bhe doses from external
irradiation measured at Niue IsIand, an ares of unusually high natural
radioactivity (Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1). The doses at Bikini Island
exceed the timit of 5,000 microsievert per year for stochastic effects set
by the ICRP for exposure of |,he general public to artificial ionrzinq
ridi"tion (Chapter l). The Bikinians have not yet permanently resettled
their atoll.

At Enewetak the doses are relatively high at Enjebi in the north' where

most of the testing was done. In the southern islands' which r{ere

recently resettled, the doses are low and within the variability of the
natural baclqround exposure. A committ.ee appointed by t.he U.5. National
Academy of Sciences recently evaluated the structure built at Enewetak to
contain the radioactive debris from the clean-uP operation and concluded
that the structure and its contents present no credible health hazard to
the people ol Enewetak, either no|', or in the future (NAS/NRC' 1982). Ihe
same cqnmittee also pointed out, however, lhaL for people who might want
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to rasettle Enjebi in the near future, radiation exposurea due tostrontium-90 or caesium-ll7 Ln locally grovfn foods may beeome exeessive inreletion to cu*ent u.s. standards- 161 " generar 6di;Ii;n]-'especiallyif food is not imporLed from other islands oi tfc atoll or from outside.
The results for Rongerap, Rongerik, Ailinginae, and utirik reflect thereeidu€l contamination from the Bravo tes{. For the other islands in thesurveyr the doees are. ^ guite .:T?rl. empared to natural bactqrotrndfluctuations but pr.egumably sre sLill rriqher'ihan those whieh wourd bereceived-on cgnPerable islands exposed oily to worldride fallout. Robisonet al. (tggz) estimated thet for theee iitanos (Litd;; d;;;-i;"ough Jemoin lable !:L?) approximately ]0 percent of bhe ceesium-I j7 in the soil isfrom worldwide falloul ind nbt "p".iri" 

-to the Harsharl rslands,Horldwide fallout accounts for only 7 percent of the caesium-l J7 at utirik
11d onlv about 2 percent at Rongeiit.bnd_Rongelap. Ihe other 70, 9t;-;;J98 peraent of the caeslum-I57, rispectiv"tir-in- ttr" isrands is due toIocal and tropoepheric fallout.

I

t
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TABLE 6-I

ESII},IATED YIELD5 OF AT].IOSPHERIC NUCLEAR TESTS

Yrer Country
lfumber
of

testc

Eetlneted yicld
(l'tt)

Figeion Total

1945
19u
I908
1949
l95l

t912

t95'

t954

L9r5

t9r6

L917

1958

1960
l96l

t962

t964
L965
L966

t967

usA
tsA
U5A
IJs5R
USA
u55R
u5A
l'K
u5A
UK

USA
USSR

u5A
USSR

U5A
U55R
UK

usA
u55R
UK

usA
U55R
UK
France
uSsR
Frence
USSR

U5A
China
China
France
China
France
China

0.05
0.04
0. l0
0.02
0.50
0.04
6.6
0.02
9.25
0.04

29.6
0.5
0.17
r.5
9,7
2.5
0.10
o.r4
4.7
5.85
8.2

L6.2
4.14
0.ll

25.4
o.a2

60.05
16. 5, 0.02
0.04
0.58
9.62
0. 20
L.7Z

0.05
0. (B
0. l0
g.o2
0.50
0.04

L2.6
0.02
u.?5
0.04

47.I
0.5
0. 17
J.0

22.7
4.8
0.10
0, r4

II. J
9,2,

17.6
t5.?
7.24
0, Il

122.'
0.02

r80. l
57,1
0.02
0.&
0.58
o.62
0.20
t.a2

,
2
,
I

t5
2

l0
I

tl
2
6
I

It
4

l4
7
6

25
t,

7
5t
25
,
t

50
I

t9
)8
I
t
5
5
,
?
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Table 5-l (Continued)

Country
Estrmated yield

(Mt)

Fission TotaI

1968

L969
L970

l97t

t972

r97t

t974

L976
t977
1978
1980

Surunary

194t-L962
L949-L962
t952-L9rt
I960-L974
1964-1980

TOTAL

France
Chine
China
France
China
France
Chine
France
China
Frsnce
China
Franee
China
China
China
China
China

4.r
t.2
z.g
2.55
?,o
1.95
u.02
0. l2
o.L2
0.05
1.6
1.1
0.45
2,17
0.02
0.04
0.49

4.9
,.0
J.0
2.75
1.0
1.95
0.u?
0, 12
0. 12
0. 05
2.5
l. t
0.60
4.L2
0.02
0,0r1
u.6

5
I
I
I
1
5
I
t
2
5
I
7
I
t
I
2
I

U5A
USSR
UK

Frence
China

19,
t42

2,r
45
?2

72.I
1r0.9
10.6
10.9
L2.7

2I7.2

118.6
157.5

L6.7
lI.9
20.7

545.4425

Sorllocr I||SDEAB (f982l annex Er p. 227 --

I
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TABLE 5-2

LATITIJDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF STRI]NIIU}.I-90 DEPOSITION8/

Latitude
band

(degrees)

Integrat,ed
deposition

(ror5 sq)

Area of
band

(rol2 12)

Integrated
deposition Population

density distribution

(rol sq m-2) (%)

Population
weightcd

integratcd
depoeition
danaity

(ro' aq m-21

NORTHERN HEMISPIIERE

80-90
70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
l0-40
20-ro
10-20
0-r0

TotaI

SOUTHERN

u-I0
t0-20
20-to
50-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90

TotaI

0. t0
4.79
5.29
7.19

IO.16
8.55
7.12
5.O9
t.57

46.0

HEI.IISPIIERE

2, r0
l. 78
2. gI
2.76
2. 81
l.2l
o.67
o.25
u.0l

L4.4

3.9
rl. 6
18. 9
25.6
tL.5
t6.4
40.2
42.8
44.L

44.t
4?..8
40.2
t6.4
f I.5
25.6
18. 9
rt.6
3.9

o.26
0. 58
L.74
2.89
t.2t
2.14
L.77
l.19
Lr. 81

0.48
o.42
0. 70
0.76
0.89
o.47
0. ]5
o.22
0.08

0
0
0.4

Lt.7
15. 5
20.4
52.7
u.0
6.t

100.0

54.O
L6.7
14,9
rt.0
0.9
0.5
0
0
0

100.0

2,L4

0.54

L.96
se (N)
lr (s)

50.4

a/ Through 1980, including projected
Source: UNSCEAR (f982) Annex E' F.

deposition of stretoapheric burden.
zro

a
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IABLE 6-J

ANNUAL CEPOSIIION A?iJ CI}I.ULAIM DIP0SII JF :IRO\Ilui't-90

Annusl p?poeibion
(toro 8q)

Cumulat t v e ,jeposr L

.lrJro dq;

Northern Southern
nemiephere hemisphere

Irorthern
6looal homlsphere

50uthern
hemisphere 6Iooal

Pre-1958
1958
1959
1960
t96l
t962
1965
t964
1965
r966
t967
1968
1969
1970
197I
1972
t97t
1974
t975
t976
L977
le78
L979
I980

lntcgratcd

6.68 al
2,11
,.89
0.97
l, r0
,.r4
9.70
6.11
2,86
l. 2l
s.62
o.72
0.54
0.76
0.70
0,t?
0. l2
0.45
E.22
0. r0
0. t0
0. ,7
0. 12
0. tr

2.)7 al
0.9,
0.68
o.62
0.6/r
0.98
I. 14
1.56
r.r2
o.77
0.41
0.18
a.52
o.47
0.56
0. ]5
0,.tt
0.14
u. l,
0.08
u.08
0.07
0,0{l
0.04

9.05 ai
,.28
!1.57
r. 59
.t.94
6.t2

I0.84
7.69
4. l8
1.98
I.0t
r.l0
1.05
L.Z'
t,26
0.67
i.2,
r. t9
u.t
1,. l8
t. ,8
0.44
0. 16
0. 15

6.29
8. !l4

12.06
LZ.7t
It.69
I8.65
?7 .79
,r,96
,,, L5
t5,trB
t5.z?
,5.ots
t4.78
t4,67
t4.52
tt,97
,r,2t
,2,89
t2,to
il.64
rl.15
,0. 78
,0.16
29,r4

?.22
l. Lt
J. 70
tt. Zz
4.71
5.59
6.19
7 .99
/. r0
9.62
9.8I
9,92

10.2I
10. 4,
r0. 7)
r0.80
I0.66
10. 55
10.40
10, 25
I0.06
9.88
9,70
9. 5r

d,5t
It. t5
15. i6
16.9'
Iti..16
?4,2!l
14. l8
jrl.95
44.25
jr5. l0
,r5.01
Irt. U0
44.99
45. t0
4t.25
ttlt.77
ar.89
4r.44
42.79
4I. U9
41. 2I
40.65
19. u6
19. tr5

14.41 60,27

< u.0l

14.4 60.4

i. I8

ey' Estinated frm thg crnulat,ive depoait 'b/ l.bagurcd July 19-79 tn the no-rthern hamlEphersr ssducad rrirh a
half-tina of l0 'months to !h.q-gnd of l-980' plus esllnatad rnjectron
ln 1980. Esttmete only for the go.utltern heoisphere.
Sourcsr tf{sCEAR (f982) Annex E' p. ?,29

dapoqltlon 45.85
(loro Bq)

Stratoapharic
lnvcntory/b

,, 0. r8
(Io^" gq)

Totel injection
through 1980

46.0
(loro aq)

t
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TABLE 5-5

COASTAL ANTARCTICA (TO-] CI KM-z)
LMBERT ET AL., 1981)

Pre-1955

1955 - L96t

L964 - L96A

1969 - r97r

LJ

2. r0

?.u9

a.65
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IAELE 5-6

CONCENTBATION OF CAESIUTI-I'7 IN AIR
(ro-rl ct r.r-J)

Ner York, llauna Loa, Eaeter Ie., Antofagaater Puerto ilontt, lahiti
USA Hrraii Chlle Chlle Chilc(r) (l) (r) (r) (r) 2')

t96' 106
450
5 20.7
6-
7-
8-
L,7

1970 5.7
I 5.1
2 1.8
t 0.79
4 2.6
5 1.5
6 lJ.g
7 L.9
I 2.1
I 0,76

1980 0.t9
l-z-

t.9
1.8
t.5 :

6.0
7,2
6.1

67
5Z
2' :

.1.6
r.6
1.5
ti.94
o.tA
o.47
o.u
0,2,
0. t9
0.20
0.1,o'l

,.t
0.7
4.2
2.1
r.2
I.l
t.0
0.2t
0. l0
0.16
0,ll
''l

-
t.7
1.5
t.9
1.,
0.65
0. 14
o.49
o.?a
0.17
0. 16
0.15
o,:,

:
1.45
2,57
l. t4.
0.8E
1.27
0.72
O,2,
0.40
0. l4
0.21
0.16
0.16
0.u6

i.t
5.8
6.0
?.4
l.l
t,4
1.9
o,6,
t,5
2,4
l.l

:"

Sqrccer (l)
(2)

Enviroruental tloEeurerante Laboretory, 1981.
unpubliehed data, Frernh Atornic Enargy Cmiceion.
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IABLE 5-7

ACIIVITY (r GATilA EI.IIIIERS IN AIR AT IAHIII 0o-rtcr x-r)r'

1970 t97l re72 l97t L974 197' 1976 L977 1978 t979 l98[t l98l 1982

7B! 61.6 69.' 82.t 84.' 89.9 107 140 lt7 77.L 75.6 75.a 77.' 8t.9

91zt

95u

lorRu

45.4
(4)

12.4
(7)

100
(4)

,.2t
(e)

199
Q)

0.E8
(lr)
t55
(z)

t25
(4)

5.82
( 12)

224
Q)

0.49
(2)

0.47
(7)

58.4 159 4.0
(0) (t2) (r0)

lot 14, 6.74
(4) (r2) (12)

56.5 r02 z.Zs(4) (12) (e)

l0.l 8.78 2.72(0) (r2) (r2)

l.ll 0.59 a.45(r) (2) (t)

- 91., 6,W(]) (l)

r. 45 2.57 1. 14(4) (r2) (r2)

,0.4 t06l 16.9
(2) (5) (r)

56.8 248 l.6ll(4) (r2) (e)

29.2 47.4 6.55
(4) (t2) (r2)

8.48 565 t.27(u (4) (r)

89.2 r.49(7) (e)

6r.8 1.65
(9'j, (8)

1t0 0.40(6) (5)

6,2L 2.n
(8) (5)

t.62
(r)

98.8
(5)

L.27 0.72(e) (8)

lt5
(5)

166 0.59(5) (2)

16.9 2.81(r0) (e)

9l.l
(5)

- 0.65
(4)

0.D 0.88(r) (e)

- 0.u
(r)

1.82 r.0l(D (r)

0. t6 0.27 0. )7(r) (t) (6)

0.09 0.r5 0.8(r) (r) (4)

- o.r7 0.,4(r) (4)

1.90 - 0.r5 0.u(2) (r) (r)
r06nr,

l25sb

IrlI

ll7c8

14083

l4lc!

tsco

l47Nd

e.2, 0.40(r) (r0)

,.u
(2)

0.40 0.81(r) (r)

0.4t 0.94(5) (6)

0. 16 0, 16 0.06(8) (rr) (8)
0.14
( r0)

0.21
(7)

- 0.N 0.48(r) (2)

0.t7 0.u 0.28 0.([(6) (r) (e) (l)

ffil o.le - o.5o o.tn(6) (e) (r) (r) (I)
JTrn o.7z o.z5 o.o9 - z.u(4) (u) (r) (4)

Source: thpubliahed data, French Atonic Energy Cotmission

a/ |ban valrre for monthe in rhich activitiee were high enough to allor reliabla
ncagurerente. fhe nnber of montha is indicated in parcntheses under each vah:.
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.HAPTIR 7

I{EDICAL, INDUSTRIAL, RESEARCH, TEACHTNG
AI{) I,IISCELLANEOUS USES OF SOffiCEs OF IONIZING RADIAIION

7.I OUTLINE OF THE PROBLIM

ln developed countries, the madical, inousbrial, research, teachrnq, and
miscellaneous uses of sources of ionizing radiation are known Lo
contribute lo differant extents and r.n different ways to lhe radiation
doses received each year by persons in those countries. ln medical uses
(here taken to include all uses of ionizing radiation on patrents for
diagnosis and trealment) radiation doses are received by patrents wno, it
can be assumedr are likely to obLain some benefit from their radiation
exPosure through improvement in their health care. However, during such
uses doctors, nurses, tachnical staff and others involved will. also
receive some radiation dose. f{hen radionuclides are used for medrcal
purposes there is the added possibility that persons in the general public
wiII receive some radiation dose from the release of radronuclrdes to the
environment during that use or as tne result of lhe disposal of the
radioactive wastes,

ln the uses of sources of :.onizing radiation i,r indusbry, research, and
teachingr the radiation dose wrll mainly be received oy those workjnq wiLh
the sources. However, here again, if radionuclrdes are used, sorne
applications may rnvol.ve the release oF radionuclrdes io the envlronrnenI
and the disposal of radioactive wastes, resulting rn radratron doses bo
the ganeral public.

t'hscellaneous sources of ionizing radration involve a wrde vari.ety and a
large numoer of materials and everyday items. In most cases, the users of
such sources are not aware that they are receiving some radiation exposure
from Ehem. In a number oF developing countries, increasing use is being
made of sources of ionizing radiation. The contribuiion made by such
sources to the radiation dose of the populations of those countrres is
generally unknom.

It is likely that, with time, the counLries in the South Pacifrc Region
will increase their present use cf some of lhese sources {for example, in
medical diagnosis) and begin t.o use others (for example, rn industry and
student Lraining). There is undoubtedly now quite widespread everyday use
in the Region of a number of miscellaneous sources oF radiation resulting
in exposure of the populatiorr.

I,? MEDICAL IJSES OF IONIZING RADIATION

7.2.I General Information

Sources of ionizing radiation are used to
the world for medical di,rgnosrs rnd,
treatment of patients. Tne sources ate

some extent in mosL countries rn
to a lesser extent, for nredical

X-rays produced when certain
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electrrcally operated machines rre switched on, as well as radronuclides
which continuously give off roni.zing radiation. In a nu;rtber of developed
countries, assessrnents have been mede of the radiation oose Lo populations
from the various uses of ionizing radia[ion. Tnese assessments show that
medical examinations using X-rays make the greatest contribution to the
radiation dose, the contribution From the use of radionuclides for medical
diagnosis and From all sources for medical treatmenL being very much
smaller. In most developed countries the radiation dose to populations
from the mectical diagnostic use of ionizing radiatlon is the largesb
contributor of all the artificiaf sources of ionizing radiations. In some
oF those countries the annual dose from medical diagnostic uses, averaged
over the who-le population of [he country, is about Lhe same as the dose
received each year from natural baelqround radiation.

In developed eountries and in some developing countries Lhe medical
diagnostic uses of ionizing radiation involve large numbers of patients.
The radiation doses to individual patients are, in medical dragnosis, mosL

often highly non-uniform throughout their bodies. Albnough the dose to
individual organs and tissues of patients is .l.ow for many examinations t
the dose is mostly received in a short time, that is, at a high dose rate.
The patients include children, sometimes very young chj.ldren. l{hen the
patients are pregnant women, their unborn babies will receive radiation
doses which will be higher if the examinations involve the lower abdomen

of the women. Studies have shown that unborn children exposed to ionizing
radiation undertake risks to their development and future health. For
older patients the risks of injury from radiation doses from medical
examinations are generally low, although the radiation dose Lirey receive
individually may greatly exceed their radiation cjose in a year From
natural baclqround radiation. Some patients, however, who have had many

X-ray examinations of the same parts of their bodies have developed
harmful effects from the radiation dose received.

Sturlies and reports by national and international bodies and by individual
scientists show that the radiation dose to individual patients, and hence
to tne populations of countries, from the rnedical diagnostic uses of
ionizing radiation can be reduced by improved techniques. lmprovements
that can be effective in reducinq rist< include the following:
(I) more cafeful selection ofl patients for X-ray examrnations'
particularly when young children or women who arer or may be, pregnant are
involved i (2) better technical standards in equipment and in procedureg
used in the examinations; (l) regular inspection and proper maintenanee of
the equipment used; (4) better training for the medical and technical
staff involved; and (5) tfre use, where appropriate, of other diagnostic
procedures, such as ultra-sound, that do not exPose patients to ionizrng
radiation, t{1th such improvements an increase in the number of patients
examined each year does not necessari-ly mean that the radiation dosest
averaged over the wnole populaLion of a country, will also increage. ln
addiLion, the need has been shown for the maintenance of nigh standards of
radiation protection for those who are occupaLionally exposed during bhe
use of sourcee of ionrzing radiation for medical purposes. l{hen
radionucl.ides are uaed, careful consrderatron must be given to their
possible environmental release and to the proper management of radioactive
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wastes which arise. r"losb countries i.n which tne medical uses of sources
of ionizing radiation are widespread rely on the varlous :'ecommenoations
and guidelines published by the Inlernalional Commissron orr K.rdiologieal
Probection and on others oased on chem (for example, tnose of tne ivurld
Health 0rganization) in developing the appropriate prac:t ices to be
applied,

7.2,2 Impacts in the South Pacifie Reqion

l{ith reepect to the use of X-rays for medical diagnosrs, rn ij! Ieasb some
countries in the Region there has been a substantial growth in the number
of examinations made in recent years. For example, at bhe Apia National
Hospital, f{estern Samoa, the number of X-ray examinati.ons (not inclucting
dental X-ray examinations) increased by about 48 per cent between 1970 anJ
1977 (western Samoa, Health Department, 1977). In Fiji most of bhe X-ray
examinations are done at three hospitals: the Colonial War Memorial,
Lautok and Labasa Hospitals. The number of X-ray examrnations (not
including dental X-ray examinations) increased by about 19 percent between
1977 and 1980. In 1980 almost 621000 patienLs were examined (Fiji,
Ministry of Health, 1980; L98?). In New Caledonia oetween ]0,000 and
t5r000 patients are examined with X-rays each year. In more recent years
the number has decreased because of an increasing use of ultra-sound
equipment for medical diagnosis. In l{allis and Futuna Islands, 1080
patients received X-ray diagnostic examinations in 1982. The Technical
Group has no information on the use oF radionuclides for medical diagnosis
in the Region, but such use is probably not widespread. similarry, the
use of sources of ionizing tadiations for medicaL treatment is believed to
be small in the Region, though a cobalt-60 unit for lhe ganma-ray
treatment of cancer patients is operated at the Nounea Hospital in l,lew
Caledonia (personal communication), and equipment emitting ionizrng
radiation is probably used in a feh obher eountries in the Region for the
treatment of patients. The Technical Group is not aware oF any assessment
of the radiation dose to the population of any country rn the Region from
the medical uses of sources of ionizing radration.

The number of X-ray examinations carried ouL per 1000 inhabitants per year
in developing countries appears to lie between 100 and 200, much less than
in developed countries, where Lhe number lies between 100 and 9C0
(UNSCEAR, L98?). It is reasonable lo assume that Lhere will be an
increase, and more diversity, in Lhe use of sources of ionizing radiation
for medical purposes in the Souttr Pacific Region as rreallh services
develop further. In many of Ehe eountries, the special Facilities
necessary for bhese purposes are becoming more readily available in the
major population centres, and it is to be expected lhat, with time, the
facilities will be provided in lees densely populated areas. As these
developments occur, it will be irnportant for the cotntries of tne Region
to enaure fhat the radiation doses to their populations are minimiied,
The Technical Group sees value in the developrnent of a regional program
through which special technical services to oversee standards with respect
to the medical uses of ionizing radiation would be available.
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7,5 T0NIZING RADIATIoNS lN INDUSTRY, RESEARCH, .AND IEACHING

7.t.L General Information

ln developed countrres, radionuclides and electricaily operated :guipment
which givee off ionizing radiation are used extensively in industry, in
industrial and scientific research, and in teaching. In a numoer of
developing countries, the use oF sourees of ionizing radiatron for thqse
purposes is increasing. The radionuclides are either sealed in smalI
source holders or unsealed, For example as liquids or powders.

ln industry, sealed radionuclides are used for such purposes as the
conbrol of industrial prceesses, the checking of the effectiveness of
welds in metal components, and the killing of bacteria in medical
products. The many researL-h uses of unsealed radionuclides include
investigation of the mixing of products in industrial processes, the
locabion oF leaks in pipelines, the sludy of the movement of silts and
sands in rivers and harbours, and the investigation of physical, chemical
and biological phenomena. Electrically operated equipment which grves ofF
X-rays is used in industry and research. 0f particular concern are X-ray
procedures to analyse industrial products and reseatch materials.

To provide the professional and Lechnical staff to use the various sources
of ionizing cadiation effectively and safely in inousLry and reeearch'
university and bechnical sbudents are trained in the use cf such sources.

The users of the above aources of ionizing radration and people in their
immediate vicinity will receive some radiation dose. In additionr when
radionuclides are used, questions of their possib.l.e release to the
environment and of bhe safe dispo*l of radioactive wastes arise. In
countries where these sources are used extensively rn industryr reEearch
and teaching, national regulations, usually baaed on the racommendab,ions
of the International Commission on Radiological Protectionr are the
foundation for the effective control of radiation ctoses, including thoee
to the general public which cou.Ld arise from environmental releases of
radionuclides and the drsposal of radioactive wastes.

7.1.2 Poseible Impacts in the South Pacific-Tegion

The lechnical Group had no information on the use being made in the South
Pacific Region of the above sourcea of ionizing radiatronr which are now
finding increasing application in a number of developirrg countries. tt is
Iikely that, with time, there will be a need for some of the countries in
the South Pacific Region to make use ol at least some of those
applications. As that occurs it will be important for Lhe countriee in
the region [o deveJ.op eFfective contro] oF the radiatron doses to personst
including those doses which arise from environmental release of
radionuclides and from the disposal of radioacbive 'rastes.
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7 .4 MISCELLANE0US SOURCES 0F IONIZ lrtlG iiADlA I I0N

The United Nations Scienlific CommiLtee on the Effects of -ttornlr'Raoi.atron
in reports to the IJN General {ssemb].1 r rJi\SCEArt, L9i2i I97i i I >83 ) drer
attention to a variety of products in use Dy tne pub.l.ic (consurner
products) which contain radionuclides put into tne products to give a
particular result. Ihoee ruporbs refcrred also to s,rrne electtical
products, cqnponents of which operate at nrgh voltages arrd gre possible
sources of exposure of persons to X-rays. Most of the usirs of Lhe above
products are unaware that the producls are sourL'es of radi.rtion dosa to
them and to others.

7,4.L Radionuclides in Consumer Products

UNSCEAR (1977 ) pointed out that many millions of items of various kinds of
consumer products containing radionuclides are used every day by persons
around the world. These consumer products were grouped as follows: (l)
radioactive luninous producbs; (Z) electronic and electrical devrces; (l)
antistatic deviees; (4) gas end smoke detectors; (5) ceramic r{are,
glassware and alloys; and (6) obher devices and uses, including scientific
instruments. 0n1y some of these products are discussed here, the
intention being to stress Bhat most users of bhe products are likely to be
unaware that the products are a source of exposure to ionizing radration.

In radioluminous products radionuclides are rncluded along with a
non-radioactive substance so as to cause the latter to give off visible
liqht as a result of the ionizing radiation acting on :.1. Examples are
the dials of some watches and clocks, some comp.lsses and marine
navigational instruments, some fishing lights, some exrt signs in
commercial buildings and aeroplanes, and soms mooring buoys and lighLs.
These products contain a variety of radionuclides, most with long
radioactive nalf-lives. The activities of radionuclides vary from one
kind of product to another. hlhen radiolr.ninous produets were firet
introduced (particularly for tne dials of watches and clocks), naturally
occurring radium-225 was used. There is little doubt that many of the
products containing radium-226 are st.ill in use or in the possession of
persons. More recently artificially produced radionuclides have Deen used
instead of radium-226, and the radiolurninous products with such
radionuclides result, in general, in lower radiation dosas to the users of
the products and to other persons. It is important to realise that not
all devices which glow in the dark are radioactive, because solne
non-radioactive substances give off light by using other non-radioactive
agents.

Small amounts of redionuclides are included in some electronic and
alectrical devices, such as componenLs of fluoreecent .Lampe, elactronic
valves, sun and germicidal la'nps, sorre lamps for outdoor and industrial
lighting, and some high- and low-voltage protective devices. Many of the
devices in this group contain artifieially produced radionuclides,
although, in some of them, naturally occurring radiun-226 and thorium are
ueed. Again, not all kinds of the devicee mentioned here contain
radionuclides.
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Some devices designed to eli.minate or control static electricity conbain
radionuclides. Examples of these cievices are lightning rods used on large
buildings, and brushes and other attachments used Lo free long playing
records and some scientific instruments, of dust attracted bo thern by
static electricity, The radionuclides used rn ant.istatic devices include
naturally occurring radium-2Z5 and polonium-210 and some artiFicially
produced radionuclides.

There is increasing use of devices to detect the presence of gas or smofre
in buildings. Many devices made at present for these purposes contain
either naturally occurring radium-225 and uranium or artificially produced
radionuclides including plutonium-2r8.

Naturally occurring uranium and thorium are used in products such as wall
tilesr platesr vases, cups and mugs to give tlrem bright colours. The same
naturally occurring radionuclides are uaed in making special glassware,
flints for cigarette J.ighters, Ienses for spectacles, and mantles for gas
lamps. Naturally occurring thorium is present in rods used for metal
welding.

A number of scientific instruments used in rndustry and research contain
radionuclides (mostly artificially produced) as a means oF improving their
performance. ArtiFicially produced radionucl:.des have also been used to
identify, against fraud, bank cheques and tolens used in vending machines.
A novel use of naturally occurring uranium has been tne rnclusion of small
amounts of it in dental porcelains used to fill teeth and to make False
teeth. The uranium makes the Eooth fillings and the false teeth look more
Iike natural beeth in bot,h daylight and in artifieial light. Because all
isotopes of uranium are radioactive, this practice results in radiation
doses to the mouth and Longue.

The concern about consumer products which contain radionuclides is not
limited to persons who use or work with lhe products. Afber a time many
of these products are damaged beyond repair, or are no longer effective in
operation or are discarded for some other reason. The question of t.heir
safe disposal then arises. Even in those developed countries where there
are controls on miscellaneouE sources of expoeure lo ionizing radiation,
many consumer products containing radionuclides are likely to be disposed
of as household or industrial trash without consideration being given to
their radioactive content. Such trash is usually dunped on land or burnt
and becomes a possible source of radiation exposure to persons other than
the original users.

7.4.2 Electrical .Products 0perated at High Voltages

Some electrical equipment which operates at high voltages (greater than
about 10'000 volts) may give off X-rays. Equipment oF lhis kind is used
in industry, medicine and research and could result rn radiation doses to
persons working with it. Colour television receivers, however, are the
most common electrically operated product which may cause persons in the
general public to be exposed to X-rays. Surveys have shown that, in the
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l960sr some colour televisi.on receivers gsve off X-rays :rL a level muchhigher than the limiL recommended by ine International Commrssion onRadiological Protection for X-rays at the surface of Lhe receivers.
Because of this, in aome countries more stringent controls wert: put onthis aspect of colour television receivers. l'lore recently rnere have been
developmenLs in electronics which have cemoved the main sourre of \-rayproduction that existed in lhe colour televisirrn recei.vers of earlierconstruction. The X-ray doses to peneons fcom colour televrsion receivers
mede more recently have been shown to be negligrble under condrtions of
normsl operation and propef, servicing. Th; pioblem which occurred with
colour television receivers did not exist with black and white televrsionreceivers because of the lower voltages at which their electronic
components operated.

7.4.1 Possible Impacts in the South pacific Reqron

A report by Lf-ISCEAR (1977) includes Lhe estimate that, on a world-widebasisr consumer products of the kinds discussed above contributed eachyear a radiation dose equivalent to I daysf addilional exposure of theworld population to normal natural radiation. Although this is only asmall additional radiation dose, it is the third highesi contribution frommanrs activities, being exceeded onry by the rnedi6al dragnosbrc use of
ionizing radiation (the_highest) and fallout from past nuclear explosionsin the atmosphere. The :ictual contributions to the radiafion dose ofpetsons in different countries and regions from consumer producLs dependson the extent to which the products are used ano controlled. IheTechnical Group did not have availabl.e to iL any information on t,he use ofthese products in the South Pacific Region.

Efforts are being made in more and more countrres to conrrol the use ofthe miscellaneous sourees of ionrzing radiation discussed above ano to
minimise the levels of radiation dose pecsons receive From them. For someof the products ( for example, televisi,-rn receivers ) rnLernationalstandards have been esLablished. National or regional regutalorl
procedures along the lrnes of thosn recommended rn Cnaptir 4 (section 4.1)would ensure that the radiation dose to persons in t'he Region fron thesesources would be limited.

7.5

UNSCEAR (L972) referred to some mrscerlaneous sources of ionizingradiation wl'rich ere-not used by persons in the general public but rh.rch inthe past have resulted in radiation doses to p6rsons and some radioactive
contamination of the envirorrnent. In particular, the report reforred toaccidents involving aeroplanes _carrying nuclear bcrnbs or components ofsuch bcrnbsr to the loss at sea of nucieai subnarinesr'to tne uicontrolledreturn to earth from outer space of satellite components eontainingradionucrides (see chapte! 6, section 6,-4.2.5), and to the loss, theft;and misu8e oF radionuclides. Some of these cauged Iimited radioactivecontamination of the environment and low radration dose to gror.ps ofpeopre. 0thers resulted in a higher radiation doee to a few peo[re.'
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7.6 SIJI'IMARY OF DOSES FROI'I DIFFERENT SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIAIION

Figure 7.1 shows a conparison of the contributions tnacle 0y naLural
sourceg, medical applications, atmospheric nucfear explosions, and nuclear
powef, production to the radiation expogure received by the norld
population expressed as a percentage of the average annual effective dose
equivalent from natural sources of radiation. Natural sourcesr with an
annual effective dose equivalent of 2000 mi-crosievert (1000 mlcrosievert
in the South Pacific Region), make by far the largest contribution
(Chapter 5). Among the man-made sources, the largest contribution cones
from the medical uses of radiation, particularly for diagnostic purposes.
The annual effective dose equivalent from medical uses of radiation
throughout the world is taken to be about lt00 microsievert (UNSCEAR'

1982)l approximately 20 percent of the average annual exposure to natural
baclqround. In the South Pacific Region the natural baclqround is lower
than the world average, but the average exposure due to medical uses is
probably also somewhat lower, so that approximately the same percentage is
likely to apply for the Region. Ihe medical uses of ionizing radiation
are the area in wtrich countries potentially have the greatest possibility
of control over the radiation dose received by their populations.

The contribution made by nuclear explosions has followed a discontinuous
trend but has mostly decreased since I96t, with small variatrons due to
more recent explosions. The annual colleclive effective dose equivalent
attributable to the production of electrical energy by nuclear means has
been increasing continuously because of the expansion of nuclear power
prograrrmes, but its contribution is at a substantial.ly lower order of
magnitude.
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Figure 7-I. Ircnda rlth tlra of dogss froo diffenant Bouicas of Dadi.as-trolr.- Annual sffcctive dose eqrival,enter exptaaB;d aa pel'efittga olt
the rveroga exPoaute to neturel Eolttcoo.
Sourear LflSCEAR (1982), F, ?5,
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CHAPTER 8

R'DIOICTIVITY I1{ THE PACIFIC (rcEAI{

8. I INTRODUCTION

F"l of the present concern about radioactivity in the South pacific
Region is due to the possibility of contamination of the merina
environment that could result fron existing or proposed activities thatinvolve radioactive material.s. As baclqround to the discussion of thoseactivities that _follow in Chapter 9, this Chapter presents an overview ofnatural and artificial radioactivity in the Pacific Ocean. It is intendedto provide the reeder with aome appreciation of the levels ofradioactivity and of some of the oceanic pDocesees that eontrol thedistributions and concentration levels of radionuclidas in the ocean. As
explained in Chapter 2, the older activity unit, the curie, is retained inthis and the following Ctrapter. Conqgntrations in seawater are most
commonly expressed in picocurie (I0-r4 curie) per litre or kilogram ofwatar. This Chapter containe a nLqnber of figures that have been
reproduced from the published seiantific Iiteratuie, some of which make
use gf yet other coneentration units. These other units are explained inthe figure captions or in the text.

8. 2 NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

SeawaLer contains virbually all of che radionuclides that oceur naturally,
though many of them are presenL at exceedingly low concentrations. This
section considers a selection of Ehose natural radionuclides that UNSCEAR(f 982) identified a8 being signif icant sources of hr.man radiationexposure. Some of the radionuclides to be discussed are also of great
importance in conslggling radiation dosee to marine organisms. Howiver,most of the scientific reaearch that has been carrieJ out on naturairadionuelides in the oceans has been done because of their importance astracers for studying how materials are dispersed and transported in the
marine environment.

By. far_the greatest proportion of the data thet presently exiebs onnatural redioactivity.in the ocean yras collected during the Geoehamical
0cean SectionE Study (GEOSECS), which was part of the Infernational Decadeof (bean Exploration, a multi-nation cooperative study of the world oceanaduring the period 1970-1980. GEOSECS was a largi-scale survey of the
chemical propert.ies oF the ocean with a major emphasis on the meaeurementof the radioactive nuclides that could be used as tracers to etudycirculation and mixing proeesses in the sea. The Pacific GE0SEC5expedition was earried out aboard R/V tlelville, a research vessel operated
9I_!t",Scripps Institution of 0ceanography, between August LgTt and June
L974 -(Craig and Turekian, 1976). -Ihis- section or [rre Report referslargely to GEOSECS data, and a map showing lhe GE0SECS sampling stationsis provided in Figure B-1.
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8.2. I Cosmoqenic Rad:.onuclides

UNSCEAR (f982) identilies only four radionuclides in thrs caLegory that
are significant with regard to human exposure: triLium, beryllium-7t
carbon-I4, and sodium-Z2. There have been no measuremenLs of sodium-22
concentrations in seawater, and the natural levels of tritium in the ocean
are now insignificant in comparison n-itTTe amounts of tritium that have
been added from nuclear weapons testi.ng.

8.2.I.I Beryl.l rum-7

Measurements of beryllium-7 in the Pacific Ocean were reported by Silker
(L972). Examples of the vertical distribution of beryllium-7 are shown in
Figure 8-2. Concenbrations are highest at the surface and in general are
relatively uniform in the surface mixed layer, which is rapidly stirred by
the winds blowing across the sea surface, but the concentrations drop very
sharply in the upper part of the pycnocline (thermocline). The pynocline
is the region in the water column where the density of the seawater
increases sharply with depth, largely because the water becomes much

colder at depth. The strong density gradient across the pyenocline
greatly inhibits vertical mixing, and because beryllium-7 has a short
half-life (5) days) r little of it penetrates through the pycnocline before
undergoing radioactive decay. Thus the amounts of beryllium-7 below 100 m

in the ocean are usually undetectable. The pycnocline barrier also
inhibits the transport to the surface of malerials released at depth in
the water colunn or at the seafloor.

8.2.1.2 Natural carbon-I4

Carbon-I4 exists in the atmosphere in the form of the gas carbon dioxide
and enters the ocean by gas exchange at Lhe sea surface. Because of
chemical reactions of carbon dioxide with water molecules, the carbon-I4
in the ocean occurs largely in the bicarbonate form. Mixing and
circulation within the ocean distribute the carbon-I4 to aII depths.
Because the carbon-l4 atoms undergo continual radioactive decay while this
distribution is going on, it is possible to use measured variations in the
carbon-l4 content of seawater to estimate the rate of the circulation and
mixing processes. This kind of information is fundamental to an
understanding of the ocean, and for that reason the carbon-l4 dist,ribution
in the ocean is of great scientific interest. The measurement of
carbon-l4 eoncentrations in seawaEer was, therefore, an important part of
GEQSECS. The Pacific GE0SECS carbon-I4 data were published by 0stlund and
Stuiver (1980).

Figure B-J contains vertical profiles showing the carbon-14 disbribubrons
in different oceans. Concentrations of carbon-l4 in seawater are always
expreseed as per mi.L deviations of the carbon-14,/carbon-I2 ratio from the
ratio that existed in the atmosphere prior to the start of the industrial
revolution (that is, prior to about IB50). A A C-14 val-ue of -I50 per
mil, for example, signifies a carbon-14,/carbon-I2 ratio Lhat is about 150
per mil, or 15 percent, lower than that ratio in the carbon droxrde of the
pre-industrial atmosphere. The surface layers of the ocean have been
greatly perturbed by the large quantities of carbon-l4 produced in the
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etmoaphere by tha taeting of nuclear weapons, and positive a C-14 valtrs,
eomnonly greater than +I00 per milr are now found in ocean surfdce waters.
Thus the near-surface val.ues for natural carbon-I4 indicated in Figura 8-)
were re-constructed from me3suremente made prior to the major inputa of
wespona-produced carbon-l4 (mat is, prior to 1957).

The important features to note in Figure 8-J are that ( I ) the higheat
A C-I4 values occur at the surface, (?) the largest vertical gradients
occur in the main thermocline (pycnocline) region down to 1000 m or so,
and (l) the highest deep-water values occur in the North Atlantic, with
the lowest occurring in the Ftorth PaciFic. The First feature reflects the
fact that carbon-I4 is added to the ocean only at the sea surface and that
the deeper waters are isolated from the atmoephere long enough for
significant radioactive decay to occur. As with beryllirm-7, the steep
gradients illustrate the effect of the thermocline as a barrier that slows
down exchange between the surface and deep water masses of the ocean. The
very Iow A C-14 values in the deep t*,lorth Pacific indicate that that water
mass has been isolated from contact with the atmosphere longer than any
others. The large-scale circulation patterns in the ocean are such that
deep waters are derived by sinking of surface waters only in the far North
Atlantic and around Antaretica (principally in the t{eddell Sea), and there
is no deep-water formation in the North Pacific. Figure 8-4 shows a
vertical cross-section of the Pacific 0cean illustrating the
south-to-north decrease in A C-14.

As an approximation it can be considered that the water in the deep
Pacific ocean is supplied by an inflow originating in the south, in the
Antarctic Circtmpolar Current, and leaves by a slow upwelling through the
thermoeline into the upper layers, where it is exported from tfro Pacifie
by a slow southrard drift back into the circunpolar region again. The
natural carbon-I4 meaaurements made during GEOSECS allox an estimete to ba
made of the time that this cycle takes. A reeent calculation by Stuiver
et aI. (f98r) gave a replacernent time oF 510 years for water below 1500
metree in the Pacific 0cean. It should be emphasized that this is an
average estimate and that some parcels of water mey be replaced more or
less frequently.

8.2,2 Primordial Radionuclides

8.2,2.1 The verv lonq-lived nuclides

PotaEsium, rubidium, uraniun and thorium are all aupplied to the oceane in
rivers from reathering of the eontinents. Recently it has been discovered
that significant amount,s of potassitrm and rubidium are alEo releesad to
the ocean by hydrothermal activity at the creats of the mid-ocean ridgee,
where seawater percolates through hot, newly-fomed rock and leaches out
the elenents into solution (Edmond et aI., 1979). All of the potaesium
and rubidim deliverEd !o the ocean contain the radioisotopes potaeeim-4O
and rubidium-87 in their natural abundances, and, of courae, all the
isotopes of natural uranirm and thoriun are radioactive.

It is an important clnracteristic of the ocean as a chemical eystan that
everything added to it is also removed from it by deposition in aeafloor
sedimente or by intaraction of seawater with hot rock in the hydrothernal
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circulabion mentioned above. For natural subetances there is good
evidence to indicate that the oceans are at an approximate steady state,
at whieh the input and output rates balance so that there is no change
with time in their concentrations in seawater. In other words, it does
not appear that the total saltiness of the ocean or the relative
proportions of the different elements dissolved in seawater have changed
very muchl €ven over long time periods of millions of years. If the input
or output rate of an element is compared with the concentration oF the
element in seawater, then it ie poesible to define a residence time for
that element, which is the average time that an atom of the element spends
in the ocean water coltmn before it ie removed. Fof pgtassium, rubidium
and uranium the residence times are v?ry long (10'-10' years) compared
with mixing times oF the ocean (about l0' years) r so their radioisotopes
have neerly the same eoncentrations in seabrater everywhere; ))0 picocurie
per litre for potassium-4O, 2.9 picocurie per litre for rubidium-87, l.l
picocurie per litre for uranium-2)8, l. I picocurie per litre for
uranium-2J4 and 0.05 pieocurie per litre for uraniun-ZJ5.

Thorium, unlike potassium, rubidium and uranium, is not very readily
mobilized in natural waters, and most of the thorium transport through the
oceans occurs in the solid particulate residues of continental weathering.
Thus thorLun-?JZ is rather inhomogeneously distributed in the oceans, and
its concentrations are very low.

8.2,2.2 Uranium-series radionuclides

The decay sequence and halF-Iives of the uranium-series radionuclides are
given in Chapter 5, Figure 5-1. It is instructive to eornpare the relative
concentrations of the uranium-series nuelides in seawater. Ihis is done
in the graph shown in Figure 8-5, where representative values of surface
and deep Pacific waters are used. In any system that j.s closed to
migration oF uranium and its decay products for a sufficient time, a type
of steady st,ate known as secular equilibrium is reached in wtrich t,he decay
rates, henee the activities, of all members of the decay chain are equal
to that oF uraniun-Zl9 (see Chapter ]). It cen be seen (Figure 8-5) that
this condition is not, found in the oceani.c wster colunn, and many examples
of disequilibrium are found within the uranium series because of the
transport of decay products into and out of the system. The various caaes
of disequilibrium are of interest because bhey teII us much about how
radionuclides with different chemical properties behave in the ocean.

Uranium has already been mentioned as an element having a long residence
time in the oceanr so that its concentration in seawater is uniform
everywhere. lt can be seen in Figure 8-5 that a slight excess of
uranium-Z]4 exists (tnat is, uranium-Z]4 activity is greater than
uranium-218 aetivity). This arises because of a nuclear recoil effect
during radioactive deeay such Lhat, in the weathering procese, uranium-Z)4
atoms in rocks are somewtrat more easily dielodged and taken into solution
than are the remaining uranium-Z]8 atoms. Thus rlvers have rather large
excesses of uraniun-?J4 relative to uranium-2J8, and the oceans end up
with a 15 percent uranium-2]4 excess.
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An important example of radioactive disequilibrium withtn the uranium
series is shoh'n by tne thorium isotopes thorium-214 and thorrum-Z]0. lnsurface waters a thorium-254 deficiency is found (thoriurn-Z14 activityless than urenium-Zf8 activity). This indicates a process [hat removes
thorium from the surface layer of the ocean. In order to maintain such adeficiency, the removal process must occur al a rate tnat rs comparable tothe decay rate of thorium-214. A Large number of tiroriun-Z)4 measurements
waa made in the ltbrLh Pacific by Matsumoto (L975i, who ualculated a
residence time of 4-5 months for thorium ln the surface l.ayer oF theocean. The removal of thorium is caused by an uptake (adsorption) on thesurface of particles in the water which, in the surface layer, aresupplied abundantly from the production of planklon. Ihis uptake isfollowed by a settling out of the particles and transport of the thoriumto deeper layers in the water colunn. The settling can be accelerated bythe activity of zooplankton, which ingest frne paiticulate material andpac&age'it into fecal matter that settles more rapidly. This is a good
example of the natural stripping processes by whj.eh the oceans cl,eansethemselves of substances added io them. Sucn processes are part oF bhebasis for staLements that the oceans have a certain assimilative capacityfor wastes added to them. It should be emphasized t,hat each element and
radionuclide behaves differently in the oceansr so the eFficiency of thestripping process shows a wide range of variability, depending on thespecific chemical properties of the ilement or radionuclide'. For r.horiumthe procesa is very efficient. For potassium, rubidium and uranium theprocess is very inefficient, and theee elements reside in the oceans forvery long periods of time, as mentioned above.

In. the deep waters oF bhe ocean, thorium-lll is found to be in equilibriumwith uranium-2J8. This indicaLes that the strippingr or scavenging,
Process described above is slowet bhan it is in the suriace ocean and slow
compared with the decay rabe of thorium-Z54. The difference between thedeep and surface wabers is due to the smaller concentrations ofparticulate matter fomd in the deep ocean. However, examination of thelonger-lived isotope thorium-Z10 shows that scavenging also continues at
depth, and here we have an extreme example of radioictive disequilibrium,with thorium-2]0 activities almost insignificant compared to those ofrlranium-2f4. Although the removal rate oF thorium from the deep ocean isslow conpared to the decay rate of thorium-2) , it is slill fast comparedwith the decay of thorium-Z]O. From the thorium-2.Igluraniun-Zt,4
disequilibrium, it can be calculated that the residence time of thorium inthe deep ocean is approximabely 20-]0 years. Thus even though thoriun-Zlit)
ls g long-rived radionuclide (harf-rife 751000 years), it doJs not persistin the oceans for very long. Virtually all of the thorium-Zfo that wouldbe in equilibrium with uranium-2j4 in the ocean is found in the bottom
sediments, not in the water colunn.

Becauae of the efficient removal oF thoriun-Zll from the water colunn, the
remainder of the uranium series decay chain is found largely in the upper
sediments on the seafloor. However, a certain emount (iOout I0 perceht)of bhe radium-226 that is formed there eacapes into the bottom water andis dispereed upward. This is an exampre of a natural release ofradioactivity on the seaFloor, and it provides a useful analog forconsidering the possibre effects of artificial releases.
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A lerge amount of radium-226 data was collecLed in the Pac:.fic Ocean
during GE05EC5. The data have been published in papers by Chung and Craig
(f980) and by Ku et aI. (1980). An example of the distributions found is
shown in Figure 8-6. Concentrations of radium-?26 ate higher in the deep
water than at the surfacer os expected considering the source at the
bottom. lfowever, surface concentrations are for.md to be much too low Lo
be accounted for by physical dispersion models based on the nelural
carbon-l4 distribution, so it has been concluded that there must be
proceases other than radioactive decay Lhat remove radium-226 fton the
surface ocean. This occurs by incorporation of radium-226 Ln the biogenic
debris produced at the surface by plankton, much of which dissolves on
entering the deep water or on reeching the bottom sediment. Thus a cyele
occurs in wfrich drssolved radium-226 is slowly mixed upward to lhe surface
acroas the thermocline and then carried downward by particles and released
at depth, This cycle produces a distribution oF radium-2?6 in the ocean
in wtrich the youngest deep water (tnat is, water which was most recently
at the surface) contains the lowest radium-225 concentrations ( found in
the North Atlantic) and the oldest waters, in the North Pacific, contain
the highest concentrations. This is opposite to the lrends discussed
above for carbon-I4, but it is similar to the trends observed for the
nutrient elements, eepecially silicate. Surface waterg everywhere contain
nearly the same concentration of radium-?26 (O.01 - 0.04 picocurie per
litre) .

Radon-222 and its short-Iived daught.ers are in secular equilibrium with
radium-226 throughout most of the oceanic water eolunn. However ' near the
seafloor excess tadon-??? is present (that is, radon-2?? acLivity greater
than radiun-226 activity) because of input from the bottom sediments.
From the distribution of excess tadon-222 above the seafloor' it is
possible to determine rates of mixing within the bottom layer. A

discussion
is given

of
by

this, using GE0SECS data from the Pacific and other oceans'
Sarmiento et al . Q976). The mixing rate is important in

determining the bottom water concentrations that would arise from
artificial releases of radioactivity on the seafloor.

At the sea gurface a deficiency of radon-222 occure (radon-222 activity
Iess than radium-226 activity) because of radon loss to the atmosphere.
Rates of gae exchange at the interface ean be estimated from measurementg
of the deficiency. However, the ocean is not generally an imporbant
source of radon in the atmosphere, most of which cones from the land.

Meagurements of lead-210 in seawaLer show a significant excess (Iead-2l0
activity greater than radon-222 activity) at the surface and a deficiency
(lead-210 activity less than tadon-?,?Z activity) at depths below the
thermocline. The source of the surface excess is the natural fallout of
lead-210 from the atmosphere, where it is produced following radioacbive
decay of radon-222, which derives mainly from the continents. The

deficiency in the deep wat6r means that lead-210 is continually being
stripped from the ocean as was the case with thorium-2]O discussed above.
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Figure 8-7 is a map of lead-210 concentratrons in surface seawater.
Concentrations are seen to be generally higher in the North Pacifrc than
in the fuuth Pacific. This reflecte the larger land mass of Lhe lbrthern
Hemisphere, supplying more tadon-222 to Lhe atmosphere and hence more
lead-2l0 to the sea surface. It can also be seen (Frgure 8-7) that
lead-2l0 concentrat,ions are, in each hemisphere, highest in the central
regions of the ocean. This pattern reflects the pattern of biological
productivity in the ocean. Like thorium, lead rs slripped from the
surface waters because of the biologically driven particle formation and
sett.ling. The biological activity, hence the stripping process, is most
intense around the edges of the ocean and also along the equator. Those
waters are most efficiently stripped, so the lead-Zi0 concentrations are
Iowest.

The vertical disbributions of ]ead-210 in the PaciFi: ocean are shown in
GEOSECS data published by Nozaki et al. (1980) and by Cnung and Craig (in
press). Figure 8-8 shows some representative data. Here the results are
expressed as the lead-210 minus radium-226 activity difference to show how
the magnitude of the disequilibrium changes wrth depth. The excess
lead-210 (positive values) can be seen al the lop penebraLlng downward
rnto the thermocline. Below about 1000 m all the samples show a
deficiency (negative values), and the deficiericiee are largest near the
bottom suggesting that lead-2l0 removal is fastest near the bottom due to
intensified stripping processes occurring near the sediment/water
interface.

Ihe final radioactive member of Lhe uranium serres is polonium-2t0.
Concentrations of polonium-Zl0 in surface wabers from the Pacific ocean
were reported by Nozaki et al. (f976). Little of the polonium-2l0 in the
ocean comes from the atmosphere, most of it being produced within the
ocean iteelf by decay of lead-210. It is lcrown that polonium-2lu is
strongly concentrated by plankton and obher marine organisms, and scxne
tissues of marine organisms receive exlremely high radration doses from
bhe polonium-ZI0 deposibed within them (Cherry et aI., f982). Because of
Lhe uptab by plankt.on and adsorption on planlrtonic detritus, polonium-Zl0
is scavenged from the surface oceen, and a polonium-Zl0 deficiency
(polonium-2l0 activity less than lead-210 activrty) rs found everywhere.
This is shoffi in Figure 8-9, which maps bhe polonium-210/Iead-2lu activity
ratio in Pacific surface waters. As expected the highest ratios (least
amount of scavenging) occur in the central ocean areas of each hemisphere,
and the lowest ratios (highest rate of scavenging) are found in thoee
areas where biologieal productivity is highest.

8.2.2.1 Radionuclides of othgr decay series

The decay sequence and half-lives of the thorium-series radionuclides are
given in Chapter 5, Figure 5-2. Becauee of the very low solubility of
thorium in seewater, and beceuse of the short half-Iives of a.ll the
bhori.um-21T decay products, members of the thorium series are ordinarily
present at very low concentrations in seawater. However, significant
amounts of radium-Z?9 ate found around the edges of the ocean and also
near the deep seaFloor because of its diffusion out of sediments. Like
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radium-226r radium-228 provides an important. analog for considering
artificial releases at the seafloor, and thorium-Z28 measurements provid-
important information on chemical scavenging (the cleansing or stripping
process described above) in the sea.

The activity level of uraniun-?15 in nature is less than 5 percent that of
uranium-Zj8. UNSCEAR (L98?) considers the small contributions to doses
received Fron members of the uraniun-ZJ5 decay series to be negligible.
The concentrations of the uranium-2}5 decay products in seawater are very
low and difficult to measure.

8. ] ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY

During the period of large-scale atmospheric weapons testing by the u.s.
at its Pacific Prov:.ng Grounds in the Marshall Islands, several oeean
surveys were conducted by Japanese and U.5. scientists to monitor the
changes in the radioactivity Ievels in seawater (Japan Society for the
Promotion of Science , I956i Hines , L952). Mosb of the measurement
techniques that were employed during those early surveys were not capable
of determining the concentrations oF individual radionuclides, and the
sampling was generally not detailed enough or frequent enough to cope
adequately with the high degree of spatial and temporal variability
existing at bhat time. For these reasons, it is difficult From the early
work to draw conclusions on the behaviour oF ertificial radionuclides in
the ocean.

As with the natural radionuclides, much of the data lhat exists on the
distributions of individual artificial radionuclides in the Pacific Ocean
derives from the Pacific GEOSECS expedition conducted in L97r-L974, s(xne
ten years after the large-scale production oF nuclear weapons debris from
the U'5. and U55R atmospheric tests had stopped. The most important
artificial radionuclides measuted during GE0SECS were tritium, carbon-I4,
caesir.tm-IJ7 and plutonium-zt9r?4o (the sum of the two isotopes, which
could not be individually measured by the technique that was used). These
radionuclides give important information on how materials are moved and
dispersed in the ocean, particularly, at this time, in the upper layers of
the ocean. Their distributions in the ocean conlinue to change with time,
and for this reason, they belong to a elass of substances sometimes
referred to as transient bracers. In this respect, they differ from the
natural radionuclides, whose oistributions remain nearly steady in time.

f{ith the exception of carbon-I4, which forms gaseous carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, the radionuclides produced during nuclear explosions in the
atmosphere are distributed largely within the hemisphere in which they are
produced (Chapter 5). This is true of t.ritium, which enters the oceans as
tritiated water, partly in rain, to a small extenL rn rivers, but mainly
by vapor exchange at the air-sea interface. It is afso true of
strontium-90, caesium-l17 and plutonLun-Z)9r24O, which are all delivered
to the sea surface in rain and also in dry fallout. Darbon-I4, as carbon
dioxide, has a much longer residence time in the aLmosphere and tends to
be more evenry distributed between the two hemispheres. In L975,
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8.r,1 Triti!{m Distribution in the pacific Ocean

approximately 50 percent of the total weapons-produeed carbon-I4 still
remained in the atmoephere, whereas only 0.1 percent of the trititm
reuneined (Broec&sr and Peng, 19BZ). Thue lhe atmospheric inventory ofearbon-I4 continues to be reduced because of its uptake by the oceans(Chapter 6, Figure 6-5).

Tritium and the fallout radionuclides strontium-9o, caesium-l17 andplutonium-?tgr24O all reach the sea surface within weeks ( for troposphericinjection) or a few years ( for stratospheric injection) of the time theyare produced in a nuclear explosion. Thus a strarp peak, lagging behinithe peak in prodrction by.a year or two, ie seen wfien their oilivery ratesare plotted against time (Figure 8-I0). Their behaviour is in contrast tothe more gradual removal of carbon-l4 from the atmosphere, as discussed inChapter 5, saction 6.4.?.7 and shown iri Figure 6-r.

Figure 8-lla shot{g one of the tritium sections measured in the pacific
0cean during GE0SECS. As stated in Chapter 5, the amount of natural(coanogenic) tritiun in the oceans is very small, and virtually all of thetritium mw found in the oceans can be coneidered to be ,""pon"-produced.
The aaymmetrical distribution of tritiun about the oq.rator is striking in
theee sectione. lfuch higher concentrations are found in the NorthernHemisphare, ss expected. The same aaymmetry is arso evident in theweter-colunn inventoriee shown in Figuie g-llb. Arl tritimconcentratione are expreasefoin tritir.m uniti (TU). One TU representa onetritium etofi for avery r0ro atoms of hydrogen and is equivalent !o ,.2picocurie P€t litra of seawater. Thus -the higheel surface naterconcentretions :!9m in Figure 8-IIb eorreapond to tbout )0 picocurie perlitce. In L97t-L974, no tritiun could be detacted in the itacific ocean
below about 1000 metree.

8.5,2 Bomb Carbon-I4

The enounte of carbon-I4 produeed during the atmospheric teating oF
nuclear_ureepons ware large enough to cause e signifrcant increage in thecarbon-I4 content of bhe atmoephere and, subseluentry, of the surface
watera of the ocean. Figure 8-l2a shows A C-14 

'val.uee 
meaeured inPacific eurface waters during GEOSECS (Ig7j-Ig74) in eonparison withvaluas that were meaeured eirlier before significant inplts of bonbcarbon-I4-(Pre-1958). Figure 8-l2b ehoHs the iater-colunn inventoriee oFthe artifieial emponent. Comparison with Figure 8-lI shows that, withcarbon-I4, there ie much lese asymmetry in lhe diatribution about theequator than there i'a with tritium. As pointed out above and in Chapber6, thie is beceuae of the long residenee time of carbon dioxida in Eha

atmoephere conpared to the time required for atmospheric exchange batweenthe t'lorthern and Southern tlomiepherea. It ig believed that the pronounced
carbon-I4 minimum at_the equator is cauaed mainry by upwelring, in theequatorial region, of waters that are relatively deficient in cirbon-I4,
and -the data provide a means of estimating the upwelling rates (Broecler
and Peng, 1982).
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8.5., The Fallout Radionuclides Strontrum-90, Caesium-Il7
um-

A recantly published study by Bowen et aI (fgUO), based largely on data
from GEQSECS statione, provides bhe most extensive treatmenL presently
available on fallout radionuclides in the Pacific (bean. Earlier
meesuraments, moat notably by Y. Miyake and co-workers in Japan and by
T.R. Foleom and co-worbrg in the United Statee, h,ere revicwed by Volchok
et al (I97f) and Miyalc and Sugimura (f974).

The GEQSECS data are shown in vertical sections in Figures 8-11 through
8-16. In general, fallout strontium-90 and caesium-l17 are related to
each other by a constant ratio (caesium-Ij7,/strontium-90=1.45)' which is
also maintained everywhere in seawater. Thus it would be redundant to
present data for both radionuclides, and, in fact, the contours in Figures
8-Il and 8-I5 are baeed on sbrontium-90 as well as caesium-l]7
meagurements.

The distribution of eaesium-117 (and strontium-9O) bears a sLronq
resemblance to that of tritium (Section 8.1.I). This similarity reflects
the fact that caesium-l]7 moves largely in true solution in seawater, not
being associated significantly with sinking particles. As is the case
with tritium, fallout caesium-I.}7 shows a strong asymmetry in its
distribution about Lhe equator.

Plutonium-2591240 distributions are rn sharp contrast to those of tritium
or caesium-IJ7. hlhereas the tritium and eaesium-IJ7 concentraLons are
generally highest at the sea surface, the highest plutonium concentrations
are found, throughout the Pacific, in a sub-surface layer centered at
approximately 450-500 metres. The downward penetration of plutonrum is
more extensive than it is For tritium or eaeslum-l)7, and at some of tne
stations in the lbrth PaciFic (Figure 8-f4) a plutonium-rich bottom-water
layer is found. These distinguishing features of the plutonium-?.t9r24O
distribution can be accounted for by an association of plutonium witn
sinking particles and a subsequent release of plutonium from the
particles, either at sub-surface depths in the water colunnr while the
particles are sinking, or at the seaFloor, after the particles have
reached the bottom.

The GEQSECS data set is exbensive enough bhat water-cofunn inventories of
the fallout radionuclides could be caleulated. From a comparison of those
inventories with the estimated global fallout deliveries, it is evident
that over most oF the Pacific Ocean represented by the data (mostly north
of the equator) there is a subslantial excess of both pJ.utonrum-zJ91240
and caesium-lJ7. The excess is most pronouned for .plutonium-239r240,
especially in the 0-I5o N latitude band. Recognizing that there werc
still gaps in the coverage, Bowen eL aI. (f980) nevertheless provided
estimates of ocean-wide inventories of the fallout radionuclides in the
North Pacific. They were, ,it'l 1974, as follows z L74 x I0- curies of
plutonium-ztgrZ4O, S.tt ^ i06 curies of caesium-lJ7 and 3.72 x lOb curies
of strontium-9fl (converted from the caesiurn-fJ7 inventory). GIobaI
fallout deliveries to the same area were caleulated from worldwide fallout
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deta, to be 69.7 x I0] curiee of plutonium-Lrg,Z40 srd 2.68 x 106 curies
of Etrontium-90. Thue the amount of pluboniun in Ehe North Pacific ia
ebout 2.5 timee larger than would be expected from global (stratoapheric)
fallout el.oner and the amounts of caesiun-lJ7 (and strontiun-90) are about
I.4 times larger. The only obvious aource for theee large inventory
exceaaea would appeet to be close-in and tropospheric fallout clouds from
th6 varioue nucleer teet aerieg conducted in the Paeific. This is
conaietant with bhe obaervations pointed out in Srapter 5 (aection 6.6) of
unuaually high inventoriae of caesiun-If7 in Eoils of th€ Northern
l{erahall Ielende. Boren et al (fggO) point out that, in order to accomt
for the Pacific 0cest inventory data, bhe close-in fallout muet have had a
plutonium-Z}9r?40/caesim-ll7 ratio higher than that found in global
fallout and that deep-eea sediments in the vicinity of the US teet sites
contein nuaually high levele of plutonitn.
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Figure 8-I. GIOSECS Pacific expedition
the 4-lcn contour. Shaded
Turekian (1976).

L975-L974. Thin Iineg repreeant
area: <, lsn. Sourcel Craig and
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Figure 8-4. Distribution of carbon-l4 (expressed as A C-14) a north-
south transect in the eastern Pacific Ocean. The progreesive
decrease in the values for deep water from south t,o north can
be seen. Source: Ostlund and Stuiver (1980).
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Figure 8-6. Contour diagram of radilrn--226 corpentration in a north-south
vertical section in the eeEtern Pacific. I dieintegration
per minute (dpn)'0.0167 beequerel=O.45 picocurie. Source: Ku

et al. (1980).
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Figure 8-7. Lead-210 dietribution in surface waters of the Pacific (besn.
I dieintegration per minute (dtrn)-0.0167 becqlerel{.45
picocurie. Source: lllozaki et al. (1976 ) .
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Figure 8-Il. (a) Section showing the vertical distribution of tritium
along a tDaverse in the Western Pacific 0,eean. Ihe heavy
daghed line denotee the depth at whieh tritium eoncentration
reaches one-quarter the value in the overlying surface water.
(b) rlater-colunn inventory of tritir.rn versua latitude in the
Pacific Ocean in I975-L974. Source: Broecler and Peng
(1982).
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Figure 8-12. (a) A C-14 velue,s in aurfece Nnitera of the Pbc:lfie t}c,e,sr at
the time of GEOSECS (I97r-f974) and prior to eontarnination by
bombs O--;14 (pr,e-L998).
(b) I.nvsntories orle bomb C-I4 versus lati,tude in the Pacifie
0eeen in 19/)=1974. Source: Broee trec end Feng (ISBZ),
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CHAPTER 9

PRESET{T AT{) PROPOSED ACTIVIIIES INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE I{AIERIALS
IN THE SUJTH PACIFIC REGI(N

9.I RADIOACTIVE I{ASTE STORAGE AI{D DISPOSAL

9.I.1 Low-Level Waste Disposal rn the Ocean

9.-t.l.l International requirements

Use of bhe ocean as a repository for radioaclive materials and other
hazardous substances is internalionally recognized as a matter that
requires careful control. Accordingly, a system of princrples and
practices governing such use has been adopted with the aim of assuring the
protection of the marine envrronrnent, The most imporLanE rnternational
agreement governing present waste-disposal practice is lhe Convention on
tlre Prevent j,on of Marine Pollution by ltumping of 'v{astes and 0Lher l.lalter,
which was adopted in London in 1972 and came rnto force rn 1975. This
Convention ts commonly referred Lo as the London Dumprng Convention (LOC).
As of early 1981, the LDC had been signed by sorne )l countries (Curtis,
t98J), among Lhem being Canada, France, Japanr Ehe Netnerlands, Spain,
Sweden, USSR, U.K. and U.5.A.

The London D.rmping Convention embraces all types of wastes, both
radioactive and non-radioactive. Ihree general categories of waste are
recognized lArticle IV): (f) extremely hazardous materials, listed in
Anrtex I of the Convention, for which dmping is categorically prohibited;
Q) materials requiring special care, Iisted rn Annex I I of the
Convenlion, for which a special permit rs required; and (l) other
materials, for which dunping under a general permit is allowed. Speeial
and general permits are issued by Lhe appropriate national authorities in
the countries engaged in dunping (Artiele VI). Redioactive wastes fall
within the first two categories given above. In category (l) are
"high-level radio-active wastes or other high-level radio-active matter
defined on public health, biological or other grounds, by the competent
international body in this field, at present Lhe International Atomic
l:nergy Agency, as unsuitab]e for dunping at sea" lAnnex I, paragraph 6).
ln category (2) are "radioactive wastes or other radio-active matter not
included in Annex I. In the issue of permits for the dumping of this
matter, the Contracting Parties should take full account of the
recommendations of the competent internaLronal body in this field, at
present the Internabronal Atomic Energy Agency" (Annex II, seetion D).
lhus the InternaLional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) rs charged with the
responsibility of defining nigh-leveI radroactive waste, for which dunping
is pcohibited, and of setting recommendations to be followed in the
drsSlosal of other radroaclive waste, whicir i.s permrssible under the terms
of the LDC.
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The IAEA Definition and Recommendations are subject to continual review
and may be revised as technological developments and improved screntific
knowledge warrant, The present version is given in IAEA (1978a), which
defines high-level radioacbive waste as follows:

rrFor the purposes of Annex I to the Convention, high-1eveJ.
radioactrve wastes or other high-level radioactive matter unsuitable
for dunping at sea means any waste or other matter with an activity
per unit gross mass (in tonnes) exceedrng:

The above activity concentrations shall oe
exceeding 1000 tonnes.

with half-lives oF at least 0.5
and p /{-eniLLers of unknovrn

/ / -emitters with hal f-lives of

averaged over a gross mass not

(a) I Cilt for o( ;gpitters
and supported '^"Po I

but limited to lo-1 cilt fot 226R"

to? ci/t for p / f,emitters
years (excluding tritium)
half lives; and

rO6 ci/t for tritium and p
less than 0.5 years.

(b)

(c)

The

(r)
Definition is based on:

An assumed upper limit to the mass durnping rate of I00r000 t per
year at a single dunping site; and

(2) Calculated upper limibs Lo activity release rates from all
sources (other than nabural. sources) of

(a) tq: Cilyr for a< -eqlfiters (but timited to to4 Cilyr forttoRa and supported aruPo);

(b) to7 ci/yr for P t t -emitters
0.5 years (excluding tritium)
half lives; and

(c) toll cilyr for tritium and p
of less than 0.5 years

at a single dunprng si te and also
when released to an ocean b,rgin of

Radioective wastes that do not exceed the t imicg set forth above are
included under Annex II and may be dunped under a specral permit. The
above should be interpreted as upper -timits, and the IAEA specifies that
permits should not be given which would allow these limitg to be
approached.

with half-lives of at least
and p /t -entLters of unknown

/ t -entLLers with half-Iives

in the case of-c(--emitters
not less than l0rt^) ."
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In setting the present limits for radioactive waste disposal in the ocean,
the IAEA relied on the advice of two international groups of experts that
it convened in L977. One of those gDoups reviewed the earlier Provrsional
Definition and Reconmendations, concluded that revisions h,ere necessaDy,
and then went on to consi.der the oceanographic criteria for setting
release limits ' The other group of experts considered the radiological
criteria. The reports issued by the two groups of experts (IAEA lg76b,c)
provide the oceanographic basis and radiological basis for the presently
adopted IAEA Definition and Recommendations (IAEA I978a). Summaries oi
the IAEA work and accounts of the prior historical development can be
found in a nunber of published sources (Mitcnell and Shepherd, ISBI;
Nishiwaki, l98l; Templeton, IgSlarb). An especially good critical reviewof the IAEA work is given in a report by Sutton (1992):

The task of the IAEA is one of radiation protection, bhat is, of assuring
that the human exposure to ionizing radiation that would result from
dunping stays within specified limits. Thus it is necessary to predict
the radiation doee that may be received by people from rerease of
radioactivity on the seafloor. The IAEA experts adopted the critrcal
pathway approach (Foster et al., 1971) in making their predictions. This
involvee evaluation of sequences of events through which radionuclidee
released to the environment are diluted, perhaps re-concentrated, and
ultimately reach people either in food or in material with which they come
in contact. The exposure pathways most likely to result in the highest
doses are referred to as critical pathways, and the individuals who will
receive those doses are said to belong to critical populations or critical
groups.

The steps necessary to predict the radiation dose that may be received by
people as a result of radioactive contamination of the marine environment
are as follows (Foster et al., 1971):

I. Estimating the concentrations of the contaminants that wiII exist in
seawater.

2. Estimating the relationships between the concentrations in the water
and those in seafood, sediments, beaches, frshing gear, and other
materials used by people.

t. Estimating rates of consumption of particular seafoods by critieal
population groups and the extent of expoaure (time and distance) to
materials that can deliver an external dose.

4. Converting the estimated intakes ol radionuclides and the intensity of
the deposited contaminants into estimates of internal and external
dose.

In order to eet retrease-rate limits, the above steps are tabn to predict
the dose to eritieal groups for a hypothetical unit rate of releaee on the
seafloor (for example, I curie per year). The permissible release-rate
limit is then talcn as that number of units which will produce a dose
equal to the limit aet by some particular standard. In the IAEA work the
standard used was the dose limit set by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection ( ICRP). At present that dose limit for critical
populations is 5 millisievert per year over t,he whole body or doses toindividual organs of bhe body which are estimated to cause equivalent
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radiaLion hazard (that is, the effecLive dose equivalent,; see Chapter 5).
This is about five times the average dose to people in the South Pacific
Region from natural baclqround radiation (Cnapter 5).

It is especially important to recognize that the critical groups who could
receive the doses esLimated by the above procedure consist of those
individuals wtro could receive the largest exposure, not, the average
expoaure, resulting from the release of radioactivity. For example, one
of the criLical groupo used in the IAEA assessmenl consist,s of people
whose diet would be J.argely of seafood harvested enLirely from that
Iocation in the ocean where the nigheet radionuclide concentrations might
conceivably occur. lt is unlikely that any sueh individuals would existt
but even if they did, the release-rate limits are designed to be
restrictive enough to protect them. The average individual doses received
by entire populations would be many times, probably thousands of times'
lower than the maximum doses estimated for the eritrcal groups.

In establishing the oceanographic basis, the IAEA experts recogni.zed that
present scientific knowledge does not allow exact predict.ions to be made
of seawater concentrations resulting from radionuclide releases. Ihey
also recognized the possibility that some radioactivity could be
transferred from the seaFloor to human populalions by completely
unforeseen pathways. Because of these uncertainties, the IAEA experts
adopted a conservative approach based on pessimistic assumptions about
what might happen in extreme cirer.unstances, not on realistic assumptions
about what would most likely happen. Thus the doses predicLed by their
calculations are, by intention, most probably overestimated. For this
reason the resulting release-rate Iimits contain built-in safety factors.

The IAEA experts included an additional Ievel of cautiousness in their
analysis by recommending that disposal of radioactive waste be Iimited at
the outset, to rates not exceeding those which could, if necessaryr be
continued For very long periods of time -- periods comparable to the half
life of plutonium-2t9. The length of time actually adopted in bhe
calculations was 40,000 yeare. This is a conservative proceduret
particularly for the long-Iived wastes, because it would rthen take
thousands of years for their concentrations in the ocean fo build up to
the maximum levels. They pointed out, however, that there is much concern
within the scientific community about the effects oF long-Iived wastes and
the possibility that revisions in the estimates of acceptabl-e levels might
become necessary, because iL would equally talc thousands oF years for the
long-lived wastes to decay away. The experts therefore recommended
adopting a procedure to enforce a sl.ow approach of aclivity in tne
environlnent toward the rnaximum levels so that time would be allowed for
monitorirrr;, asse{-sment, and revision of control procedures should it prove
necessary, partrcularly For the long-Iived radionuclides (IAEA' 1978b).

Ihe major task in establishing t'ne r.lcearrographic basis was to estimate
radionur-,lir1e concentratiults Lhror;qhout Lhe ocL'anic water eolunn lhat would
resu Lt f rom q.ivr:rr rat-es of t e l,:.rs': ;rt tlre r-r;:.rFlrtor. f-,lr any radionuclide
released .il .r (.orr.;tarlt. t'it.e, 1.t're r-oner,rrIt:rLrorrs r.n seawater increases
urrtrl an equiltbrrunr drsLrrbuLion ls eventually burlt uP. l{hen
equilibrrum is reached, the rate of loss by radioactive decay balances the
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rate of input, and there are no further lncreasos rn concentration. For
radionuclidee with half-lives mu,rh greater than vertical and rrorizontal
mixing timee, the equillbriun concentrations are uniform througnout the
ocean end are easily ealculeted. For shorter-lived radronuclides, the
concentrations depend also on rates of mixing and are higher near the
source and on the ocean bottom bhan at the surface. For approximate
calculations, in which the emphasis was on botLom concentratrons, the IAEA
experts chose to use the Strepherd dispersion model (Snepherd, 1978). This
nodel considers an ocean of finite srze with horizontal circulation and
three-dimensional diffusion. Ihe model h,as acknowledged to be a
coneiderable idealization but was considered adequate for the purpose of
defining large-scale, long-term concentrations.

Some exanples of results caLculabeci from the Strepherd model are shown in
Figure 9-l for a wide Dange of radioactive half-lives. For reference
purposes the horizontal mixing time of a typical ocean basin can be tabn
as less than 100 years and the vertical mixing time as in the range of a
few hundred to one thousand years. The quantity plotted on the vertical
axis of Figure 9-1 is referred to as the specific concentration, which is
simply the concentration oF radioactivity, in curie per cubie metre, that
would result from a unit rate of rel.ease (l curie per second). For any
aetual rate of release, of course, the result is simply scaled,rup by
multiplication. The volume of bhe ocean basin is taken to be 10" cubic
metres. (Ihe volune of the Pacific (hean is approximately seven Limes
this value.) Curve H shows the limiting case in which mixing rates are
always much faster than decay raLes so that concentrations become uniform
throughout the ocean. This curve slopes upward to the right, indicating
that, for a given release rate, long-lived radionuclides will build up to
higher concentrations than short-lived radionuclides provided that
constant input is maintained long enough to reaeh this equilibrium (i.e.,
for times considerably longer than tneir half-lives). l{hen mixing rates
are comparable to or slower than radioacLive decay rates, concentration
gradients will occur such that concentrations are higher than average at
the bottom of the ocean, near the source (curves C and D), and lower than
average at the surface (curves E and F). The differences are large for
short half-lives and become small for very long half-lives. Thus the
curves eonverge toward the upper righL-hand part of the diagram. This
illustrates how the elowness of vertical mixing in the ocean limits the
transport of short-lived radionuclides to the surface. It also sholrs that
the details of the oceanographic model (for example, which value is chosen
for the mixing time or the diffusion coefficient) are important for
predicting the concentration distributions of bhe short-lived
radionuclideg but become unimportant for determining the concentrations of
the long-lived radignuclides.

Ihe most obvious pathway for the transfer of radioactivity From the
seafloor to htrnan populations is by the dispersion pfocess described above
and then by the consumption of fish caught in surface waters. Horever, in
order to allow for Lhe posaibility that future pathrays might originate at
great deptha and for Lhe possibility of upwelling fron great deptns to the
surfacer the IAEA experts adopted the conservaLive approech of basing
their radiological aasessment on the higher bottom concentrations, eyen
for food chains originating in the surface. A vertical dispersion rate
correaponding to a 4000-year mixing time was used in their celculatrons.
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These asar.mptions lead to the curve C in Figure 9-I.

The Shephard model deals only with long-term, large-ecale dispersion Fron
a dunp siter and leads to estimated average concentrations at the oeean
bottom or sutface. Howeverr the oceanographic basis considered also the
possibility of short-term processes, such ae the formation and traneport
of plmeer that could shorb-circuit the long-tern dispersion proceaa.
These are important to coneider, because they could lead to higher local
concentrations in pathways leading to human populationg. Ihe analogy of
the smob-filled room (MAff, 1980) ia helpful: in the long tern the
build-up of the baelqround eoncentration is of greatest importance in
determining how much gnole will be inhaled by the occupants of the room,
but in the short terrn the actual concentration at a given place, and tne
amount of srnoke inhaled by an individual, may be dominated for a rhile by
a wisp oF srnol€. The IAEA experts took the possibility of such plune
transport and also the possibility oF deep convective mixing into account.
This is one of the more speculative parts of the report, but calculations
based on what were considered to be extreme examples indicated that the
specific concentrations arising ,Iocally in Ehe short term from a single
site might be approximately 16-6 curie per cubic matre/curie per second.
This varue is shoh'n by curve A in Figure 9.-r and tras used as a more
restrictive limit for single sites, except for the longer-Iived nuclides,
for which the whole-ocean limit becomes more restrictive.

In carrying out the radiological aasessment for atl the radionuclides,
pathways and critical groups selected, a J.arge number of calculations were
necessaryr and a simpler one-dimensional model was used, which predrcts
comparable but somewhat higher concentrations than does the full
three-dimensional calculation. The values used are represented by curve
B. The oceanographic model finally used for setting the Definition of
high-level waste required by the LDC is shown by the highlighted portions
of curves A and B in Figure 9-1.

The radiological assessment involved calculations for eighty radionuclides
believed most likely to be signiFicant in the marine envirorunent. It
postulated twelve representative pathways by which human populations might
become exposed to radiation following release of radionuclides on the
seafloor (Table 9-f). Release-rate limits were derived by first
ealculating the dose to critical groups that rould be produeed by each
pathway from a unit release rate. The calculations urere based on
established radiological methods. For the five pathways involving seafood
consunptionr empirical concentrat.ion factors relating concentrationg in
marine organisms with concentrations rn seawater (from the oceanographic
basis) were taken from the scientific literature. Quantities analogous to
the concenbration faetor were introduced for non-ingestion pathways ( for
exampler to est.imate the concentrations of radionuclides in sea-salt
aerosols that might be inhaled), and the appropriate maximum permissible
annual intakes for ingeetion and inhalation pathwaya s,ere calculated.
Finally the release rates whieh would lead to the ICRP dose linit rere
derived. The loweet of the release rate limits For the different critical
groups was then adopted as the overall release-rate limit for each
radionuclide. Table 9-2 gives a listing of the release-rate limits
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calculated for a finite ocean volume of IUIT cubic rnetres and for a single
8ite. ReleaEe-rate limits were derived for each of the individual
radionuclideE and eech of the pathways. However, for administrative
convenienea and analytical simplicit,y, the radionuclides were grouped into
three main cat,egories according to the basic properties oF decay type andhalf-liFe. Ihe release-rate limit for the most Limiting radionuclide in
each grouP wae then adopted as the release-rate limit for that group as a
whole. Single-site limits ate more restrictive, excepr for long-lived
radionuclidesr because of tne inclusion of short-terrn effects in the
assegsment.

In addition to the Definition of high-level radioactrve waste required by
Annex I of the LDCr the IAEA also publishes Recommendations concerning
disposa.l. of other radioactive wastes as required by Annex II. The curren[
Recommendations are given in IAEA (1978a). They include the recormended
basis for issuing special permits for radioactive materials and the
recommended deEailed basis for operational control of dunping oF waste.
The former deals with environmental evaruati.on, monitoring, and
assessment. The latter deals with requirements for selection of a dunpingsite, packaging requirements, approvar of Ehe ship and its equipmentl
escorting officers, record keeping, and internacional co-operation and
observation. The recommendations are quite extensive and detaileci. Someof the more important requirements are the following:

a) An environmental assessment oy t.he requesting national authority is
required. The purpose of this assessment should be bo estimate the
ri.kely doses that wou-Ld actualry be received by individuals and
population€| eo that comparisons can be made with alternative methods
of disposal or natural baclqround doses. Thus it should differ frorn
the IAEA assessment, whieh used unlikely maxirnizing assumptions to
assure the protection of even the most highly exposed rndividuals.
There must be compliance with IAEA radiation protection requirements,
which are based on ICRP dose rimitations. Thrs includes a
risk-benefib analysis in comparison with alternative procedures, sueh
as disposal on land. Radiation doses are to be kept as low as is
reasonably achievabler economic and social factors berng taken into
account. Resultant radiation doses to individuals should not exceed
ICRP recommended limits, noty or in the future.
Upper limits to the activity from all sources (other tnan natural)
which may be dunped in an ocean basin must be speciFied.
Minimm requirements for pacl,aging are that pachges descend intact
to lhe seafloor and that any inner container remaln there during
descent. subsequent release should be mininised to the extent
reasonably achievable, but no quantibative requirements for minimun
leakage rate are specified. l{aste muet be either solid, soridified,
or absorbed on a solid substrate.
Risks to marine life must be considered.
Quantities and nature of radioactive waste for durnping must be
measured or estimated. Recorda must be kept and reported to the
Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative 0rganization (IMC0), which
is the secretariat for the LDC. An escorting officer is appointed by
the country dunping the waste (and issuing the permit) to supervise
the procedure and assure bhat the conditions of the permit are met.

b)

c)

d)

e)
r)
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g) Dump sites musb be between latitudes 50oN and 50oS at depthe
exceeding 4000 mebres. They must be clear of eontinental margins,
undersea cables, and potential seabed resources, and they must have
areas less than I0r000 square kilomebres.

At present the only active program for ocean dunping of radioactive waste
is that conducted by some European nations in the eastern tllorth Atlantic.
The operation is conducted within the Multilateral Consultation and
Surveillance Mechanism for Sea D.rmping of Radioactive i{aste, an agreemenL
that was adopted in L977 by the 0rganization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD,/NEA, fg8l). The following NEA Member Courrtrres are
party t.o the Mechanism: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Francer Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Irelandr Italy, Japan, Luxemboui'q,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Iurkeyr United
Kingdom and United States. Dumping operatrons are presently .Limited to a
single site of approximately 4000 square-ki.Lometre area centered at
46o00'N and 16045'|{. Ihe site is approximately 700 kilometres from land,
and the water depth is approximately 4400 metres. Dumprng of radioactive
waste is carried out mainly by the UK, but the Netherlands, Belgium and
Switzerland have also dunped small amounts in recent years. A review of
UK practices is given by Mitchell and Shepherd (f98f).

The OECD Mechanism provides a framework for promoting consultation among

member st.ates on issues relabed !o the disposal operaLion. It is designed
to provide a means by which each country is assured of the safety of the
operations, and it also provides for observation of the dunping operation
itself. The Secretariat oF the Mechanism ls the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) of (ECD. The NEA is concerned with scientific and technical issues
of site selectionr packaging, operating procedures, and environrnental
assessments. Recently the NEA published a review of the suitability of
the present North-East Atlantic dump site (0ECD/NEA, 1980). Ihe NEA works
in close collaboration wiLh the IAIA and has a forma.l. agreement of
cooperation with that organizaLion.

Table 9-] is a summary of recent dumping rates at the florth-East Atlantic
site and a comparison with the IAEA-recommended release-rate limits. It
can be seen that present dumping rates are a very small percentage of the
IAEA limits, and it can thus be concluded that maximum individual doses
resulting from present operations are IikeIy to be an even smaller
percentage of the ICRP-recommended limits (OgCD/ruen, 1980).

At the Seventh Consultabive Meeting of 9ontracting Parties to the London
Dumprng Convention, held in February I9Bl, a majority of Lhe delegations
present voted rn favor of a resolution calling for an immediate suspension
of any dunping of low-Ievel radioacfive wastes, pending presentation of a

scientific and technieal report on the subject at the Ninth Consultative
Meeting, to be held in February 1984 (Curtis, I98l). The resolution is
not a legally binding one, and how it will affect the present and planned
activities of 0ECD nations t,hat have existing or proposed programs of
ocean disposal remains unclear at Lhis time of writing.
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9.1.r.2
Pac r fic

Japariese proposal for low-level waste disposal rn the North

Because of its limiceO land area ano geologic instability, Japan has given
serious eonsideraLion bo use oF t,he ocean as part of :.ts strategy for the
management of radioactive wasLes. Since the early I960s Japan has
participated in international forums considering tlre sea-disposal option,
and since the early 1970s it has conducted rese;rrch to assess the
feasibility of using sites in the western North Pacific for low-level
radioactive waste disposal (lshihara, 1980). Recently a specific proposal
has been issued (RI{MC, 1980). The Japanese proposal calls for an initiat
experimental phase to demonstrate operational and environmental safety,
followed by a full-scale operation after about two years of moniboring.
According to the timetable originally announced, the experimental phase
was to have begun in late 1981. However, because of protest against the
plan, the operation has been postponed for an uncertain period oF time.

The site chogen for the disposal operation is a 10,000 square-kilometre
area centered at J0oN, l47oW, with a water depth of about 5000 metres. It
is situated about 900 kilometres southeast of Tokyo and about lI00
kilometres north of the nearest island in the Cornmonwealth of the Northern
l,lariana Islands. Ihe conditions required in the site selectr.on were that
(l) me main distribution areas of important coastal fisheries should be
avoided, (2) deep-sea fisheries should not be affected, (l) bottom current
flows and upwellings should be weak, (4) the seafloor should be flat and
soft, and (5) seismically active zones snould be avoided (STA/NSB,
undaLed, (b)). Site surveys in four candidate areas were carrred out, and
the proposed site was chosen as best meeting the established criteria.
During the experimental phase, approximately 500 curies contained rn some
5r000-I0r000 200-liter drums would be dumped. Ihe waste would consrst
almost entirely of beta/gamma-emitters (Iargely manganese-54, cobalt-60,
strontium-90, caesium-l}7, and cerium-I44). 0perations would be run by
the Radioactive l{aste l.lanagement Center (tl9lMC) of Japan under the 0ECD
Mechanism, and there would be monitoring sLudies carried out after the
dunprng. Full-scale dunping would then proceed in [he same araa after
about two years, provided that operational and environmental safety had
been confrrmed, The amount of activity to be involved in the Full-scale
operation is yet to be determined, but a figure of r00,0U0 curies per year
is used in the environmental assessment and is regarded as an upper limit.
The envirormental impact of the proposed Japanese waste-disposal operabion
has been assessed by the Japanese Nuclear Safety Bureau, Science and
Technology Agency. The lechnical Group received an undated, draft English
translation of the report of that aasessment (STA/NSB, undated, (a)) and
was informed by representatives of the Japanese Goverrment that a final
report was in preparation for submission to NEA for its revrew under the
0ECD ibchanism. It is required that this submission be made at least one
year before any dunprng operations begin.

As in other assessments of radionuclide releases to the marine
environment, the impact of the proposed Japan dumping is quantified in
terns of the radiation doses that could be reeeived by individuals and
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poPulations of People. The calculated doses to critical groups may be
compared with limits set by the ICRP or other authorities, or with the
natural bacfground exposure, so that a judgement can be made as to whether
or not the proposed activity presents an unacceptable nazard. However,
the_ main Purpose ol the Japanese assessment is, presumably, to obtarnrealistic estimates of collective doses to populationsr or of avetageindividual dosesr so that objective comparisons could be made wrth
alternative disposal options. Thus the Japanese assessment does noL actopt
!!t.ligl, degree of conservatism taken by the IAEA in setting release-ratelinits but instead attempts to estimale doses that would be more likely to
be received.

It g Japanese assessment considers the impact of both the experimental andfull-scale phasea of the proposed dunping operation. Since the activity
involved in the experimental phase (500 Ci) is very small, only thefull-scale assessment is considered here. Table 9-4 gives the indivrdual
radionuclide dunping rates assumed for the full-scale dumping and shows
comparisons with the release rates that Formed the IAEA rlefinition of
high-level radioactive wastes (IAEA, l97ga). Most of Ene activity thaL
would be dunped consists of the Four beta/gamma-emitting radionuelides
manganese-54' cobalt-60, st.rontium-9O, and caesium-I17. The longest-Iived
oF these nucrides is caesiun-Ll7, with a half-life of thirty years. rhe
maximtrm dunping rates of beLa/gamma-emitting nuclides would be one pereent
of the releage-rate limits set by the IAEA assessment. For tritium andfor radium-226 and the other alpha-emitters, the percenLages would be
extremely small.

Like the IAEA assessment the Japanese assessment includes an oceanographrc
model For esLimating the radionuclide concentration orstrrbutions in the
ocean followed by a radiological analysis for calculating the resulting
doses ' It is assumed that all of the radionuclides are released From the
packages immediately upon impact on the seafloor. Ihus release rate istalen to equal dunping rate. The design of bhe waste packages is such
that there would be containment of at least some of the nuclid-s, perhaps
for several years or longer, during which Lime there would be a
signifieant decay of the short-lived nu,-Iides. However, thrs cannot be
quantified, so the worst-caae assumption of immediate release is adoptedin the assessment.

The oceanographic model considers a box measuring 12,000 kilometres from
east to west, 61000 kilometres froq.north to south and 5 kilometres in
depth, giving a voLume of l.5xr0a' cubic metres . These are the
approximate dimensions of the North Pacific Ocean. The point of release
is taken at the seafloor, Ir000 kilometres from the western boundary of
the model and 2r000 kilometres from the northern boundary. Rel:ased
radionuclides are dispersed from that point by horizontal and vertrcal
eddy diffusion (mixing), and afLer a period of time, a steady-sbate
distribut,ion is reaehed at which each radionuclide wrl.l have burlt up Loits maximum concentralion. That concentration then remains steady as long
ae a constant release rate is maintained.
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The aim of the calculations based on the oceanographic modeJ .rs to
est.lmate the steady-state concentrations that would occur at a depth oF
11000 metres. Ihet depth is chosen in lhe assessment as the maximum depth
to which fishing would be carrred out. Most fishing rs done at shallower
depths, where concentrations would be lower. In Ehe absence of horizontal
advection (currente), the maximurn concentrations wou-ld occur almost
directly over t,he dump site. A steady currenb would alter the position of
the maximurn in the horizontal plane out wouLd not significantly affect the
maximum concentration level. In Lhe Japanese model, therefore, advection
terns are, for simplicity, left out of the transport equation.

The maximum concentration that would be reached at 1000 metres depends on
the relative rates of horizontal and vertical diffusron. Increasing lhe
rate at which the material spreads out horizontally reduces the maximrm
concentration levels that are reached. Increasing the vertical diffusion
rate, however, increaseg bhe concentration levels thal will occur at
1r000 metree by reducing the bime available for radioactive decay. _ In the
Japanese aaaesement a horizontal diffusion coefficient of 10/ square
eentimetres per second was chosen. This is within the range of values
considered realietic For describing large-scale dispersion in the deep
ocean (ShepherO , L978). For the vertical diffusron coefficient a value of
200 square centimetres per gecond was talcn. Values of this magnit,ude may
accurately tepreeent mixing near the seaFloor in some areas (Sarmiento et
al., 1976), but for transport over the entire water colunn, values closer
to I square centimetre per second are considered more reasonabl.e
(Shepherdr 1978). Tne higher value used rn lhe Japanese assessment was
chogen partly to compeneate for lhe abgenee oF verLical advection
(upwelling) in the model and partly as a conservative estimate to cover
the possibility of shorl-term effects.

Table 9-5 gives the resulLs calculated for a rlepth of 1,000 metres and
also for Lhe sea surface and a depth of ,,00U m. For simplicity of
calculationr the different radronuclides were grouped according to
half-Iifa, and an average halF-life for Ehe group '{aa [abn. Ihis
approximation does not eignificantly affect the resulLs of the
ca.lculabions. The concentrations given are for a hypothetical unit rate
of reLease of one curie per year. In the dose assessrnent that followe,
those concentrations are then simply multiplied by the actual release rate
of each nuclide. The maximum concentrations (Iable 9-5) are those that
would be found directly over the release point. They are used rn the dose
asseaament to estimate maximum individual dosee that would be received by
cribical groups of peopJ.e. The average concentrations are calculated over
a sub-area of 4'000 kilometres by 4,000 kilometres, where most of the
aclivity would occur (not over the entire area of the North Pacific).
Ihose coneentrations are used rn the later ealculations of collective
dose. It can be seen from Table 9-5 that , as expected, ( I ) tne
concentrations increase with depth, (2) the concentration lncrease is
greatest for the shortest-lived nuclides, and ( J ) the sbeady-state
concentrat.ions are, for a given release rate, higher for the longer-lived
nuclides. ln the case of the very long-Iived nuciides, the build-up of
concentration toward the steady-state value takes so long that there is
virtually complete homogenizabion. Frgure 9-2 il.lustrates the increases
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in time toward the sLeady-state maximum values, and Frgure 9-J shows how
the steady-state concentrations vary in the horizontal, with the highest
concentrations occurring over bhe point of release'

Following Lhe estimation oF bhe concenbrations rn seawater, Lhe Japanese
aasessment proceeds to the estimation of doses. Individual and eollecLive
doses are caleulated for fishermen working in the disposal area and for
the general public. For the individual exposurea it is desired to know
the maximun doses that would be received by cribical groupsr that ist
those who would be most exposed, so the individual dose calculations are
based on the maximum concentrations at 1r000 metres. The purpose of those
calculations ffio demonstrate whether or not any individualsr even those
who are most exposed, wouJ.d receive unacceptable doses. The collective
dose calculations, on the other hand, are an attempt to estimate the
impac! of the released radioactivity on whole populations. For those
calculations the average concentrations at I,000 metres are used. In the
calculation of inclividual doses, the exposure pathways considered are
similar to bhose used by the IAEA (table 9-1). It is found that
consumption of seafood is the most important pathway, and the collective
doses are calculated for that pathway al.one. Additional information
supplied to the Technical Group by representatives of the Japanese
Government indicabed that caesium-l)7 and strontium-9U would be the most
important radionuclrdes contributing to the dose from seafood rngestion.

The calculated individual doses by various exposure pathways are listed rn
Table 9-5. The maximum individual whole-body dose received by members of
the general public is estimated Lo be abou! 0. I mrcrostevert per year 

'tOr0C0 times smaller than the average efFective dose equivaLent i.n the
South Pacific Region From natural radiaLion (f000 mrcrosievert per year'
Chapter 5), and 50,000 times smaller than the ICRP limit (5000
microsievert per yaar). For fishermen the total exposure is estimated to
be about twice as great as for the general public. Collective dose to the
general public is estimated to be 4.J man-sievert per year tn Japan and lU
man-sievert per year in other co'Jntries. The Japanese reporb also lists
doses to individual organs due to the ingestion of fish. The report
concludes that the doses resulting from the proposed dunping operation
would be very low.

As pointed out above, the Japanese assessment uses less conservabive
assumptions than does the IAEA assessment. This can be seen by comparing
the radionuclide concentrations used rn the two assessments for the entry
points into pathways leading to human exposure. The IAEA assessment used
bottom-water concentrations, which were kept high by assumption of a slow
rate of vertieal mixing. Ihis is a conservative approach, because most
exposure pathways probably originate in the surface layers, where
concentrations wouLd be lower, The Japanese assessment takes the more
realistic approach of using Lhe astimated maximum concentrati.ons that
would occur at 11000 met,res, though it introduces some conservatism by
adopting a rather large value for the vertical diffusion coefficient (200
square centimetres per second). Frgure 9-4 comPares the specific
concentrations that were used in the assessments. For the IAEA assessment
coneentrations used in both Lhe single-site and finite-ocean calculations
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ate showr. Tire srngle-site conr:entrat ions rf e hi.ghc'r , arrd the
release*r'ate I imits mofe reul rrc;t.tve, because they rrrr:Iude the possrbility
of snort-tetm, Iocal ,:f f ects, sr.rch as for'mar iorr of frigh-concentration
plt.rnes in the vicinity of the durnping site. Ifre Japanese assessment also
considers the possibility of such events (5tA/N58, rrndated (a), Appendix
lI ) but concludes that their effects on the long-term average
concentrations would be included in the .lssumed vertical diffusron
coefficient.

Compered wrth the IAEA finite-ocean calculation based on estimaLed bottom
concentrationsr the Japanese assessment uses coneentrations esLimated for
1000 metres depth that range from fifty times lower for hal f-lives of one
year to about three times lower for long-lived nuclides. The difference
for the long-lived nucl.rdes is due simply to the difference in ocean-basin
voltunes assumed in the calculations. Compared with the IAEA single-site
calculation, the concentrations used in the Japanese asaessment are as
mueh as 1000 times lower for the shortest-lived nuclides. The differences
reFlect the conservatism in the IAEA assessment, which was aimed at
estimating maximum conceivable doses to rndividuals or critical groups.

For the ingestion pathways leading to internal exposure, the Japanese
asssessment uses lower coneumption rates than ooes the IAEA assessment.
These rates are compared in Table 9-7. The main reason for the difference
appears to be that the IAEA deliberately clrose consumption rates
sufficiently large Lhat for each pathway it would be unlikely that members
of one critical consumption group would also be members of a critical
consumption group for another type of seafood (IAEA, 1978c). Thus bhe
release-rate limits are set on the hrasis of the single most limiting
ingestion pathway. In the Japanese asseasment, on the other hand, the
doses from all the pathways were sunmed to give the total exposure. For
exPosure to fishermen the Japanese assegsment assumed consumption rates
three times the figures given in Table 9-7. These higher figures and the
resulting higher doses for fishermen may be more applicable to some
Pacific Islanders who deperrd neavily on seafood rn their diets. The
concentration factors used in the two assessments to estimate radionuclide
concentrations in seafood are very similar. The Japanese assessment also
uses Iess extreme assumptions concerning possible external irradiation
from exposure to contaminated sediments than does the IAEA. (Strict
application oF the IAEA model to the case of the proposed Japan dunping
would predicb a large eontribution to the total dose from cobalt-60 by
external irradiation. Ihe Japanese assessment reaehes what appeare lo be
the more realistic concl.usion that seafood ingestion is the most important
exposure pabhway.) ,

It is important to emphasize again t.he difference in aims between the IAEA
and Japan assessments. The IAEA assessment was designed to set upper
limits on the pecmibt.ed raLes of release which, in practice, would not be
approached. The Japanese assressment, on the other hand, attempts a moreor lees realistic appraisal of the actual impact of a specific proposed
activityr though ib too contains some degree of conservatism. Presumably,
the purpose of the dose calculations in the Japanese report, particularly
the calculations cf collective doses, was to provide eventually for a
means of comparing sea disposal with oLher options.
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Criticisms of the NSB dunping proposal ean be found in a report prepared
by Prof. |{. Jackson Davi.s (Davis, l98l), who has also issued other reports
dealing with various aspects of ocean dunping of radioactive waste (Davis,
1980; L982). ProF. Davis's view is that there is insufficient knorledge
to guarantee the safety of ocean dunping of radioacti.ve wastes and, for
that reason, dunping should not be done. He believes that storage on land
is a better alternative. His reports appear to be position papers which
advocate thab alternative, and it is acknowledged that they are "political
not (purely) scientific docr-ments in the conventional sense' (}{. J.
Davis, personal cormunication). The reports point out a nrnber of the
uncertainties of present scientiFic lnowledge about the oceans.
Unfortunately, however, they do not attempt to quantify the hazards of
ocean durping (except for an erroneous calculation in Davis (1981))' nor
do they consider possible hazards of the preferred land-based alternative.
The Technical Group considers Davis's reports to be effective statements
of the author's poeition, but it would caution that they are strongly
biased and should not be relied upon as objective appraisals of t,he
problem or of the present state of scientific knowledge. Nevertheless'
Davis's report on the NSB proposal does raise a number of points that are
worthy of consideration by those seeking an understanding of the
scientific problems related to ocean dumping. l{e take so{ne of those
points here as a focus for the Technical Group's ourn comments on the
Japanese proposal.

Davisrs first criticism is that the proposed Japanese dunping program
would violate provisions of the London Dr.rmping Convention. He refers
specifically to present Fishing activities and the possibility of a future
need to exploit seabed mineral deposits in the area (specifically
manganese nodules). The LDC requires that these possibly conflicting uses
of the ocean be considered, and the Japanese did, in fact, consider them.
The propoeed dumping site is at a depth of 6,000 metres, greatly below the
depbhs at which fishing is carried out, and only a very small area on the
seafloor world be occupied by the dunping site and thus made incompatible
with seabed mining activities.

A more fundamental problem in satisfying the provisions of the LDC' and a
more difficult one from the scientific standpoint, is the requirement
that, in granting permits for dunping at sea, national authorities
consider "the practical availability of al.ternative land-based methods of
treatment, d.isposal or elimination ...". ln its Recommendationsr the IAEA
elaborates on what this requirement means when radioactive materials are
concerned (tlfn, L978a, para.B.l. 2) r

(f) The operations should be justified by assessing their net benefits'
taking into consideration the radiation conaequences and
possibilities of alternative procedures;

(2) The radiation protection aspects of the operation should be
optimized, keeping the resulting eollective doses (including their
occupational and public eomponents) aa low as is reasonably
achievable, economic and social factors being tahn into aceountl
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and,

(r) The doses to inctividual members of the public shrlulc, rrot reach the
appropriate dose limitsr now or rn the future. In estimating the
doses, accottnt must be taken of otner practices whrch mrght 

"iposethe same critical population groups.

Ihe above requirements are based on the prrncrples and phirosophy
established by the ICRP (see Chapter 4).

The requirement for optimization and comparison with alternative disposaloptions would require, in the final anarysis, that predictions ofcollective doses baed on realistic assumpLions be made both for
ocean-based and for land-based alternatives. As we have seen in thepreceding discussion, however, scientific understanding of oceanic
processes and transfer pathways is not sufficient for exact firedictions bo
be made. Davis's reports point to severaL areas where this is so. If one
19 only eoncerned with setting limits, it is possible Lo overcome theselimitations by making very conservative tpessimistic) assumptions aboutthe worst that might happenr ers the IAEA has done. This is a very
reasonable procedure, and the Technical Group considers Lhe release-ratelimits set by IAEA to be based on a very high degree of caution and
conservatism.

Tlle lurping rates involved in the proposed Japanese proqram are far belowthe IAEA Iinits, and the proposed site satisfies the qeneral criteria setby the IAEA in its Recommendations. Thus it could eisily be argued that
the-safebv of the proposed dunping by Japan is already demonstratJo by the
IAEA woik. The principal aim of the NSB report snoulo be to justifi tne
proposed operation by reference to the IAEA requirements listed-56vil lnthis respect, the present draft of the NSB report is rnadequate. The dosecalculation that are given, particularly for the collective doses, appearto be an approach toward more realistic estimates of doses thai rigttactually be received, but the report contains no comparison with other
aI ternatives .

!n the basis, Iargely, of the work by IAEA discussed in section 9.1.1, itis the view of the lechnical Group that the proposed Japanese dunping
operation in the North Pacifie is not a significant issue from 

.thi
standpoint of environmental safety ( thougn there rnay be important legal
$d political principles. involved that ire beyond the competence of [ne
Technical Group to assess). The amounte of radioactivity' to be disposedof, moetly of short half-life, are smarl enough that there isinsigniFicant hazard. rt is worth noting that the piesent invegtory of,for example, fallout caesiun-I,7 in the i,lorth PaciFic (about 5g06 "r"i"";Bowen et al., f980) is being reduced at a rate of about I.2xI0) curies peryear becauae of radioactive decay. The maximum gaesium-l}7 dtrnpinq 

"'ateprojected for the irlorth Pacific site is, at rxl0q curies per year, rorer
then this. Thug.even_if dunping were to proceed at the maximum projectedrater the eeesium-IJ7 inventory would continue to decline un[il asteady-state inventory had been reaehed at about I.]x106 curies. Therewould also be the diFference thet the highest concentrations would occurat the bottom of bhe ocean rather than a[ the surfacer 88 they do at
present.
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In his evaluation of an earlier draft of the NSB environmental safety
assessment, Davis (I98I) arrived at the startling conclusion that Ehe

Japanese scientists had based their dose calculations on a total release
rafe of only one curie per year, rather than the actual dunprng rate of
I0r curies per [ear, and he asserted that the actual doses that would be
received would be t00r0tj0 times Iarger than they predicted and would
exceed legal limits. The Technical Group has carefully examined the
present draft translation, and it is quite clear that sueh an error was

not made by the Japanese in their dose calculations. ProFessor Davis
apparently misunderstood the use of one curie per year as a hypothetical
unit rate .oF release that was, Iater in the calculations, multiplied by
the actual rates of release of the individual radionuclides. It should
perhaps be explained that this is merely a device used rn the calculaLions
to deal convenienLly with the fact that each radionuclide must be
considered separately and that each is assumed to be released at a

diFferent rate.

It does not necegsarily follow from the above conc.l.usion regarding the
safety of the particular Japan durnping proposal that dunping of
radioactive waste in the ocean should be advocated generally as a

procedure to be prefemed over land-based options. This cannot be clearly
decided on the basis of present scientific knorrledge alone, Continued
objective evaluation of a1I the alternatives is required. The problem of
the management of wastes, both radioactive and non-radioacliver will
always exist, and scientific understanding of the environment will
continue to be revised. The Technical Group feels it is important that
policies and practices remain flexrble enough to respond to changed
circtrnstances and improved scientific knowledge. At any moment in timet
policy decisions should be based on the best scientific information then
available, but bhere will always be need in the end for the exercise of
good judgment and common sense.

9.1.I.3 U.5. proposal to dispose of nuclear submarines

A proposal to use a site on the deep seafloor off the coast of California,
U.S.A., for the disposal of decommissioned nuclear submarines is presently
being considered, along with other options, by the U.S. Navy. (A second
site, in bhe Atlantic off bhe Carolinas, is also being considered.) If
this option $,ere used, all of the spent fuel would first be removed from
the reactors. However, there woul.d still be some radioactiviLy contained
in the reactor preesure vessels of the submarines. The radionuclides
present would be due to neutron activation, during reactor operation, of
the elements in the steel from which the pressure vessel.s and other
reactor components are made. They would be mainly isotopes of manganeset
iron, cobalt and nickel.

The U.5. Navy (f982) recently distributed a draft environmental impact
statement in which ocean disposal and land disposal alternatives are
evaluated in great detail. Public comment has been invited, and there has
been no decision made on which alternative wiII be used. Dose rates and
dose commitments that might result from both alternatives were calculated
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snd compared. For
per year would

ocean drsposal, IL rlas ':ongtdereo Lnat t,nrec submarines
be disposed of . The t.otal smourrt cf radioactiv ity

conbained in each suomarine six ,ronths afler srrutdown would be aoout
6.2xl0a curies, largely consistrng of cobalL-50, nickel-6J and iron-55.
Release cates of the radionuclrdes woulC be Iimited by the rate of
corrosion of the steel pressure vessel. Initially, and For up lo a
hundred years after sinking, there would be little or no release expected,
because the reactor compartment would be sealed. This would allow for a
great reduction of the initial activity by radioactive decay. It is
estimaLed that the maxi'num release rate in any year From 100 ships on the
seafloor would be 39 curies per year, corrsisting mainly of nrckel-51.

Dose commitments were based on oceanographic and radiological
calculat.ions. Calculations based on what were cortsidered realistiq
assumptions gave an average individual whole-oody dose of 6xl0-d
microsievert per year, an altogether Lrivial value. A worst ease
calculation, in which it was assumed that a critically exposed person
would consume in one year 65 kilograms of seafood rl I harvested
immediately at the deep disposal site, yieJ.ded a close of 20 microsievert
per year, aJ.so a small value. Seafood consumption would be the most
important pathway and nickel-61 thc most importanb contrrbutor to the
dosc. It can be concluded that the ailounts of radioacLivity released and
the resulting doses recetved Dy people would be rnsignificant by
comparison to oLher radioactivrty rnputs and radiatron doses in the South
Pacific Region.

?.L.2 Sub-seabed Emplacernent of Hion-Level Radioactive rlasle

Hrgh-level radioaetive wastes dre preserrLly accumulating rn a number of
counLries around the world wnere nucl.,:ar reacLors are ln operacion (Figure
9-5). They result from the nuclear fission process (Chapter )) and
accumulate in the reactor fuel elemenls. AfLer a reactor has been
operating for a period of Lime, bhe fuel e.lements musL be replaced. At
that point the spent fuel elemenbs may either be rJisposed of ( throwaway
fuel cycle) or reprocessed to extract the remaining uranium and plutonium
for Further use as fuel. Reprocessrng also genera[es high-Ievel wastes
consisting mainly of fission products with some resrdual uranium,
plutonium and other transuranic elements (Chapter ) , section l.U).

The problem of managing high-level radioactive waste is larger by order oF
magnitude than the comeaponding low-level waste problem. One esbimatg
placee Ehe accrnulated amgynts to be disposed of by the year 2000 at 9xI0-
Ci of actinides and lx10^- Ci of fission products from worldwide elecbric
power production (Grimwood and l{ebb, 1976). Drspersion of such quantities
of radioactivity in the environment is not acceptable, so sbrategies of
isolation must be pursued, unlike the case oF low-level waste where it is
considered that small, releases to the envrronment may be permissible. lt
is generally considered that high-levelr, radioactive wasteg muEt be
isglated from the biosphore For at least l0' years and perhaps as long as
l0o years, depending on how the potential hazard is quantitatively
deflined. In the thited States a revraw group appointect by President
Carter advised bhat the responsibility for keeping the wastes isolated
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should not be left to future generations (Interagency Review Group, LgTg).
The length of time is simply too long to expect institutional barriers to
remain effective. Thus a requirement rs that waste repositories be
Located in sites that are unlikely to be breached, either intentionally or
accidentally, by future human activities. This rules out indefiniLe
storage as a long-term waste-management strategy.

Emplacement of high-Ievel radioactive wastes within the sediments of the
deep sea is one of several geologic disposal options being considered by
the US and other nations. Other geologic media receiving serious
attention are basalt, salt, sha1e, granibe, and other types of crystalline
rocks. The major effort in Lhe US is direcled toward Lhe potential
land-based repositories, but since I97t, the Department of Energy has also
funded a projecL to evaluate the feasibility of burial within the deep
ocean floor. This project, known as the Subseabed Disposal Program, is
coordinated by Sandia National Laboratories. Several accounts of the
proglam are available in the published literat,ure (Anderson et al., Lg75;
Hollister, 1977, l98l; Hollister et aI., 1981; Hinga, L?BZ; Hinga et al.,
1982), and a status report for l98l is soon to be available (Sandia
National Laboratories, 19Bl). Investigations oF bhe sub-seabed disposal
concept are also being carried out in other countries, and 8n
international Seabed llorking Group (Sl{G) has been established under the
auspices of the oECD/NEA. The members of the Sl{G are Canadar the
Commission of European Communities, the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Japan, bhe Netherlands, Switzecland, the United Kingdorn and tne
United States. Through its annual meetings the Sl{G promotes exchange of
information and provides for a continuing review of the sub-seabed
disposal option by a large number of scientists.

Consideration of the sub-seabed alternative has focussed on the so-called
mid-plate, mid-gyre (MPG) regions oF the ocean (Bisnop and Hollister,
L974). The plates referred to are the slabs into which the lithosphere(tne outer shell of the earth, consisting of brittle rr:ck) is divided(Figure 9-6). At the boundaries between lithospheric plates, violent
phenomena such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions are likely to occur
as new oceanic crust is formed (at the mid-ocean ridges) or destroyed (at
oceanic trenches), or as Lhe plates slide past each other. Conditions
away from the plate boundaries, on bhe other hand, are relatively
quiescent, and the mid-plate regions under the oceans are known to be the
most seismically stable (that is, free of earthquakes) areas on earth.
Records of the past several million years contained in the sediments of
MPG regions show a relative constancy of conditions on the deep-sea floor
compared with the situation on land, where drastic changes in climate b,ere
felt (Corliss et aI., f982). Additionally, with regard to sedimentation,
mid-ocean regions are in general deposilional environments, whereas
continental. areas are generally erosional. These aspects of geological
stability and predictability are the main scientiFic reaaons for
eonsidering the mi.d-plate oceanic areas as possible wast.e repositories.
The gyres referred to above are the large-scale systems of oceancirculation. Mid-gyre areas are considered to be potentially the most
acceptable sites, because they are where the least biological activity is
found. This would add a level of safety, buL is probably a less important
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criterion eince the strategy rs one of isolation, not dispersion. gther
technicel critenia that appear to be filled by MPG sites are remotenessfrom human ectivitiee and limitation of exploitaole resources comparedwith other placee on earth.

Possible methods of emplacing the wastes beneath the seafloor areilluetrated in Figute 9-7. Containment of the waste and isolation frorn
!h" bioephere are besed on the multiple barrier concept illustrated inFigure 9-8. lfuch of the present research is aimed at determining the timeit would take for radionuclides to pass through the muttiple barriers andto decide whether that time is long enough for the waste to decay tonegligible levels. Present thinking is lnat emplacement within theunconsolidated sediments, at a depth of some ]0 - I00 metres below theseafloor would probably be safer than emplacement within the underlying
basement rocks, whose permeability is still not very werl known. rhesediments themgelves are considered to be the principal barrier tomigration, becauae water flows through them very slowly, and migration ofradionuclides is retarded by adsorption on the sediment- grains.

Survey work in eonnection with the Subseabed Disposal Program is being
conducted in five study regions located in the NorLh Atlintic and North
Pacifie. (Figure 9-9). Tha purpose of the surveys is to determine whether
candidate sites within those regions meeL a number of selection criteriarelated to (l) geological stability, (z) suitability oF the sedimenr toaerve as a barrier and (l) avoidance of shipping lanes, communication
cables, strong currenta, inclement weather and areai with plausible fubure
economic raaourcea.

At present the Subseabed Disposal Program continues to examine thescientific and environmental feasibility of the concept. Some of theimportant, but as yet unanswered, scientific questions relaLe to theeffects that the heat-generated in the waste canisters by radioactive
decay would have_on (I) the properties of the surrounding sediment, (Z)
the migration of radionuclides within the interstitj.al waters of the
sediment and (]) the uptake of radionuclides by adsorption on the sedimentgrains. The question of hole closure, that is, whether or not the holethat is formed during emplacement of a canister will seal iteelf, thuspreserving the barrier, is also among the mole imporbant questions
remaining to be answered. The feasibility phase of the program is due torun until 1988. . (Hinga et al., r9B2). If technical leasibility isestablished by that time, then the engineering developrnent phasi isgcheduled lo follow. It is noL known when actual disposal operations
might begin, but they would not likely begin until well into the next
century, possibly.in 25-J0 yeers. In the meantime it would be necessaryto establish international agreenents and regulat,ory mechani.sms forcontrolling the operations. Legar and politicir barriers to
implementation of the sub-seabed disposal concept are expected to be quite
formidable (Deese, L977; l97g).
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It is too soon yet for anyone to conclude whether or not sub-seabed
disposal of high-Ievel radioactive waste would be a safe or practical
procedure. Several more years of scientrfic research are needed before it
will be possible to give an informed cpinion on that quesLion. It is the
view of the Technical Group that scienlific reaearch and evaluation of aIl
Ehe competing options For waste management should continue with the aim of
finding the best solution, always, oF course, subject to review wrthin Lne
scientific community and continued puolic scrutiny.

9.I.t Nuclear l{aste Storaqe

ln addition to the proposed waste-disposal activities that are now under
study and may occur in the South Pacific Region, there is also a recently
announced proposal to uee Palmyra Islandr or possibly otner Pacific
islands, such as l{ake or Midwayr Be sites for the construction of
above-ground, interim storage facilit,ies for high-1evel nuclear wastes
(Van Dyke et al., L98)i Finn, in press (a, b)). According to the
proposal, spent nuclear fuel from Japan, Korea and Taiwan would be stored
there t.emporarily whrle permanent disposal strategies are being developed.
The US and Japan have an agreernent bo carry out a joint sLudy oF the plan.

This proposed activiby does not, of course, involve any planned releases
of radionuclides to the envirorment, but one must consider the possibility
of accidental releases on the island during the storage period, at sea in
case of maritime casualty or in seaports as the result ol mishaps during
loading or unloading of the waste. The Technical Group has not examined
any official or scientific documents relating to the proposed waste
storage plan and is thus not able at this time to comment on the hazards
that mi.ght be associated with it. In view of the large quantities of
radioactive material that would be involved, it is essential that a
careFul study, including quantitative assessmenls of radiation doses that
might be received by people in the event of an accrdental release, be
carried out.

9.2 NUCLEAR I{EAPONS TESTING

At present the U5, USSR, France, and Peoples' Republic of China have
act,ive programs for the testing of nuclear weapons, In I95J the US, UK

and USSR signed a test-ban treaty which prohibits testing oF nuclear
weapona in the atmosphere. Sinee then, Lesbs by those countries have all
been conducted underground. France and Chrna were not signatories to the
treaty, and both countries conducted a number of explosions above ground
after L96t, though not on a large scale compared to the bests conducted oy
the US and USSR prior bo that time. Between L966 and L974 Franee
conducted 41 atmospheric tests at its Centre d'fxperimentaLion du
Pacifique (CEP) in the Tuamotu Islands (Journal des Forces Armdes, L982).
Since 1974 atl French Lesting has been conducted underground, and in
recent years only China has conducted nucl.ear explosions above ground.
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The testing of nuclear explosives underground avoids pollution of the
atmoaphere by radioactive debris and is constdered to be a safer
procedure, with regerd to human healbh, than is abmospheric testing. Ihis
ie unqueetionably true on the global scale and for the short tetmr because
the radioactive material is contained within the underground cavity rather
than being dispersed worldwide. However, one cannot be certarn about the
long-term effects that might arise in the vicinity of an underground
testing eite without considering a number oF questions that cannot
presantly be answered, Referring primarily to the US and USSR programs of
underground testing, Eisenbud (197t) stated: "Whether the underground
acctrnulations of redioactive debris will in time prove significant as a

form of environmental pollution remains Lo be seen. Ihe quantities oF
debrie so involved are huge, but objective evaluation of potential
Iong-range risks has not been possible because littLe of the basic data
have been made availabLe'r. The same problem limiled the Technical Group's
ability to judge the situation in the South Paeific Region. The
information available on the subject rs limrted because of the secrecy
that surrounds military activities, especially programs of Yreapons
developnent.

It is the policy of the French Government not to announce its nuclear
weapons tests, and most of the available information regarding them comes
from reports made by other countries when the explosrons are detected.
According to unofFicial information given in Journal des Forces Armdes
(1982), between I97, and 1982 aproximately 50 bests yrere carried out
underground at CEP, mostly on the atoll of l'lururoa.

The Technical Group received information provided oy the French Governmenl
concerning the procedures used at CEP (DIR CEN tO44, dated 24 June 1982.).
The underground tests are conducted at the bottom of verLical shafts I.5
metres in diameter aL depLhs ranging from >00 to II00 metres, depending on
the expected yield ofl the explosion (usually beLween I and 100 kilotone).
The bottom of the shaft is always below the upper layer of limestone (a
highty permeable type of rock) and within the underlying basalt (a dense
and less permeable type of rock). Before the explosion, the shaft is
sealed with several hundred metres of cement alternating with layers of
aggregate, to contain the explosion within the basalt. In Lhe past the
shafts were bored on the rim of the atoll, but in the future they are to
be bored within the lagoon at distances of more than 1.2 kilometres from
the periphery. This change is being made for greater safety.

In order bo estimate the amounts oF radioactivity produced during the
tests, it is necessary to know the fission and fusion yields of tne
exploaions. That information is not avaitable alEhough rt is generally
considered that explosions of yields less than 100 kt are purely fission
exploaions, UNSCEAR (f982) estimated the total fissron and fusion yields
for the 1966-1974 period of atmospheric testing at CEP (Table 6-l). The
yielde in individual years were highly variable, but the average for the
period was about I megaton per year each of fission yield and fuaion
yield. Extrapolation of bhose averages into bhe underground testing
period, for which actual data are unavailable, allows some approximation
to be made of how much radioacbivity might be produced in en averege year.
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For one megaton of fission yield, Ixl05 curie of sLrontiun-90 and I.Sxl05
curie of caesiun-Ll7 are produced (Klement, 1955). In addilron the large
quantities of neutrons released would yield a variety of aetivation
products in the surrounding rock. Es[imates of the amounts of activalion
products formed by underground explosions were made by Miskel (L964) in
connection with the US Plowshare program, which investigated the
feasibility of peaceful uses of nuclear explosions. The estimates were
for a one-megaton device (99 percent fusion) exploded in basalt. Most of
the activation products would be short-Iived, wiih half-lives measured in
hours or days, but significant quantities of longer-lived tritium
(halF-Iife 12 ,years) and iron-55 (half-life ?.7 years) would also be
produced (txl0' curie of tritium and 7.)xI?' curie of iron-55). The
amounts calculated were based on the assumption of a boron absorber
surrounding the device, which would reduce the neutron llux by a factor of
about I00. In the absence of such an absorber, the amounts of acbivation
products lormed would be much larger.

An additional calculation can be carried out to give some perspectrve on
Lhe amounts of artificial radionuclides that might be produced during che
French underground testing. During bhe year 1981, tne 26L nuclear power
reactors in operation developed a total of 144x10' elegfi,ric watts, which
corresponds to a total energy production g[ rboul l.5x]U^" joules. 0n the
basis of one megaton per year and 4.55x10'-joules per megaton, the French
programme of underground tests would contribule approximately 0.01 percent
oF the total global production of artificial radionuelides.

The above are crude approximations, but iL will be seen that although the
amounts of radioactivity produced by the underground tests are not
especially large by comparison with global production rates, neither can
they be regarded as negligible. However, as long as they remain in place
within the rock, the radionuclideo are harmless to people or any other
parL of the biosphere. ln order to evaluate the possible environmental
hazards associated with the underground explosions, what needs !o be known
is whether or not some of the radionuclides will be released bo the ocean
as the result of leacning by any seawater that percolates through the
rock. This cannot oe determined with presently available data. More
informaLion is needed on the hydrological situation of Ehe atoll and the
permeability and other properties of the rock related to its suitability
as a containment medium for the radionuclides that are oroduced. There
have been reports in the news media of possible structural damage to the
island and releases of radioactivity to the ocean, but the Technical Group
has been unable to obtain any official docunentabion of these evenLs.

tt is the view oF bhe Technical ,3roup that the amounts of radioactivity
likely to be produced as the resulr of the French underground explosions
are not Iarge enough to be eause lor alarm but that they are large enough
lo warrant serious concern, especially rf the testing program and the
accumulaLion of radionuclides at the underground site are to continue lonq
rnto the future.

lf comparabLe amounts oF radioacLive waste were to be produced as
result of a civilian undertaking, and if the wastes were destined

the
for
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disposal in one oF the technological.Iy developed countries in which suchan activity was carried out, there would, in most eountries, beconsiderable public eoneern and a requirement that an environmental impact
assessment be conducted, and released for public scrutiny and scientifiereview, before the undertaking began operation. This h,Bs not done in thecase of Lhe French military lesting program in the Tuamotus. However, itis noted that a scientific mission ieo by Haroun Tazieff u,as recently sentby the French Government to investigite the safety of Mururoa and itsenvironment- The report of that group is to be published soon, but it wasnot available for consideration by the Technical Group.

The Technical Group believes that a careful envirormental aasessnent ofthe potential long-term effects of underground testing at CEp is needed toevaluate the continued suitabilrty of the site. A carefully designedmonitoring of the ocean in the vicinity of the testing site is also neededto determine whether_ any significant releases oF radioactivity arepresently occurring. Tritium is likely to be the most sensitive indj.catorof this, because it is produced in abundance and is the nuclide that,because of its chemical properties, is most likely to escape. In thisconnectionr a survey would need to be designed very careFully io establishregional baclqround levels, because mucn tiitium has already been added tothe ocean from the atmosphere. Samples from the 500-1b00 metre depthrange would be _espeeially important, because they would be expected tocontain tritium from any sub-surface releases that might be occurring, andbecause little of the tritium from the atmosphere nas yet penetrated tothose depths in the ocean (see Chapter g). Thus the Uactcground tritiumconcentrations at those depths are very low. It should be eiphasized thatvery eareful scientific interpretation of the data obtained in such asurvey would be necessary to determine whether any measured tritiun is dueto a sub-surface release or merely due to the bac-lqground. Because tritiunwould probably be the most sensitive indicator of any sub-surface releeseof radioactivity from the atoll, measurements ol other radionuclides would
be. relatively unimportant unless positive results were obtained from thetritium monitoring.

Further information is also required on the geological and thehydrologicar properties of bhe atollr aB poseibli,oiirieo by theexplosions. This information would allow the aesessment of thepossibility of future releases. If the possible rates of release anddeqthg of _release to the ocean were known, thei-ffisentiy availableradiological aesessment methods, along the linea oF those discuased insection 9.1 above, could be employeJ bo estimate doses thet might bereceived by people and to give an objective evaluation of theenvirormental impact.

It . ie the position of the French Government thet no release occura andthat there ars conaaquently no doaes received by people ag lhe reeult ofunderground teeting. Thie mcy indeed prove to be true for normaloperationsr but it ie not unraaEonable tb inquire about the effeeta ofpoasible accidentE. It would be deeirable to know whether the FrenchGoverrment has eoneidered any woret-cEee ecenarioe and, if so, wtrether ithas estimEted the doses that might reault from them. '
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The lechnical Group urges Lhat any scientific oata rej.ating tO
anvironmental safety in the vicinity of i4ururoa, 'ahe[her it is preeently
held by the French Governrnenb or obbained in fuLure surveysr be promptly
published and distributed to Gov:rnments in the Region.

As an example of the type of scientific data which shoul,J be published,
reference is made again to the decision by France Lo conduct, future
underground nuclear tests at CEP in shafts bored with.tn lhe lagoon, lhe
Iechnical Group believes thab the rjecision could only have been taken
after a thorough scientific evaluation of the need for bhe change. The

lechnical Group urges prompt publieation of Lhie scientifrc evaluation and
rts distribution bo Governments in the Region.

9.] OTHER ACTIVITIES

A number of additional sources, or potential sourcea, of artificial
radioactivity in the South P':cilic iiegion should be considered. ln
general t.he releases of radioactivity from these sources are likel.y to be
smaLlr orr in the case of accidents, unpredictaole, and only brief mention
of them is made here.

There do not presently appear [o be any plans for development of nuclear
electric poh,er 3enerating facilities among countries in the South Pacifie
Region, but such facilities do exist in several countries around the rim
of the Pacific, such as the USl Japan, Korea, Taiwan snd the Philippines
(Figure 9-6). D.rring the production of pov{er by a nuclear reactor'
radioactive fission products are formed within the fuel r and neutron
activation products are formed within the sttuctural and cladding
materials. Radionuclides are found in the coolanL watef because of
activation of rmpuribies in the water itself, because of escape of fission
products from the small fractir:n oF the fuel elements with defective
eladding, and because of corrosion of the structural and cladding
materials. AII reactors have lreatment systems fcr the removal of
radionuclides from gaseous and liquid wastes, and the low-level releases
which occur are monitored and can be controlled at the source. At coastal
rnstallations, liquid effluents are clischarged to the ocean. The

quantities of radionuclides involved are very stnalI and, excepl at
locabions very close to the point of discharge, they cennoL be cleLected
above levels attribubable to worldwide falloub from stmospheric nuclear
tests.

Naval propulsron reactors are used on submarines and other warships.
Contaminated coolant waters containing small amounts of cobalt-5tl and
other radionuc I ides are drseharged i,n harbors, and tne demineralrzer
resins used to decontaminate the cooLanb are sometimes du,nped aL 36a.

Re,:ently the US and Japan have announced plans lo expand existing nuclear
ruprocessing activilies, the US to resume plutonium production at Hanford,
Washingtorr, and Japan to scale up commercial spent fuel reprocegstng
similar Lo th'.rt currently conducted at Iokar llura (Ftnn, rn press (a'bL ).
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Theea activities would lead to qnall coeatal diachargee bhat could affect
limited areeg.

Finally one must consider the poesibility of accidental releaseg of
radioactivity to the envirorment that could conceivably oecur during any
of the operations in wtrich radioactive materials ere handled. The
Technical Group has not reviewed this aubject in any detailr but notee
that it ig an important part of the aEsessmente that are being made of
poasible raste-diaposal activities (STA/NSB, undated (a); Sandia National
Laboratoriee, 198]).
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IABLE %I

PATHWAYS AND M@ES OF EXPO5URE CONSIDERED
IAEA RAOIOLOGICAL BASIS

Mode of ExposurePathrev

FlEh cmsunption
Crustaeea coner.lmption
lblluac coneumption
Seereed conaumption
Plankton conaunption
Exposure frcrn shore aedimente
ExposurO from fiehennenrs gesr
Suepeneion of sediments
Evaporated from sea water
Desalinatsd rlatef eonsumption
Sea salt conar.mption
Sriming

Source: IAEA (f9ZSc)

Ingeetion
lngastion
lngeetion
Ingestion
Ingeetion
External imadiation
Extsrnal irradietion
Inhalation
Inhalatlon
Ingeetion
lngaetion
Externel imediation
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TABLE 9-2

RES$+IEilDED RELEASE RATE LtrI'IITS (gttrIIES P€R YEAR)

Single, Site Finite Qqe"q Voltme
(.t0'' m')

Group A 226Ra and very long r irlgf,
beta-gama emitters (based on '-*Ra)

Moet qlpha emi|f,,ers and transuranies
qlug '*C and '^"Pb (besed onz)rPu)

Group c ssr, rtTcs and most oru"t"7g*"'emiuucs (based un tdsr)

105

u7

t04

r05

108

r0l2
Group D Tritl.um and ghott-Iiveo
u"i.7e*"-*itu.oe (based on tribium) t01l

Sourcer IAEA (f978b)
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TNSLE 9-'

Iotal mounte
dutrped ( assuming
no decay took

place)

Haximun
dumping ratc
in one year

Averege
duping
ratc

IAEA Percent
telesea of IAEA

rate linitr relsasc
(a) rrte luit

c\/Y cr/y ci/y Ci/y

Alpha
aetivity

Alghe
activity
(Ra-gror.p)

Bcta/gama
ectivlty
(cx. tritim)
Iritim

8.1 x l0)

r00 (b)

2.5 x 105

2.5 x 105

1.4 x l0]

l0 (b)

4.) x 104

I xl05

75s

r0 (b)

,.6x104 (c)

4.rxloA (d) rdl << o.r

0.8

0.1

u.,

105

104

107

(a) IAEA (1978a)
(b) Eatimate, no tletailed infornratlon availablc over all ycera
(c) Average over 1975-1979
(d) Average over I974-J.979

Source : (ECD4{EA (1980)
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TlEtE 9-tl

IREDI0IIUCLIDE OtS.lFIt$G RAIES ASSttlED ArS UPFEff
LT}IIT5 IN THE JAPAI€SE ASsESs}IEI{T AND

Cg{PARIS0fl }|ITH IAEA (1978 a) RE|EASE.frAIE
LHIIS Fffi A SINGLE UI{PING SITE

Psrccnt, of Total
Activity ln

hppsd lleotg

tH

t\rn

6oco

9osr

roft"

l'7cE

l44ce

fotal beta/gamra

zz6t."

25Eu

2r9?u

Total alphe

(exccpt 22he)

0.02

t0

r0

10

0.2

}0

0.1

- ro0

0,0000r

u.0r

0.01

0.02

zo

lxlO4
:x1O4

1xI04

2xlB2
,xrd
1x102

- t05

I x 10-Z

m

1,0

zfr

r0?

t04

I05
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Tt8tr t-6

r,HE SADIATION MSE TTI TIf
PUSLIC DItr TO SEA O[sfgsAL

( Unit r mic,noai-avert/y:ar )

Pathray Eaneral fiahcrnan
publi.e

I. Internal Expoaure u,l

(I) Fish eonswption 0.0t

().2

0.09

!r.02

0.07

0.04

0.04

(Z) trnver'tobrate
conaumpti,on

(t) Seauead
eoneumption

ft) Othere

2n External Expoaure

t .0l

'0,04

u.02

u,,005

Totel 0.1 0.2

Eoureer STA/NSB (mdaLed (a))r p. tor roxtraqtsd fs.om lable 4.4
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TIBLE 9-7

CONSIT.IPTION RATES OF FISH AI{D OTTER I.IARINE
PR0DUCIS.ASSU,IED IN JAPAI{ESE (STA/NSB, undated (a))

AND IAEA ( 1978c) RADIOL0GICAL ASSESSI,IENTS

Product

Fidl

Invertebrate

Seereed

Plankton

Oesalinatad geawater

Sea salt

+ Cnstacee conaurption

200 600

zog+

r00

,0

2000

t

2000

(f00 g/day) plue mollrnc consrmption (100 {aay)

20

40

l0
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Flgure 9-5. Source: lleeae 1L977')r pp. ,6-i7.

Adoptcd from data supplied
by F{uclear News, Septanbet L976,
and from U.5. ERDA.

couirERclAL NUGLEAR mwER nEAGtOR.s - OPERABT-E. Ul\tDER COrtlS.RuC? ror{, OF 6R0ERED
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Figure 9-6. Plate tectonic map of the world. The plates
in motion relative to one another. Ihey are
moving apart, with the creation of new crust,
with the destruction of old crust, or moving
Source: Heezen and Hollister (1971).

oF the rorld are
either slowly
noving together

past one another.
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Figure 9-9. Study regions, Subseabed Disposal Program. Source: Sandia
National Laboralories (f981)
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Appendix I

GLOSSARY (r TERTIS

The definition of many ol the terms lisled in this short glossary have
been tabn From the report of The Australian Ionising Radiation Advisory
Council AIRAC No. 5 June 1979.

absor-bed dose When ionizing radiation passes through a material,
some oF its energy is imparted to the material. The
amount of energy retained per unit mass of the
material is called the absorbed dose. The unrt of
absorbed dose is the Gray:1 Gy = I J/lg = 100 rad

The process ol making a material radioactive by
exposing the material to neutrons, protonsr oD other
nuclear particles. Activation is also referred to as
radioac tivation.

activation

ctivity

alpha partiele

artificial
radtoactivity

ata

A measure oF the rate at whieh
nucl.ear radiation. Activity
terms of the number of nuclear
occur from a quantity of the
of time. The standard unit
represents one disintegration
unit was the Curie (C; ) r which
disintegrations per- second,
disintegrations per second.

a material is emitting
is usually measured in
disin tegrations wfrlch

material over a period
is lhe becquerel wtrich
per second. A formen

is equal to ).7 x lOru
i.e. 37 billion

A positively charged particle emitted by certain
radioactive materials. It is made up of two neutrons
and two protons bound together, which means it has an
electrical charge of +2, and it is identical to the
nucleue of helium-A (He-4) atoms. It is the least
penetrating of Ehe three cmmon types of ionizing
radiation (alpha, beta, and garma) emitted by
radioactive materiale and can be stopped by a sheetof paper.

Man-made radioactivity produced by the capture of
noutrons by atoms, oy the irradiation of atoms by
high energy particles or elecLromagnetic radiation or
radionuclidee produeed in nuelear fiesion or fusion.

The Emallest amount of an element wtrich has the
chemicel propertiee of that element. An atom cennot
be eub-divided by chemical means. It hae a central
nucleus wtrich carries a positive electric charge.
l*{egatively charged electrons move in orbits around



ataic rnrbcr

atcic reight

brclgroud
radiation

beta particle
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the nucleus. Each nucleus is made up of a number of
protons and a number of neutronsr except in the case
of the simplest hydrogen atom which has only one
proton in its nucleus. The number of protons in lhe
nuclei of atoms of an element is the atomie number of
that element and determines its chemical propertiee.
The number of protons in a nucleus of an atom and the
number of electrons in its orbits are eqlal and being
of equal but opposite electric charge result in atoms
having no nett electric charge ( that is being
electrically neutral). The sum of the nunber of
protone and neutrons in the nuclei of the atoms of an
element determine the mass nunber oF the element.
The number of neutrons in the nuclei of atoms of a

given element can vary giving atoms which have the
same aLomic number but different mass nunbers. These
different forms of the same element are called
isobopes of the eLement and each is identified by its
different mass number, Fot exampJ'e uranium-2)}t
uranium-2f5 and uranium-218 are isotopes of the
element uranium (atomic number 92). The different
isotopes of an el.ement have the same chemical
properties buL different physical properties.

The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom of an

element, AII atoms of the same element have the same

number of protons, whether radioactive or slable,

Jhe average weight of an atom of an element which is
usually expressed relative to one atom of the carbon
isotope 12 which is taken to have a standard atonic
weight of L?.

Radiation coming from outer sPaee (eosmic) and from
radioacLive materials found on earth. AIso called
natural radiation.

A charged particle emitted by certain radioactive
materials. lt has a unit el.ectrical charqe and a
mass which is equal to I/I8t7 of a proton. A

negatively charged beta particle is identical to an

electron and is the moDe etrnmon form of beta
activity. A positively charged beta particle is
called a positron and is Iess common. Exposure to
large levels of beta particles may cause skin burnst
and materials that emit beta parlicles are harmfuL if
they enter the body. Most beta particles are stopped
by a few millimetres of lead or steel.
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Plant and animal life.
(Collective-dose equivalent). The sum of lhe
radiation Coses lo an organ or tissue received by all
the individuals rn a population group exposed to a
source of radiation. in simple terms, a collective
dose to an organ or tissue rs the product of the
number of persons in the population group and the
average dose to that organ or tissue of Lhe members
of the group. The unit oF collective 'jose is person
sievert (Synonym man-sievert) .

The sum over arr infinite perrod of time, or over a
limiLed period, of the annual collective doses
received by the organs or tissues of a population
group as the result of a given pracbice which gives
rise to radiation exposure. This time may be
extended over several generations as in ffe ease of
lhe release of a long-lived nuclide r! C. The
population group may be as small as desired ( for
example, a local, regional, or national population)or
as large as the global population, Ihe unit of
collective dose csnmitment is person sievect (synonym
man-sievert) .

A special. type of dose equivalent commi[ment to
express the dose equivalent recetved by an organ or
tissue of a particular individual durtng his or her
working life as a result of a single intale of
radioactive materia] into the body. The dose will be
delivered over a period of time depending oF the
half-life of the radionuclide and on its reLention
and rate of elimrnation from the body. The unit of
committed dose equivalent is the sievert.

The activity of a radioactive material ( radionuclide)
per unit volune of air, water or other subsLance or
per unit mass oF non-radioactive (stable) material.
Typical units oF concentration are:

becquerels per millilitre (Bq/ml) of water
beecperels per gram (Bq/g) of solid matter

An enclosure to prevent or minimise the releaee to
the enviroflnent of radioact,ive materials
(radionuclides) from a nueleat reactor or radioactive
wastes.

Radioactive material (radionuclide) in unsealed,
gaseoua, liquid or particulate form released to lhe
envirorment in air, water or other substance or
present on a surfaee.
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A stream of ionizing radiation of extraterrestrial
orrgin, ehiefly of protons, alpha particles, and
other aLomic nuclei bub including some high energy
photons and electrons. A "natural" source of
radiation.

(Cumulative Dose-Equivalent). Total ctose equivalent
[o an organ or tissue resulting from a contrnuous or
repeated exposure to radiation. The unit of
cunulative dose is the sievert (see Dose-Equivalent).

A nuclide formed rn the decay of a radionuclide
(called the parent). Some ctaughter products ere also
radioactive and others are non-radioactive (stable)
nuclides.

The process of spontaneous Lransformation of a raclro-
act,:.ve nuclide 'uo a difFerent nuclide or differertt
energy state of the same nuclide. Radioactive decay
involves the emission of alpha particles, or beta or
gamma rays from the nuclei of the atoms. IF a
radioacLive nuclide is transformed to a stable
nuclide, the process results in a decrease of the
number of original radioactive atoms. Radioacf-ive
decay rs al.so referred to as radioactive
disintegration.

Any process in which a nucleus of ; nuclide emits one
or more particles or photons of radiation energy,
either spontaneously in the case of a radionuclide or
as the result of a nuclear reaction.

(of radioacLive wastes,) grther the planned release
of radioactive wastes to the environment as airborne
rrr J.iquid effluent or their permanent placement with
Lhe intention cl them nut bei.ng retrievable.

A general term which denotes the quantity of
radiation or the radiation energy absorbed; usual.ly
expressed in gray for doses to man.

Tnis is a measure of bhe averaqe dose commitment,
per individual, ro a group of exposed people, summed
over i.nfinrte time and possibJ.e over several
generations. It may be defined as [he sum over an
infinite period of time, or if desired over a limited
period, of the annual radiation doses to an organ or
tissue, which will be received by the average member
of a population group as a result of a practice which
gives rise to radiation exposure. The "averagerl
member receives a dose which is the average of that
received by the group. The population group may be
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as large as the global population or aa small as
desired (for example, a local, regional, or nationa-l.
population). The unit of dose equivalent cmmitment
is sievert.

The quantity which expreaaes absorbed dose on a
ctxnmon scale for bhe purpose of assessing protection
against possible deleterious biological eonseguences
of t,he absorbed dose. In this Report, unless
qualified the term 'dose' means dose eqlivalent, is
the product of the absorbed dose and a quality
factor, the value of wtrich depends on the type and
energy of ihe radiation which gave rise to the
absorbed dose. For radiation protection purpoaes,
the ICRP recmmends the lollowing quality factors:

X-rays, garilna rays, beta rays
Thermal neutrons
Fast neutrons
Al pha rays

t
2.5

t0
20

The unit of dose equivalent, the sj.evert (5v), is
numerically equal to the absorbed dose in gray
multiplied by the appropriate quality factor.

The amount of radiation dose delivered in a unit
amount of time, for example, in sievert per year.

A negatively charged particle with a mass wtrich is
equal Lo I/L817 of a probon.

(eV). A small unit of energy nunerically eq.ral to
the energy gained by an electron when accelerated by
an electrical potentiq| difference of one volt. One
eV equals 1.5 x l0-rz joule (J). l.fultiple unite of
the electron volt are frequently,used.

I kilo-electron volt (tcv) fOj (1000) eV
I mega-electron volt (]'leV) tOo (I 000 000) eV.

A subgtance that cannot be divided into simpler
substances by chemical means. A substance whose
atoms all have the same atomic nunber.

A meeaure of the ionisation produced in air by
radiation; a genefal tern used to describe any
proeeaa *hich will reeult in an absorbed dose olF
rediatlon being imparLed to a material or in a
doee-equivelent of radiation being received by an
orgen or tissue of a pefson.

The aubjecting oF the outside of the body of an
organism to ionizing radiation.



exposure,
internal

fallout

faet neutrona

fiseile

figsion

fiasion pro4rcta

fusion

gine rey

half-life,
biological

half-Iife,
radiorctive

A process by which heavier
combination (or fusion) of
those of hydrogen). The
nuclei is accompanied by the

nuclei are formed by the
lighter ones (such as

formation of the heavier
release of energy.
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The subjecting of the inside of the body of an
organism to ionizing radiation.

Airborne radioactive frssion or fusion debris which
descends to the surface of the earth. Created by
above-ground nuclear explosions.

Neutrons, resulting from fissionr which have Iost
relatively little of their energy by collision wiLh
atoms. Compared with thermal neutrons they travel at
much higher speeds (see also Thermal Neutrons).

A material whose nucleus is capable of being split
(fissioned) by neutrons of variable energies.

The splitting of a heavy nucleus into approximately
equal parts rrd'rich is acconpanied by the release of a
relativeiy large amount of energy anci generally one
or more neutrons.

Isotopes of elements resulting from fission. These
isotopes are predominantly radioactive,

High-energy, short wavelength electromagnetic
radiation. Gamrna radiation frequently accompanies
beta particle emissions. Gamma rays are very
penetrating and are sLopped most effeclively by dense
materials such as lead or uranium. They are
essentially similar to X-rays but are usually more
energetic and originate from the nucleus. Cobalt-6tl
1s an example of a radionuclide that emiLs garma
rays.

The time required for a biological system, such as an
organ or tissue rn an organism, to clear by natural
(nonradioactive) procesaes, half the amount oF a

substance that has entered it.

iof a radionuclide): The time required for the
activity of a radionuclide to decay to half its
initial value. During that time half the radioactive
atoms present initially will have disintegrated.
Each radionuclide has a unique half-life. The
half-lives of the different radionuclides range from
small Fractions of a second to millions of years.
The halF-life of a radionuclide cannot be changed by
physical or chernical processes.
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higtrlevel

i.on

ionization

ionizing radiation

irradiation

irradistad

ieotope

lor-level

retabolir

rolecule

ronitorirtg

rultiplee and
sr$<ultiplee

Pertaining lo the intensity of a radioactive waste
with medium to long half-lrfe radionuclides.

An atomic particle, atom or chemrcal conponent
carrying an electric charge, eiLher positrve or
negative.

The process of adding or removing electrons so as to
form lons. Ionization can be caused by high
temperatures, electrical discharges ' or nucl'ear
radiation.

Any radiation which tJisplaces electrons from atoms or
molecules, thereby producing ions. ExampJ'es include
alpha, beta, and garma radiation. Exposure to
ionizing radiation may produce skin or Lissue damage.

The exposure of a material to radiation.

Having been exposed lo or treated with radiation.

One of two or more nuclides which have the same

number of protons but have different numbers of
neutrons in their nuclei. Therefore, the isotopes of
an element have the same aLomic number but different
atomie weights. Isotopes usually nave very nearJ'y
the same chemical properties but somewhat drfferent
physieal properties.

Refers to radioactiviLy of low intensity.

Chemical proeesses in general whicn occur within an

organism, or part of one.

A cluster of two or more atoms bonded together
ehemically. The atoms may be of the same element to
give a molecule of that efemen! or of different
elements to give a molecule of a chemical conpound.
For example, uranium dioxrde is an aggregate of aLoms

of the elements uranium and oxygen.

The systemabic collection and assessment of
rnformation to determine the adequacy of proteetion
againet radiation expoaure. For exampler absorbed
doses due to external radiation exPosure or the
concentretion of radionuclides in air or water may be
monitored.

The following prefixes are uged with units of
cpantities to denote multiples or suD-multrples of
these units. The multiple or sub-multiple may be
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expressed as the power of t.en to which it is equal.

Prefix lfultiple Sub-multiple

kilo (or k) thousand = L93
mega (or M) million = I0:
giga (or G) billion = lOY
iiifi (or m) thousandth to-J
micro (or u) millionth f0-:
nano (or n) billionth I0-?^
pico (or p) billion billionth l0-rz

Radioactivity of naturally occurring radionuclides.

An uncharged nuclear particle with a mass slightly
greater than that of a 'proton, found ih the nucleus
of every atom heavier than hydrogen. Neutrons
sustain the fission chain reaction irt a nuclear
reaetor. Outside a nuclear of an atom, a neutron ig
radioactive, deeaying with a half-Iife of about LZ
minutes bo produce a proton and an electron.

Involving a nucleus specifically, or relafing Lo
nuclear energy generally.

A plant in wnich a fission ehain reaction is
maintained and controlled. It usually contains
nuelear fuel, a coolant, a moderatot, eontrol rods
and safety devices and is most often enclosed in a
concrete biologieal shield to absorb neutron and
garuna radiations.

The posit.ively charged central region of an aLom
ifiich fs composed of protons and neutrons and
contains almost ,rll of the mass of an atom.

An atomic form of an element wfrich is drstinguished
by rts atomic number, atomie weight, and the energy
state of its nucleus. Jhese factors rjetermine the
other properties of the element, including its
radioac tiv ity.

Any living plant or animal.

An indivisible unit of energy generally regarded as a
discrete particle wtrich has zero rnass and no
electrical charge.

The generally microscropic plant and animal organisms
that float or weakly swim in a body of water.

plrtlton
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rad

radiation

radiation risk

rediation
therapy

radiation
threahold

rdioactive

rediorctive
eqrilibrir.r

rdioactive
ssriee

radioactivity

radioieotopc

The level
ft) damage
challenged
exists.

Poesessing
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A stable, positively charged particle in the nucleus
of an atom,

The earlier used unit of absorbed dose.
0.0I joule per kilogram (J/tq).

I rad eq.rals

Tne emission and propagation of energy through matter
or space by rneans of electromagnetie disturbences
wl'rich display both wave-Iile and particle-Iib
behaviour. ln this context, the ,'particles" are
known as photons. The term has been extended to
include streams of fast-moving particlee such as
alpha and beta particles, free neutrons, and coernic
radiations. Nuclear radiation is that which is
emitted from atomic nuclei in various nuclear
reaetions and includes al.pha, beta, and garma
radiation and neutrons.

The chance of deleterious biological consequences
occurring in a person following a radiation dose.

Any form of disease treatment that uses radiation;
commonly known as radiotherapy.

of expoeure below which it is assumed that
tabs plaee. Doctors and scientists have
the assr-unption that such a threshold

or pertaining bo radioactivity.

The situation existing rrrtren the local activity of a
radionuclide equals that of its parent.
"Disequilibriumrr refers lo perturbation in this state
produced by geochemical processes.

A series of radionuclide, each except bhe first beingthe daughter product of the previous one in the
series; for example the Uranium series and the
Thorium series in which the end product of each
series is a stable isotope of lead.

The process of sponbaneous decay or disintegration ofan unstable nucleus of an atom; usually accmrpanied
by the emission of ionizing radiation.

An unstable ieotope of an element that decays or
dieintegratea spontaneously and emits radiation.
lulore bhan I]00 natural and artificial radioisotopes
have been idenlified.

A radioective nuclide.rdionrclide
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Alpha-Helium nuclei (He-4) emiLted in alpha-decay.
Beta-Electrons emitted in beta-decay. Gamma rays -
high energy phoLons of electro-magnetic energy and
X-rays photons of electromagnetic energy at Iower
energy levels than those of gamma rays.

An assessment of the radiation risl€ of a radistron
dose to persons msde by cqnparrng that dose with
another dose received by the persons, for example
from natural baclqround radiation.

The earlier used unit of dose-equivalent, dose
commitment and committed dose.

A chemical process used to reeover residual fissile
material from spent nuclear fuel ( for example unused
fissile uranium-2}5 and fissile plutonium-2]9 bred in
uranium based nuclear fuel). Reprocessing results in
gaseoue end Iiquid radioactive effluents, low and
intermediate IeveI solid radioactive wastes and high
level liquid radioactive wastes.

A factor by which the dose Lo an organ or tissue oF
persons may be multiplied to assess their chance of
developing deleterious biological consequences as a
result oF that dose. Risk coefficients from
radiation exposure are discussed rn detail in AIRAC
No. t.

Hadioactive nuclides which decay rapidly, therefore,
hav rng short hal f-lives. In this statement ' i I
refers to those radionuclides with half-Iives that
are short in comparison to the expected time required
for penetrating their containment; thereforer the
followrng radionuelides as considered shor[-]rved:
5ulfur-J5, Scandium-46, Chromium-51, l'langanese-5At
Iron-55, Cobalt-58, Iron-59, Cobalt-50, Zirconium-95'
and Hafnium-l81. Nie lel-61 is considered an
intermediate between short-lived and long-Iived
radioac tiv i ty.

An assumption that no deleterious biological
consequences will oecur below a specified (thrashold)
Ievel of radiation dose.

Any proeess in which a nuclide is transFormed into
different nuclrde or more specificalj.y into
different element by a nuclear reacLion,

a
a
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ArtifXcially prdduced elements of aLomic nwtber 9J
and higher. Tbansuranic elements are produced in
uranium based nudlear fuel as the result of neutron
capture by the nuclei of aboms of uranium-ZJ5 and
uranium-Z18 presgnt, in the fuel and subsequent
radioact,ive decay an{ neutron capture by a chain of'nuclides formed. Transuranic elements include
radioisotopes of plutonium, neptunium, ameticium and

curiuri. Transuranic elements predominantly undergo
alpha-fecay.

Photona of
levels than
the decay
frequerrtly
operated X-ray tubes

X-rela electromagnetic
those oF loarnma

energy of Iower energy
rays. They are emitted in

ionuclides but they are most
rn practiee in eldctrically

of some
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